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LATEST CHOP JOB
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ADD THESE SEVEN WORKHORSE CALIBERS TO THE

..NEW

CONTENDER

" "

FITTED WITH A FOURTEEN
INCH BULL BARREL. BEAVERTAIL
FOREND. SPECIAL GRIPS, ADJUSTABLE
TARGET SIGHTS & AVAILABLE IN THE
SEVEN SMASHING CALIBERS. PICTURED
BELOW IN ACTUAL SIZE, THIS NEW
CONTENDER OFFERS MAXIMUM
DOWN RANGE ADVANTAGE.

See What Handgun Hunting
is all about!

·Both left and right hand models are available. The left hand model
is pictured in order to show the thumb rest.

W,ite FOR OUR NEW,

FREE CATALOGI

See how one hunting handgun can outclass all others and offer a total of
21 different barrel combinations which are interchangeable on one frame.

NEW RELOADING DATA BOOKLET!
Titled, "Making Your Contender Perfnrm", this 12 page booklet
contains suggested loading information for those center fire
cartridges which are most normally used in the Contender
Pistol Also covers case forming information on .30 and
.357 Herretl.
Enclose $1.00 if you also
wish this booklet No, 9400,

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

Farmington Road, Dept. TAH 9 • Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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SpeakOut
eHigh quality 100% cotton, yellow shirt
imprinted in black ink e Sizes in S, M, L
and XL. e Indicate size, quantity,
and full mailing address e Order 3 shirts,
get bumper sticker free e To order, send
check or M.O. to:

UPDATE ON SPOONBILL DEVELOPMENTS

Shooters T-Shirts
30097 Via Velez PI. Dept.
Temecula, Ca. 92390
Please send 0 T-SHIRT $7.95 ea.
[J BUMPER STICKER $2.00 ea
Enclosed is $-,------,------::-::-:_-,------,------,-----_
(Ca. residents add 6% sales tax)

Name
Street
Town
State

~

Zip

A new experience in fast-loading' Sturdy, lightweight, easy to use ... it's the fastest way to
reload your revolver with round nose or wad
cutter ammunition.
Check these NEW MODEL features:
.NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
.PERFECT ALIGNMENT OF CARTRIDGES
WITH REVOLVER CYLINDER-gives faster,
more positive loading.
.POPULAR SPILL-RESISTANT TWIST KNOBsimply turn knob to load revolver or to
recharge loader.

H.K.S. -FAILSAFE' PRODUCTS
132 FIFTH ST. DAYTON, KY.41074
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MODIFICATIONS ON
COOPER'S FABLED
"SPOONBILL"
As our machine shop is working on a
variant of the Spoonbill, we thought you
might be interested in some modifications
that were too late for your May/June
issue:
I) To reduce bulk and make the pistol
holster compatible, we are going to the
Sharps 4 barrel pistol concept, with a solenoid-operated revolving firing pin of adjustable power so that rifle or pistol
primers can be used.
2) In order to somewhat reduce the
sight change problems cited, a holographic sight is going into production. After simply replacing 2 IC's and I MOSFET for every 2°K, 350m elevation and/
or 5 millibars Hg and recalibrating, the
shootist will only have to superimpose the
holographic display over the target. The
laser will then lock on, the image color will
change and the firearm discharge.
3) Automatic discharge has been our
biggest headache. So many shootists refuse to see the advantage of our system.
Their expression of shock at the sudden
firing is usually manifested as a flinch,
which is cutting into our guaranteed 1.5
MOA at 300m (ofThand). Accordingly, we
have revamped the power pack and added
on an arm brace for the shootist. At target
acquisition, and .2ns before discharge, a
polarizing current runs thru the brace and
the flux lines generated mesh with the vertically oriented, tuned magnetron cavity in
the butt of the pistol, thus rigidly locking
the piece at the moment of firing. (Of
course, should the shootist not have a
proper grip on the piece, there is a very
real possibility of all 7 wrist bones being
broken. We do not see this as a recurring
problem, however.) Locking is maintained for .5ms for the .44 magnum and
.7ms for the .45-75, to allow for ignition
and bullet travel through the barrel. A
sample of this design has been submitted
to BATF for a determination as to whether
or not this surrogate stock falls within the

purview of the National Firearms Act of
1934 (as amended). In the event that they
so deem, it would merely add $200 to the
pistol's purchase price.
4) These modifications have resulted in
an increased power demand, but we feel
that the person monitoring the portable
generator can act as an additional range
safety officer as well as warn people about
tripping over the cable to the firing point.
In our hunting version, a retractable 25 ft.
cable can easily be attached to any woods
buggy or motorcycle of at least 9HP with
an adequate 28V400Hz dynamotor.
Those are some of the more obvious
modifications. Of course, there has been a
slight (30-35%) price increase, but this is
due more to the devaluation of the dollar
than to anything on our part.
We appreciate your interest in our
development, and we will be more than
happy to keep you posted on future developments.
Michael Smith
Offshore Enterprises
Laurel, Florida

COOPER REPLY AND
ENCOURAGEMENT
Congratulations on the superb continuing
efforts you are putting into the Spoonbill
project. Mr. Peabody told me of your cooperation, but I was not aware that you
had progressed so far.
Much interest has been generated in the
Spoonbill concept and we are hearing
widely from technicians who feel that they
are able to improve the idea. It does not
appear to me that the pistol itself will ever
reach its full development, as America is
too full of ingenuity for anything of this
nature to stand technologically still. I feel
sure that all of us can look forward to
many years of fascinating tinkering as the
attempt to knock over those iron chickens
reaches its full fruition .
All best wishes and keep up the good
work.
Jeff Cooper
Paulden, Arizona
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On July 30, 1978, during
the Governor's 20 Match in
Jackson, AL, Sgt. James E.
Collins of the Alabama State
Police fired a 1500-126X to
establish a new national record. This
is the first time that a competitor fired a perfect
score in registered competition of this type. The
previous record also had been set by Sgt. Collins, who is a
two-time National Police Combat Pistol Champion. Sgt. Collins
used Federal 38 match wadcutter ammunition in setting the
new record, and uses Federal in all his competitive shooting.
His reason? "Consistency. Round after round, lot after lot."
Isn't that the kind of consistently accurate performance
you'd like? Look for the red box with the familiar diagonal
stripes. It's your assurance of Federal quality.

The Precision People

FEDERAl:
CARTRIDGE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402
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CustomizeYour Own Handgun With The
Famous n
Components
The Enforcer has become immensely popular in a relatively short period
of time because it is an excellent, lightweight, deadly accurate combat pistol.
Also, because it includes a multitude of custom features that make it, perhaps,
the most attractive and practical .45 caliber automatic ever made.

So that you can customize your own handgun, a line of custom components
has been introduced by M-S Safari Arms to fit most .45 caliber automatics.
Of the many custom components used on the Enforcer, the first six are now
available from stock.

.... Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides better control of the
weapon by spreading recoil over a larger area of the
shooter's hand, reduces apparent
recoil and eliminates hammerpinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for perfect fit.

$15.00

\
.. Extended Combat Slide Release. Computer
calculated angle and curvature of releases
allows reliability on hand control from shooting
grip leaving left hand free to handle fresh
magazine insertion. $17.50

.. Extended Combat Safety. Match
proven design assures positive
control of safety without having to
shift or reposition grip. $16.95

T Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release. A first by M-S
Safari Arms - Now full control of the.45 Automatic with
the left hand. $29.50 per set.

A. Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Allows full function of safety for left
handed shooters or right handed
shooter5. in case of injury. $34.95 set
.. Combat Magazine Base Pad. With this component. you don't
have to worry about noise or damage to magazine when ejecting the
magazine - even from a standing position - during match shooting
or in combat. $1.95

All components are supplied in satin finished, stainless steel, ready for gunsmith's
installation. PLEASE USE THE COUPON TO ORDER COMPONENTS DIRECT FROM
THE FACTORY; or, TO REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE
ENFORCER which, of course, must be delivered through your local gun dealer

24 HOUR TOll FREE ORDER DESK
Master ChargejVlsa/C.O.D. Only ~
~
Call OPERATOR 758
~
~

National

1-800-824-7888

California only

Alaska & Hawaii

1-800-852-7777

1-800-824-7919

o
Ir~"---------TO, M-S SAFARI ARMS, P.O. Box 28355 . Tempe, AZ 85282

I
I
I
I

(~~S~~~i~t~~~S I
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(602) 966-0445
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Ple•• e enter my order for: AH-9
Beavertail Grip Safety@ $15.00..
..
0 Extended Combat SafetY@$16.95.
Combat Magazine Base Pad @ $1.95
Extended Combat Slide Release@$17.50
0 Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set @ $34.95
Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release @ $29.50 set
.

o

o
o

Quantity
Total
_ .. $
_
$--$
_
$
_
$---

Shipping & handling
My check or money order is enclosed:· Total

o

$
$

_
1.00

$---

Please send me information on the Enforcer and other products
available from M·S. I enclose $1.00 for postage and handling.

Name
Addre••.
City
State

_

Zip

_
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BAG TWO~BOOKSWITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally - or Order by Mail!

Gun Digest Book of
METALLIC
SILHOUmE

~'\

!~!nq!~~G ~~

Silhouette shooting has
evolved from informal,
offhand shooting at metal
cutouts of game birds and
animals to a highly sophisticated and regulated
competition for both rifles
and handguns. Gates, a
pioneer in the sport and
Executive Director of
#MS8516
IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Association), examines all
aspects of this fast growing
specialty. He chronicles its
beginnings in Mexico, its
spread across the border
into Texas, New Mexico and.
Arizona, how the NRA got
into the game in 1973, and
the development of IHMSA.
He discusses silhouette rifle shooting in detail,
covering rifles, calibers, custom cartridges,
special scopes, handloading, and such special
equipment as electric triggers used by top rifle
competitors. Explains how silhouette shooting
improves hunting skills plus the appeal it offers
to hand loaders to develop their own loads and
cartridges. Also lists the complete NRA Rifle
Shooting rules.
Handgun silhouette shooting is given the
same detailed treatment. Gates describes its
beginnings, its evolution, its rules and regulations. Chapters cover makes and calibers of
handguns, including cartridges and bullets, and
loading data; evolution of the unlimited
silhouette handgun; big-bore magnum handgunning. He describes how selections are made
to the All-America team of handgun silhouette
shooters, plus detailed accounts of the first and
second national championships.
Last, he reports on future plans, activities and
developments that are expected in the production of rifles, handguns and ammunition for this
truly exciting international sport.
256 8W' x 11" pages.

8895

PISTOL AND
REVOLVER
DIGEST
2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell & Jack Lewis
Dean Grennell and Jack
Lewis have packed this
all-new second edition with
timely and instructive
articles by a gallery of the
best writers in the field.
Grennell himself has
contributed articles on
revolvers and autoloaders
that have been manufactured since the last edition,
with critical evaluations;
new cartridges for handgun
reloading; new developments in handgun ammo;
how to make a handgun
case. Jack Lewis takes us
rattlesnake hunting with
handguns, and describes
#PR5926
the John Bianchi collection
of guns, including some
owned by famous gun
fighters such as Wyatt Earp,
Bat Masterson and
Frank James.
Bob Steindler discusses the pros and cons of
the controversial Velex cartridge. Claude
Hamilton reports on his investigations into why
revolvers don't shoot alike; which handguns
shoot the hardest. Rich Mi lIer, historian for
International Combat Shooting, describes the
sport and tells about a school run by Jeff Cooper
that teaches this specialty.
Bob Zwirz and Dean Grennell team up to
report on the Wildey, a new handgun that was
on the board for 5 years and is finally on the
market. John Hansen, Jr., well-known gun
collector, discusses the Smith & Wesson Models
29 and 66 and why they're so hard to find; also
covers other handguns that are prime for
collecting. The venerable Skeeter Skelton
presents his choice for the all-purpose handgun
for hunting. Roger Combs reports on new holster
innovations and design techniques; explains
how tocustomize a gun by changing the grip.
There are articles on care and cleaning,
silhouette shooting, and much, much more.
PLUS over 30 catalog pages covering all
handguns currently available in the U.S.: target
autoloaders and revolvers, service and sport
autoloaders and revolvers, single action revolvers
and many others with complete specifications
and the latest retail prices. 2888% x 11" pages.

8795

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING
By Ralph T. Wafker
Replicas to restoration. Covers many specific projects,
kits, plus original gunswhen to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
8~' x II" pages.
#BG5626 ..... , .... $7.95

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE TO
ANTIQUE AMERICAN FIREARMS!
.. .And Their Values
I!
~i
I,

II

The one book about antique gun collecting the dealer.
expert or beginning collector cannot do without!
Norm Flayderman. one of the world's most
noted antique firearms experts. has written the
most comprehensive book on antique gun collecting ever' produced. Every major American
manufacturer is listed individually with each
weapon covered In detail. Lesser known makers
have their products listed by type. so that all
antique American arms are completely
covered.
Entire chapters are devoted to Kentuckles.
Colonial and Revolutionary War Arms. and
Sporting Percussion Rifles. with in-depth disCUSSions on collecting and valuing them.
3.312 models and variants are extensively
described with all marks and specifications for
each piece listed for quick identification.

I!

#FG5416

!

2.670 individually priced firearms with full
information on how to assess value on hundreds of other variations.
1.340 large-scale. detailed photographs
accompany the individual textual descriptions.
You don't have to hunt through photoplates to
find the details
ExtenSive cross-referencing IS userl throughout the book by type make. proper name and
popular name. plus histOries and backgrounds
of makers
FLAYDERMANS GUIDE does not disparage
the good work of Chapel s book -It Just surpassed it. II a person IS to have ONE antique
arms reference work. It must be FLAYOERMAN'S GUIDE." (Arms Gazette)

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS
By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and preparing bullets; swaging; correcting misfires and more.
Extensive ballistics and loading data tables. 288 8V2' x
II' pages.
#HH8416
$7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition
Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current developments in science of reloading. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Features for marksmen, experimenters. Big catalog section.
288 8~' x II' pages.
#HA2086
$7.95

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
ByJ.B. Wood
HANDGUN
87 pistols and revolvers are
studied with descriptions and
illustra tions of common
problem areas. Offers do-ityourself solutions, when and
where to go for help. 192
8~" x II" pages.
#TH5146
$5.95

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
RIFLE AND SHOTGUN
By J. B. Wood
How to correct minor problems frequently encountered
in 87 popular shoulder arms.
When to turn to a gunsmith
or return it to the factory.
Heavily illustrated. 192 8~
x II' pages.
#TR5136 ..
..... $5.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST
NEW REVISED EDITION
Guide to operation and
maintenance of la w enforcement weapons. Includes
every type of handgun, plus
special sections on riot gun~,
anti-sniper rifles, tear gas and
other special weapons. 320
8~" x II' pages.
#LE5226..
. . $7.95

Gun Digest Book 01
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis
Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-todate book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 8V2" x II" pages.
#MV5826
$7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS
2nd Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of getting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and drawings. 288 8V2' x II' pages.
#RD9326
$7.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST
2nd Edition
By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span complete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the beginner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a directory of the trade. 288 8 V2,
x II' pages.
#HM5156
$7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE .22 RIMFIRE
By John Lachuk
What's available in rifles,
handguns, ammo and accessories. Choosing the right
gun. Accurizing, sighting,
hunting, simple smithing,
ballistics, survival, much
more. 256 8~" x II" pages.
#TT3726
$6.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
GUNS AND SHOOTING
By Clair F. Rees
Covers the world of firearms.
How to select your first gun,
how firearms operate, all the
basics. Indispensable book
for the beginner or pro. 224
8 1/ 2 " x II" pages.
#8E9536.. . .
. ... $6.95
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BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 2nd EDITION
Edited by Jack Lewis
A must for muzzle loaders.
In-depth discourse on rifles,
handguns, scatterguns and
accessories. Featuresupdated
catalog of arms; new altern ative to black powder: big
gun look at cannonry; where
to buy. 288 8~' x II" pages.
#BP9346
$7.95
,..--------------------------.,

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
Buy one of these DBI hooks anywhere and get
another DBI boo" FREE' Now you can o~"n
any of the books shown in this ad lOR EE I
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For eaeh book you buy, you may select a
second book from this ad of (he same price
or less FREE!
(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us covcr postagc, insurance, packing and handling.
(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip showing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FR [I'. book ofTcr applies,
including 52.00 postage. insurance and
handling fees for each FR 1'.1'. book.
ABC
['m Buying
Retail
Send These
These
Price
fREE!
Book #

Book ,#
$

Book .1

Book .#
$

Book 1

Book H

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.
Column 'B' Total

$

_

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
(52.00 for each FREE book). 5
_

5

TOTAL ENCLOSED

_

OR
Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FR EE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the 52.00 processing fee
for each book.
5
_
I TOTAL ENCLOSED

I

MONEY BACK GUARA:\TEE
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. Z-173 540 Frontage Road
Northfield, I L 60093
Name

_
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MAGNIACENT
BRASS
PAPERWEIGHT
Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

Handloading
DAN COTTERMAN

LOADS FOR YOUR .45 AUTO
(Editor's Note: This column ran in the
Jan.lFeb., 1979 HANDGUNNER without
the charts. We thought it appropriate to
show the complete story and charts for this
special.45 Auto issue.)

$;~?~P:~d

ORDER TODAY!

Aluminum paperweight $3.50 ea.
Postpaid
For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Send check or M.O. to:

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER
P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH
Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use
Im"-_The most practical
comfortable way to
corry a gun. Uni-Vest
ri s revolvers or auto·
motics with '2" to 61','
barrels in tree specially designee helster
• pockets. Unl-Vest also
... has a two magazine

-. pocket which opens to
.- accammadete loose
emma. Heavyweight
~,/' b I u e den i m. S i z e s
S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left hended. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354
Tampa, Florida 33690

TYLER'S u1" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING

with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
ond S &
MODERN
Revolver.. DURABLE. PRACTICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or BLACK ".00; GOLD ".25

w

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colt. S &

w

;o11$;e6 ~trhe.l~~erS3.~~:ol$. G8leDfl~ls~ot~~
ORDER

DIRECT OR

AT YOUR

FAVORITE

DEALER

Send moke & model of gun. No C.O.D. 's please.
• Prompt Postpaid Delivery.
• Fully Guaranteed
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synth.tic Gun Grips. Lee
Loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand·made
Holsters & lelts, Leather & Clarlno.
- Dealer Inquiries Welcome MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd., Oklahoma City, Oklo. 73114
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ur first look at feeding this heavyO
handed and challenging artillery
piece came when, in the September/October, 1977, column, I devoted attention to
"the need for catering to certain peculiarities of the gun." There was an effort to
demonstrate the importance of the shape
and dimensions necessary to the successful
function of .45 auto ammo within the gun.
Stressing what we might call the mechanics of preparing cartridges for auto loaders
necessitated devoting only slight attention to bullet performance and powder
charges. This time we'll take a more thorough look at what goes inside and on top
of the .45 auto handload.
First, however, a brief review is in order
for the benefit of those who do not have
back issues at hand, as well as for anyone
who was with me then but has not yet had
an opportunity to put my suggestions to
use. As a prelude to discussing handloading for the .45 auto, I am going to
mention one significant point purely on
the basis of its mnemonic value: I refer to
the "transport factor," a function peculiar
to all autoloaders which requires the
movement of each cartridge from the
magazine clip to the chamber from which
it will be fired. There is, under such a circumstance, a comparatively long and often damaging trip for carefully prepared
ammunition.
Having acknowledged the foregoing,
our review should include a look at the
mouth of the .45 auto hull along with a
thought toward the manner in which it indexes inside the chamber in order to set
correct headspace. The provision of a step
around the far end of the chamber against
which the mouth of the hull comes to rest
establishes headspace. For this reason, it is
recommended that no appreciable chamfer be cut on the outside of the rim; an inside chamfer to aid bullet seating is
recommended.
The need for the cartridge to withstand
being slammed from clip to chamber
while traveling up a more or less steeply
inclined ramp-;;the most demanding part
of the total cartridge movement referred

to in the term, transport factor-calls for a
bullet contour that involves a minimum of
abrupt angles. Ignorance of this exigency
will result in jamming.
There also is good reason to pledge attention to consistency of case trim length
and, as well, to limitations of cartridge
length. And, finally, the roll-type crimp
used with revolver cartridges is definitely
not to be applied to the autoloader round
for reasons that should be apparent upon
recalling the remarks regarding chamfering and headspacing method. A moderate
taper crimp-applied with a taper-crimp
die so as not to affect headspacing-is
recommended.
In the original writing, the mention of
but two different powders was sufficient to
the purpose then at hand. Those two, Bullseye and Unique, were considered good
middle-grounders for the .45 auto. But to
concentrate on powders for this round is to
realize that the menu lists a wider choice.
As if to gainsay one of my original recommendations, I must confess at this time
that I no longer use the former of the two
powders previously mentioned as being
suitable to use in the .45 auto. Nor, for that
matter, have I continued to use that powder in any other handload.
I hasten to add that I am not necessarily
stating against the use of long-revered
charges of2.7 in the 38 Special or 3.5 in the
.45 auto as target charges. The personal
abstinence of caution has arisen as a result
of a niggling thought that has rattled
around in the back of my memory for
years_
The seed of misgiving was planted
when, circa 1962, an acquaintance-probably because he knew I was writing within
the sporting firearms press-came to my
office (right arm in a sling, hand bandaged) to show me what, according to his
sincere testimony, had been the cause of
his injury. The evidence was contained in
a small plastic bottle: it was the twisted
remains of a brass (that is, unplated) 38
Special hulL The injured had managed
to recover perhaps six or seven ragged
fragments.
The baffling part of this entire drama
existed in the fact that, according to the
handloader's statement, he had merely
picked the offending round up from his
bench when it exploded in his hand. It had
(Continued on page 50)
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It~ the little things

in life that count
That's right, we often overlook the
little objects that are behind the scenes
that go to make our lives easier and more
productive. We have spent a great deal of
time coming up with many inventions and
patented products designed especially
for you, the professional law enforcement
officer.

"Boje sus pantalones." know what it
means? Then you need this little extra
with you while on duty. There are 36
pages crammed full
of English to Spanish,
Spanish to English.
translations, with the
ever so helpful
phonetic pronunciations. This little
useful book,
"Spanish for the
Peace Officer."
was designed to
fit in your ticket
book. It covers
aU commonly
used commands, reports,
book ings, etc.,
etc., etc., etc.
It's an invaluable
working tool. $2.95 each.

The Hobble is a
brand new addition
to our line. Why?
When properly used,
that's about aU your
suspect can do is
hobble, hobble, hobble. Always used
after your suspect
has been handcuffed
It wiU help you to
control those sometimes violent
problems you run up
against. $5.50.

Read this one! You're going to love
it-Hide a Keyper. You aU know it's something that's been needed. It's one of those
"I hope we never will need it, but if we·
do, then what?"

Wear a baUistic protection vest? Hot?
Uncomfortable? Here is the answer if you
are a sweater. The Cool Shirt. wom under
your vest, is the answer to these problems. Designed from space age easy care
fabrics, the Cool Shirt aUows the air to
circulate freely between you and your vest
keeping the wearer in total comfort. Ideal
washable replacement for your normal
undergarment Available in four styles.
V-neck or crew neck with sleeves
$25.95. V-neck or crew neck w/ out
sleeves $24.95.

You wanted a lighter flashlight yet it did not meet
law enforcement department specs. Well, now one
... does. The leader in the flashlight industry leads the way
again. Often imitated, never
duplicated. Kel-Ute is proud
to announce the medium
head C-ceU flashlight which
meets aU your professional
requirements. It has the same .
barrel thickness and tensile
strength as the famous D-ceU,
but far less weight Features
a new 3-way switch with
the usual stor-a-bulb end cap.
Available 2 thru 7 ceUs.
K-CMH-7
$25.00,
K-CMH-6
$24.25 .

K·CMH-5
$23.50
K·CMH-4
$22.75

That's why we
designed it for
you, just in case,
and it's a smaU price
to pay.
Plain $6.95 Basket $7.45
Clarino $8.95.

Now don't forget to
order at the same time
your matching set of 655
Keepers (the ones with out the key). They look so
much alike that it's your
problem to remember
where the key is hiding.
Even a smaUer price to pay.
Plain $1.50 Basket $1.95
Clarino $2.50.

Sorry we cannot ship COD. Add 10% for
shipping. CaUf. Res. add 6% sales tax.
Send us $1.00 and we wlU send you our
aU new 104 page 1979 catalog.

FROM THE COMPANY THAT CARES
ABOUTYOQ

SAI=t.\R I LAI\II:::J
K·CMH-3
$22.00
K-CMH-2
$21.25

1941. S. Walker, Dept P,
Monrovia, CA 91016· (213) 357-7902

Indus:t!Y
Insider_

'----JEROME RAKUSAN

W

e hope Smith & Wesson fans aren't
holding their breath waiting for the
much publicized Model 629 stainless .44
magnum. Company plans at this writing
don't provide for full-scale production until sometime in 1980 (hopefully the firstquarter).
Only a pilot run of the big 6" stainlesses
has been produced thus far, and it is a:
closely guarded secret as to just how many
were included in that group. One S&W insider claims that a hundred guns were
built, and that most of them are being used
for engineering research and exhaustive
last-stage product testing by the factory.
There is no reason to believe at this time
that there is anything wrong with the
stainless .44. Because of enormous demand, all S&W products are way behind
orders. It was reported recently that
Model 629 #001 was auctioned at a gun
show for $80,000.
S&W's ammo division, making a humanitarian attempt to reduce lead poisoning dangers for police officers practicing
on indoor ranges, spared no expense in developing the NyClad ammunition previously discussed in this column. The
bullet, jacketed in a blue nylon substance,

dramatically reduces lead pollutants in the
air. Still, the product has been the target of
a backlash from an unexpected corner of
the police community: the ballistic
experts.
Power isn't their complaint; they're
.angry from an evidence point of view. Numerous tests of early Nyclad ammunition
showed that, for various reasons, it did not
pick up and/or retain rifling marks when
passing through the barrel. Thus it could
not be matched to the gun that had fired it
under a forensic examiner's comparison
microscope.
This naturally alarmed S&W, a firm that
has been second to none in making an effort to look out for the interests of law enforcement. A new research project was
undertaken, in conjunction with some of
the most prestigious independent ballistics
labs in the country. The result is a new
NyClad bullet.
This second generation ammo will have
a bigger lead core and proportionally thinner nylon jacket, which we assume will reduce that substance's resiliency and force
it to take on rifling marks more indelibly
as it passes through the bore. The nylon
jacket composition has also been changed

Could you spot the pebble _(~
that could lead to a KiII~r?,"'"A'

'nl"l~l("'l;:
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A
Blueprint for
Learning How
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By JACK KEARNEY

THE TRACKING BOOK BY AN
UNCHALLENGED AUTHORITY
Jack Kearny has tracked down thou·
sands trying to sneak into the United
States. His tracking skills have led to
scores of adults and children lost in the
wild, and his successes on criminal
cases have made headlines. As author
of the U.S. Border Patrol course on
tracking. Jack has taken his unique
combination of tracking, searching and
teaching and put it into a book.
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SEND CHECK OR M.a. TO:
•
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER

591 Camino Reina, San Diego, Cal. 92108
NAME

_

ADDRESS

_

CITY
STATE

_
ZIP

_

Please include 75¢ per book for post·
age. (CA. Residents add 72¢ Tax)

toward the same end. Though the new
ammo is more difficult to match under a
Nikon dual microscope than a standard
lead or copper jacketed bullet, decisive
match ups are now virtually guaranteed.
No more need detectives worry about
"untracable assassins' bullets." This will
be welcome news to the AFTE (Association of Firearms and Toolmark Examiners), which was scheduled to discuss the
NyClad situation at their annual conference in Milwaukee as this magazine goes
to press.
If you've been looking for a good deal
in a .45 auto speed rig, BIANCHI has
some welcome news for you. Their wildly
popular "Chapman Hi-Ride" holster, designed for IPSC matches, has been substantially improved. The previous model,
which itself met with much favor, had only
a half-lining of steel (in front) and no provision for adjusting the tension. The second generation Chapman holster is lined
with steel front and back (just like the custom rigs for two or three times the price)
and incorporates a tension screw in back
beneath the belt. Best news of all is that
the price will remain at around $25 or less.
This will be an all-time best-buy for the
practical shooting competitor or the
hunter who uses a 1911-style automatic
and wants a super-secure rig that still permits a swift, silent draw that won't spook
game and uses no safety strap.
Despite the pictures in their catalog,
Llama's double action .45 automatic and
DA.44 Magnum revolver still aren't ready
for mass-market introduction. Stoeger, the
firm that imports the line, hopes to be delivering both within a few months, however.
At Sterling Arms the double action
stainless .45 auto first unveiled at the National Sporting Goods Association show
in Chicago in 1977 still won't be shipped
for another six months, if not longer.
There were bottlenecks with suppliers and
subcontractors; the company's move last
year hindered things too; and finally, Sterling is throwing almost all of their present
production capability into catching up
with demand for their popUlar, economypriced small caliber automatics.
Such guns are big sellers in all retail
gunshops, and according to one insider,
the firm has orders backlogged to December of 1980. Already coming off the lines is
their Mark II double action .380 auto in
stainless, with retail list of $250, half-a-
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hundred more than the blue steel equivalent. The Mk. II is flatter than the earlier
gun, has trim wooden grips, a new magazine release and other streamlining. A
sight the firm thinks will equal Micro in
quality while still being snag-free is another part of the package.
Colt says that their eight-inch Python
barrels are scheduled for next year. It still
hasn't been determined whether they'll be
offered through the Custom Shop or as a
regular catalog option. It is also possible
that there may be one configuration for
hunters, and another for metallic silhouette competitors.
More good news from the Colt stable:
the long-awaited and long-promised ambidextrous safety for the 1911-series automatics has at last been approved. These
won't be extended safeties, but rather the
familiar factory pattern with a mirror image on the other side ... less likely to
"walk-off" in belt or holster, and thus
probably safer for the working pistolpacker, southpaw or otherwise. The Colt
Custom Shop is expected to start delivery
as of July 1979. Price hasn't yet been announced, but should probably be $40 or a
bit more. The wide "duck-bill" grip safety
is still going through 10,000 round torture
tests before it, too, gets the nod from Colt
management. For those who can't wait,
a custom version is available from
Jim Hoag's H&G Shop in Canoga Park,
California.
As we write this (early May '79), Dan
Wesson's .22 revolvers are due to hit dealers' shelves in approximately seven weeks.
This project has been kicking around Dan
Wesson Arms' headquarters for years and
the only thing holding them up was the
fear that somebody might have a mental
lapse and fire the .357 cylinder while the
.22 barrel was in place. The solution?
DWA execs gave up their hopes for interchangeability between .22 LR and .357
Mag.
The new .22 will not have barrels and
cylinders interchangeable with other calibers.. 22 tubes will be threaded differently,
and ;22 cylinders will likewise be incompatible with .357 frames. In the .22
caliber model, there will be 2'12", 4", 6",
and 8" barrels. Price will be the same as
for the company's primo .357 wheelguns.
Incidentally, gun clubs putting on silhouette matches will be interested to know
that Dan Wesson Arms is providing metallic silhouettes for such matches at no
charge. They have two sets of rugged
T-I bigbore silhouettes making the circuit
every weekend and have now added 111"
steel .22 targets. All they ask is that the
given club take care of picking them up
and getting them back on time for their
next weekend's assignment. Since freight
on 500 pounds of armored steel gets a bit
stiff, most clubs taking advantage of the
offer have been in the New England area.
Fred Hill at Dan Wesson Arms, 293 Main
St., Monson, Massachusetts,
~
is the man to talk to.
~

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS
IN STOCK
We have Leupold & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger. Colt.
Remington. S&W. SAKO, SKB, TIC, Winchester, Armalite,
Hardbalier. Back·UP. Leupoid, Weaver, Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover ship·
ping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your dollar
is refundable on first order over $100.00.

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.
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J & G Sales Inc.
442AH Mill... Veney Roed
Pre.cotl,Arlzone88301
Telephone: 1·602·445·9650
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MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

#453

"LIBERTY"

J. D. JONES

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new' 79 Catalog.

LET'S GET ON THE BANDWAGON

GWM DAVIS

P.O. &x 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

EDITOR'S NOTE
With this column, we introduce our new
Handgun Hunting Editor, J, D, Jones, Ifhe
needs a more formal introduction, you
haven't been reading the magazine, In this
first column, we are permitting J. D. to tell
you, in his own words, about the new organization he isfounding. We wish him luck, We
will support the organization and heartily
recommend it to our readers.

ItjiiiSllHiii'I
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IPSC AUTOMATICS

Class, Class A and Class B, available
Hard Chrome or Blue finish with Smith
& Wesson or Bo-Mar sights Also a full
In

line of Smith &oEiiiolt handguns

IPHONE (704)274-4572(24 hr Ans \chapple Gennett

----

1270 Hendersonville Rd, Plaza SoutJh
POBox 5704, AsheVille, NC 28803

\..

The Revolutionary New Compad
Optical Sight Deigned for H.ndguns!

Just 2)/." long x IIj~" high; 5 oz. in weight; smaller In.. n any
scope available and simplier to use than any iron sight.
Bases for Contender. 5 &:: W, Colt. Ruger and Dan Wesson
plus specials for any firearm desired. Sight $73.00, Base $7.50
Dealer Discounts available. Send ISC stamp for fret' brochure.

Precision Reflex, Inc.
P.O. Box 95, New Bremen, Ohio 45869
(419) 629·2603

ON TARGET
.

.

."

MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGH,

~oOr~~a~~~~g;i~~;;';'"',.

Fully

. '"
Adiustable,
.,.uses f~do.r'y front
si9,htiJliil,tf Black
Oxid!'QF Sa,tin Nickel.

NIckel
add $5.60

Wifh PlainJdhaf
$41.70
With whileol.Jtline leaf $44.00

Miniature Machine CO.. Dept. AH
210 E. Poplar
Deming, New Mexico 88030
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andgun Hunters International is a
new organization dedicated to the
sport of Handgun Hunting, The purpose
of the organization is to share handgun
hunting experiences, knowledge of the
sport, and provide information of value to
members of the organization, We intend
to act as a "clearing house" for information on how and where to handgun hunt;
including members comments on the services of individual guides and outfitters.
The promotion and propagation of the
sport of handgun hunting is our goal.
Information never previously published
regarding the actual performance of guns,
loads, bullets, etc, will be gathered from
members and published. In fact, the publication of the Newspaper will actually be
the voice of the members. Articles, letters
and experiences of the members are solicited-as little writing by "professional"
gunwriters as possible will be used. You
have the experiences-others want to
know about them. For example: Steve
Wynn of Lima, OH, while boar hunting
with dogs, required three shots (while in a
'totally on the verge of a heart attack from
running' condition) to kill his boar. Good
thing he didn't need four-the recoil of his
first three shots through the M-29 dislodged the core of round number four
which protruded through the mouth of the
cylinder enough to stop its rotation. (The
jacket stayed in place.)
In addition to valuable information regarding hunting, guns, accessories, and
handloading the paper is intended to provide just plain wholesome reading entertainment. Varmint, small game and big
game hunting stories will be published.
In addition, if there is enough interest, a
"Record" book for handgunners will be
established. If there is insufficient interest
in the record book by the mem bersscratch it.
I think Handgun Hunters International

has a service to offer a large segment of
handgunners and can fill the needs of the
handgun hunter whether he is of the armchair, small game, or big game variety!
Undoubtedly, a healthy, viable organization can accomplish a great deal in promoting the sport and in areas where
handgun hunting is not legal; perhaps legalize it. Bowhunters and black powder
shooters have special deer seasons-why
not handgunners? It can be done.
It cannot happen without an organization, Few members of any organization
join to work, The Handgun Hunters International offers information, entertainment-and for those who want it-the
challenge and satisfaction of accomplishment.
I believe something else can be accomplished-lo'M cost hunting ofJust about
any game in the country. In addition, I feel
worthwhile things can be accomplished by
"club" affiliation. Hell, I'm a dreamer and
I know it. But as a~ealist-I do know it can
be done, I also know it is expensive, time
consuming and a lot of work to found such
an organization, The organization has to
offer its membership something to fill a
need or it will fail. The membership must
support the organization through their
dues, subscriptions, and interest.
Initially, an annual membership will
cost $12.50 per year. For twelve and a half
bucks you will get a membership certificate (if one of the first 1000 members a
Charter Certificate) suitable for framing,
annual subscription to "THE SIXGUNNER," a newspaper printed bi-monthly
by Handgun Hunters International and a
patch identifying your membership which
you may proudly wear. You are as active a
member as you wish to be. Your written
experiences may be published, You may
start an affiliated club or chapter-or you
may choose to read "THE SIXGUNNER" for entertainment. In any event,
Handgun Hunters International wants
and needs you and your support as a
member.
Handgun Hunters International now
consists of me-and a few personal acquaintances who snapped up those very
low number Charter Memberships. I wish
to extend my personal invitation to you
to join Handgun Hunters International,
P.O. Box 357 Mag,,'
......
Bloomingdale, OH 43910.
~
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LIGHT LOADTM
Most Effective Handgun
Shooting Aid Ever Designed!
There are dozens of thoughts and theories on how to improve one's accuracy, but the common
denominator among them all is - practice. To become a better shooter you must shoot ... it's that
simple, or rather, that expensive. Why, with the high cost of ammunition, a few hours on the range can
set a man back $100 or more and becoming a top notch marksman means a substantial investment - or
did, that is, until now.
Now there is a safe, economical and effective training device that will make you a better shooter and
won't break your bank in the process. It's called Light Load.

What is a Light Load?
Light Load is a precision engineered handgun conversion kit for dry firing that permits accurate
simulation of the handgun firing process. It will improve your sight alignment, grip, hand steadying,
trigger squeezing, follow-thru and hit recording. The Light Load kit contains an electronic cylinder
that replaces your gun's cylinder, a lens tube that slips into the barrel, a regulation scale target
and instruction brochure.

Light Load can be safely fired in
your living room.

Light Load is perfectly accurate.
The Light Load lens tube is spring loaded and self aligning so the image that you
see on the target appears at the exact spot that a bullet hole would if you were
firing a live round. Sight the gun exactly as you would normally do with a
loaded weapon. If you are on with Light Load, you will be on with
shells in the gun.

Dramatically
Improves
Handgun
Accuracy!

The burst of light that the Light Load unit emits is safe
to both shooter and bystanders. This safety feature makes
Light Load the finest device available to teach the entire family
proper handgun use, safety and etiquette. Plus, it permits
regulation scale target or combat shooting practice in the home with
the same handgun you are accustomed to firing on the range or In
the field.

Light Load will not
harm your handgun.
All Light Load components are coated.
They can be installed and removed any
number of times with absolutely no effect
on the gun's performance or cosmetic
appeal.

Ligtlt Load for
law enforcement.
Any rangemaster or firearms instructor
will applaud the value of simulated handgun
firing. as a training aid for police or military
officers. Light Load gives recruits the opportunity to learn the ins and outs of proper gun
handling without risk of accidental discharge and resultant injury. Assures complete safety and adds a remarkable dimension of authenticity to classroom firearms
instruction.

Kit contains all conversion
components including
regulation scale target and
instruction brochure.

---------------------------D Yes, I want to improve my accuracy. Please send me
Light
Load(s) at the limited time offer price of only$49.99 each plus $1.00 for
postage.

D Also include
pairs of Duracell"n" Batteries@$149 pair. I have
enclosed my check or money order in the amount of $
. (Make
checks and money orders payable to "Light Load")
Models Available (Circle model(s) desired)
Gun Models
Frame

Cal.

Mgl.

.357

S&W

.38

New Model Black Hawk

Ruger

ew Model Black Hawk

S&

w

S&W
S&W
.44

13.19.65.66
1319.65.66
13. 9.65.66

S& W
S &w
Ruger

Ruger

K
K

10 14 15.64 67
10 1J 5 64 67

K

10 01 15.64.6,
New Model Super BlaCk Hawk

K

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

OVISA
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K

Barrell

2 12
6
458'
612'
2

K

6
7 1 2

Zip

_

o MASTER CHARGE
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PUTIN' IT ON: A PLACE TO SHOOT
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ilhouettes are in season year long, but
often are only shot in matches. Sanctioned shoots with high entry fees are no
place to practice nor to learn the game.
Worse yet, said shoots are often thinly
spread about the state and through the calendar, leaving little opportunity to participate, even if you didn't mind the tariff and
the low scores. Not a situation conducive
to winning new shooters, for sure. There
must be another way.
There is. Low key, low expectation, low
cost, low hassle local shoots. Not bad
shoots, mind you, but casual fun shoots for
the tyro. Anybody can host one and after
the area develops a cadre of steady
shooters.
•
First off you'll need a group of likeminded handgunners to help you organize
and run the shoots. A few friends could
band together to put one on for
themselves.
Both the IHMSA (P.O. Box 1609, Idaho
Falls, Idaho 83401) and the NRA (Competitions Division, 1600 Rhode Island
Ave., NW, Washington D.C. 20036) have
established rules for use in matches they
sanction for both the regular long range
course and a short course for those with
limited space.
You'll need a place to shoot. If you belong to a club with a range you're off to a
good start.
Now, you don't need a nice, flat, manicured range for a silhouette layout. As the
sport was designed to simulate hunting
conditions, natural terrain layouts are not
only acceptable, but desirable. That
means you can use a piece of rugged country that is unusable for most purposes;
shooting from hill to dale and maybe even
crossfiring to fit the banks of targets into

S
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•
the available land area. The only requirement is that the targets can be seen clearly
from the firing points in any shooting position, including a low prone. To facilitate
this adaption of the course to existing
range facilities or existing terrain variations, the IHMSA allows a plus or minus
five meter variation in distance for all targets in the long range rules.
Targets are the next consideration. It's
not the shape, but rather that you get an
immediate, visual confirmation of success-what the psychologists would call a
reward system. In plain talk, you get to
knock the target down, and that appeals to
the tin can plinker in all of us.
The size and shape of the targets are
standardized for all of the pistol games.
The long range version uses the same targets as the rifle silhouette shooters, while
the short range version uses special targets
that are proportionately reduced for the
shorter distances.
Complete sets (20 animals) of full size
targets are advertised in the IHMSA newspaper (The Silhouette) for $550 in mild
steel, and around $800 in the tempered
steel plate that is necessary to resist damage from the hyper-killer unlimiteds. The
IHMSA provides a set of patterns with
each new member's pack of goodies.
These can be simply scaled up for transfer
to steel of the appropriate thickness. All
you need is some scrap plate to cut up and
weld together.
One other approach that could be used
as a temporary expediency is paper targets. Just tran~fer the patterns to corrugated cardboard and cut out a stencil of
each animal. A couple of spray cans and a
large roll of kraft paper will yield a whole
herd of animals. Set them out on simple

wood target frames and have the target
setters count and repair hits. Over the
sights the stencilled animals look the same
as the iron ones.
The iron animals have to be set on
stands. The stands are an important variable in the knockdown equation. To eliminate any stand-caused problems, they
must be solid; further, they should be resistant to bullet damage, high enough so
that the entire target can be seen and easy
to reset the targets upon. The tall, whippy
stands used in Salina at last year's IHMSA
International Shoot rocked with the ani-'
mal, which raised havoc with a lot of
shooters' scores. Not only did a lot of
sheep shrug off well placed hits, there
were even a lot of pigs that stayed put.
Concrete blocks work and so do railroad
ties if they can be set solidly in the dirt. A
short piece of three or four inch wide
channel iron placed legs down on the dirt
can meet all the criteria-besides being
cheap. Whatever you use, don't forget the
sheep should be set within an inch of the
topple point, so mark or build your ram
stands to insure that the setters in their
haste don't set them hard.
Once you're this far you've about got it
whipped. All that's left is to do it. If you've
run or competed in other forms of shooting sports you'll have an idea about how to
proceed, but let me briefly touch on match
day requirements.
As far as manpower goes, you'll need
bodies for sign-in, a rangemaster, a referee, several scorers, and a few target
setters.
The wife(s) can run sign-up with a little
direction. One of the instigators (the one
with the CB and speakers on his truck)
who's familiar with the shooting procedure will have to be the rangemaster. Another one can be referee, and the shooters
can score for one another. You'll have to
find a few bodies for target setters and either hide them out down range in bunkers
or behind berms, or arrange for transportation from the firing line to the targets.
Be prepared before you open up with
copies of the rules, sign-up sheets, pens,
sco're cards, some change, and a lot of patience. More than likely things won't run
smoothly the first time out, but as long as
there's some steel to shoot, everyone will
have a good time.
....
They always do.
~
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DAN~
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ti\ PROUD TRADITION IN FIREARMS"
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Introducing the
The gun in a ct:ss
by itself

Step up and take a look at the new
Dan Wesson .22 double-action
revolver, a gun with the same heft
and feel that have made our .357
so popular.
We've taken our time creating
this gun for you, crafting it with
the same unique design, superior
materials and precision machining
that distinguish all Dan Wesson
products.
Of course it's got every one of
the unique features that make our
guns TIlE MOST ACCURATE,
TIlE MOST DEPENDABLE, TIlE
MOST VERSATILE double-action
revolvers on the market today ...
BAR NONE!
• Interchangeable barrel assemblies in four styles in lengths from
2%" to 8", interchangeable g!:ip-.E
and interchangeable colored front
gght blades (and remember, each
of these changes takes less than
a minute!)

Shown:
Model 22-VH8
Patented

• The kind of guali!y and fantastic
accura£Y you've come to expect
from Dan Wesson.
• DeRendabili!ythatjust
won't quit.
So, if you want a .22 with the
heft and action of our famous .357,
stop in at your dealer's and take
a look at our new Model 22. You're
sure to agree: it's in a class by itself!

Here's what makes
Dan Wesson revolvers
unique:

• Quickshift interchangeable barrel assemblies* available in 2V2",
4", 6" and 8" lengths in four styles
of barrel shrouds: regular, regular
with ventilated rib, heavy, heavy
with ventilated rib.
• Quickshift interchangeable onepiece grips*, w~lnut in four styles:
Target, Combat, Sacramento and
Traditional. Zebrawood in Target
only. A walnut blank, inletted to
fit the gun, is available for those
who wish to carve their own grip.
• Quickshift interchangeable front
The revolver of your choice (our new
sight blades with red inserts are
.22 or our popular .357) and an interstandard; yellow and white inchangeable barrel assembly of your
serts
and patridge blades are also
choice in a handsome carrying case.
available.*
The Mini Pac ... another proud possession from Dan Wesson Arms.
• Unique placement of the cylinder
latch
close to the barrel-cylinder
Five Year Warranty on Every Revolver
gap stabilizes the cylinder in its
Write for more information to Dept.16U alignment, aiding accuracy, and
eliminates fragile parts, making
the gun unusually rugged.
• White outline on the rear sight
is standard equipment.

Mini
Pac

DanWesson Arms,Inc.
293 Main Street, Monson, MA 01057
(413) 267-4081
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'Available at additional cost

Isn't it time you stepped up
to a Dan Wesson?
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45 ACP: THE WHEELGUN ALTERNATIVE
ave you ever noticed that when
people talk .45 ACP, they're always
H
comparing it with either mid-caliber auto
pistol cartridges, or .357 to .44 Magnum
revolver rounds? It's awfully easy to forget
that since the first world war, big-frame revolvers have been around that will take
the stubby, rimless ACP cartridge.
It seems that .45 auto production wasn't
coming along quickly enough to outfit all
the doughboys who were going to teach
the Kaiser to be wiser, so Colt and Smith
& Wesson were asked by the government
to produce their large frame revolvers in
.45 ACP, using an idea Smith engineers
came up with, halfmoon clips that snicked
into the extractor groove on the rimless
cartridge cases, a device that at once gave
the extractor star something to catch hold
of when the gun had to be emptied, and
which permitted three-at-once loading,
the forerunner of today's speedloaders.
After the Great War, both companies
kept the .45 ACP wheelguns in the catalogs. Colt dropped their big New Service
prior to WWII. Smith has always had one
or another .45 ACP in more or less regular
production.
Never popular in the mass market (except for the late Fifties when the mail order gun dealers sold surplus 1917
wheelguns for $27.50 apiece), the 1950
Target and later the 1955 Target, now
known as the Model 25, have always had a
small, steady allegiance from knowledgeable handgunners. Jim Clark, the
only postwar shooter to win a national
bullseye championship without preparation as a fulltime military shooter, set numerous national records with Smith .45
wheelguns. He was also instrumental in
the 1955 redesign of that sixgun. Al Dinan,
the late, great .45 auto customizer and
matchmaster, often used a Smith .45 ACP
for testing handload consistency.
I'll be the first to admit that the 1911
automatic is a great gun, but there are
some people and some jobs that simply
can't abide autoloaders. For those purposes, a revolver in .45 ACP caliber may
well be the answer.
What's it got? Well, have you got time
for a checklist?
I) It duplicates the.45 auto's punch with
less recoil. The 1911's felt recoil is largely
generated by the mass of its slide being
hurled back and forth. The wheelgun ac20

tually weighs less-36 ounces compared to
39V2-and because its bore axis is higher, it
should rear up all the harder. But it
doesn't. It is markedly lighter in kick than
its fast-shootin' counterpart.
2) Terrific accuracy. A stock Smith &
Wesson model 25 will usually equal a
Gold Cup, and will often surpass a stand-

Author's 4" modelS & W 25, often his companion on police duty,
will shoot under 3" at 50 yards
with Federal Match .45 ACP from
Ransom Rest.
ard .45 automatic. Only super-tuned automatics are consistently superior to it.
3) It has the fastest reload of any revolver. What you do, is simply weld two
half moon clips together, leaving one
seam open for flexibility in getting the
rounds in and out. Not only are there no
buttons, rings, or knobs to operate, but
you don't even have to toss an empty
loader aside. Loaded with hardball ammo,
one of these "full moon" clips can literally
be thrown into the gun. John Lazzaro of
Keene, New Hampshire, is very probably
the best (IP~C) freestyle combat shooter
in the country who uses a wheelgun. His
choice? Customized N-frame S&Ws in.45
ACP, with full moon clips.
4) It outperforms the .41 Magnum "Po-

lice load" in most senses ofthe word. Comparing factory .45 ACP rounds with the.41
"Police" load, we have about equal shock
effect mathematically, and possibly
greater knockdown effect with the .45 in
its several excellent 185, 190, or 200 grain
hollowpoints. Nobody makes a factory
hollowpoint cartridge for .41. In any case,
the .45 revolver is much lighter in recoil
with these loads than is the .41 Police. The
.45 A CP sixshooter is also far easier to control than any .357 Magnum, yet has equal
or greater stopping power in most cases. Accuracy is equal to, or better than, either
.357 or .41.
5) The. 45 A CP revolver can be fed readily-available types of exotic ammunition,
from KTW Glaser safety slugs; it can also
be stoked with super-accurate midrange
match ammo. The only other revolver you
can say this for is the .357, which kicks
harder when hot-loaded and doesn't really
equal the ballistic delivery.
6) Unlike the .45 auto, the wheelgun can
digest an incredible variety of ACP handloads. These range from home-cast 130grain slugs that are sort of flying aspirin
tablets, to bullets as heavy as 400 grains,
travelling in the vicinity of 400-600 feet
per second. And you don't have brass retrieval problems.
We could go on and on with this, but I
think the value of a.45 ACP revolver is becoming clear. Back in the fifties, gun
writers worked up humungous handloads
for them; bearing in mind that you could
buy a 1917 in Very Good condition from
Seaport Traders or Ye aide Hunter for
$30, those experimenters were justified in
calling the result, "A Poor Man's .44
Magnum."
Poor men's guns they aren't anymore.
The model 25 is right up there with the
other deluxe N-frame Smiths in price, and
1917 models of S&W or Colt manufacture
often sell for more than used Rugers or
Highway Patrolman .357s.
My own predilection for the "revolver
in.45 Auto" came about in the mid-Sixties. My dad bought one for me, off a New
Jersey street cop who was into guns and
did some 'smithing on the side. He had
carried it as his street piece until he got
stomped by some bikers and went out on
disability.
The action had been done by Nolan
(Continued on page 52)
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"To ride. shoot straight. and speak the truthThis was the ancient Law of Youth.

Old times are past. old days are done;
But the Law runs true. 0 little son!~~
- Charles T. Davis

'"

!!h~~!!:.,!.~~.!~.~.Company,Inc.
Manufacturer!! of Firearm!! for the

Respo~sibleSportsman

LUCY CHAMBLISS
FOREIGN ORDERS Be sure to use U S currency and send
enough to cover for air freight charges

CALIBER

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
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22
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Q.95
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22
22
22
22
22
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SPORTING RIFLES MAGAZINES
22m
22
223
30106

Huriton &; Richarson mod. 700
, .. ,
15 rds.
AR·7 EXflorer (15 rds. 18.95)
8 rds.
Ruger mlni-14 (30 rds. 19.95,20 rds. 14.95) ... 10 rds
Remington 742 (12 rds. 26.95) 8 rds. 22.95 .
4 rds
30/06 Remington 760 (12 rds. 27.95),..
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Remington 742.8 Rounds.....
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9.95
24.95

NO CHARGE FOR MAILING & HANDLING
Please compute your own tax on your order Orders Will fill
Within 3'days In·plant With money order or certified check:
allow 3 weeks With personal checks,
For up·date producl1on price list send $2,00 to cover our
expenses (Will Ignore requests Wlfhout cover charge,
For answers to your questions, SEND self·addressed
stamped envelope typed or printed clearly,

D&E MAGAZINES MFG.
P.O. Box 4579 .. AH"
Downey, California 90241
P'lce I.I$t
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THE BlnER AND SWEET OF AN NRA DIRECTOR
NOT ENOUGH WOMEN DIRECTORS?
RA Board of Directors: NRA memN
bers have chosen their directors for
new terms in our national governing body
of shooting events. I am beginning my second year of a 3 year term. Shooting friends
I have acquired during my 31 years in the
sport, ask me, "Is being a director what
you thought it would be?" Yes, and no.
The honor, the prestige, the influence you
have in some areas has been even greater
than I'd thought possible. The thought
that over 35,000 people throughout the
country, even recognized my name, let
alone thought I was worthy of representing them, makes me extremely proud. I try
to balance this pride with humility and remember when I am flying to an NRA
meeting and enjoying nice accommodations, that the members are paying
for it, and they expect honest representation. I remind myself when I am very discouraged with the futility of moving
slowly in board meetings, that I am only
one director out of 75. As obligated as I
feel to adequately represent the members,
I must adjust my impatient nature to the
pace and use judgement and tact, if I hope
to gain the absolutely necessary support
from other board members. I was not
aware our shooting organization struggled
and labored under the load of 4 hour debates on procedural matters and vital
shooting matters were sometimes given 410 minute board consideration per committee. Neither did I know, that the National Competitions Division at N RA
headquarters was staffed by only 15 office
workers! These 15 are not specialists, may
never have seen a scorecard when hired,
and may not stay to become trained. To
me it is unbelievable that the statistical
work for rifle and pistol events in the U.S.
receives such a low priority in a shooting
organization. These 15 and the staffmember do an OUTSTANDING job under the
circumstances, but wouldn't about 50
people be more appropriate for a "shooting organization?" There is a tendency to
call the NRA the "national governing
body of shooting events," only when we
want to call attention to something we
want, such as good ranges built for the
1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. Other
times competitive shooters are rated below collectors and hunters.
I was sorry only two women, Alice Bull

and Marie Alkire were nominated for directors this year. The board needs about
15 more women members. Women are less
patient, less willing to sit through 3 hours
of where the comma goes and more anxious to get to the Shooter Development
Program and the National Civilian Team
concept report. I hope the coming year
will see a time limit placed on endless debate, and all the NRA's interests given
equal time. Board meetings should not be
a practice arena for lawyers, computer
analysts, or parliamentarians. I realize we
are of varied interests such as hunting, collecting, pistol, rifle, range development
and gun legislative matters. However, if
we don't devote equal consideration to
these and competitive shooting, we may
continue to lose members to organizations
like the PMA, the USWIRO, the
USFIMTS.
Fortunately, I found the committee
work is most effective, though somewhat
entangled with other committee decisions.
We can't do this if Finance doesn't agree,
can't have Tyro classification in Combat
unless Smallbore Rifle gets one. Some restrictions, (particularly on finances), are
necessary, and as I've seen them, things
you can work with and around.
The Whittington Center (Raton) is one
issue which seems to bring unjust criticism
to those who oppose the idea, or in my way
of thinking, have an honest difference of
opinion on it. For many reasons, I oppose
the idea of a multi-million dollar shooting
center being at one location and particularly Raton. I spoke to a large Florida gun
club recently, with as good a cross section
of NRA members as you will find anywhere. They are doctors, teachers, lawyers, police officers and retail merchants.
A group from this club goes west yearly to
hunt. They have seen Raton type country
and are not especially awed by it. Twice a
year the club sponsors the second biggest
gun show in the southeast. Being located
in the crowded, high cost per acre part of
Florida, they had never been able to afford a range until 2 years ago when they
bought and paid for 30 acres. They are
building their ranges, by themselves, with
weekly work teams and when completed
next year, their "center" will have rifle,
pistol and police combat. I asked during
my talk, with no indication as to my per-
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sonal opinion, for a show of hands of how
many favored the Whittington Center.
Not a man, woman, or child raised a hand.
The club president asked me, "What good
will it do clubs like us?" A good question. I
frequently ask for shooter's opinions, to be
sure I am not expressing just my convictions on Raton, but am expressing the
wishes of a portion of the people I represent. The Whittington Center must not be
looked on as something sacred, above criticism, or above cancellation. It should not
be allowed to divide us when it appears to
me, we are basically united on other more
vital issues.
These are some of my thoughts about
the first year of a shooter in an NRA Director's chair. As a voter, who perhaps
helped put me there, I'd like to know your
opinions.

What good will the
NRA Whinington
Center in New Mexico
do for clubs in the East?

New Police Combm Classification: If the
NRA Rules Committee approved our police committee recommendation, Police
Combat Competition will be divided into
5 classes, the fifth being a Distinguished
Master class. Two 1475x 1500 scores would
move you into this new class; other classifications were left as they were. I voted
for 1480xl500 for Distinguished Master,
as many Governor's 20 competitions now
take a 1470 to be #20 and the # I man averages 1488! Ifwe get the 1475, it will be a
start toward more realistic classifications.
I acquired some of the new Smith &
Wesson Nyclad ammunition. I think coating the bullet with nylon will amost entirely eliminate barrel and cylinder
leading and lead emission, and if it does,
what a breakthrough. I used good, hard,
cast .38 bullets until my custom reloader
retired about a year ago and my combat
revolvers have leaded badly with swaged
bullets. Standing on our OUTDOOR
range during large recruit classes, when
the wind is either blowing the lead pollution into my lungs or the air is still and the
contamination is hanging there to breathe,
is very unhealthy. My information from
Smith & Wesson is cost for Nyclad will
only be about one cent more per round
than lead. I spend more than that on lead
solvents and wire brushes trying to remove
lead, not to mention the health hazard.

Lucy

For complete Intormatlon on all H81 Rrilles, shotguns and revolvers, send $2. tor new color catalog
and jacket patch. Wrlle Dept. AH91079
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THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in
"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

Developed and
Tested in
Combat
CompetltlonFast and Secure
Break Front
Holster of Space
Age Plastic

"STAFF"

.45 AUTO FOR POLICE:
THE CHOICE OF EXPERTS

For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver
528.00 plus 51.50 Postage and Handling; Magazine Carriers 510.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS

P.O. Box 480009. Los Angeles, CA 90048

hoice of champions, though it may
be, in freestyle combat matches, the
C
question inevitably comes up as to
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whether the .45 automatic is as highly
thought of in purely police-oriented firearms circles. Though Jeff Cooper's teachings have brought many policemen to the
.45 auto as a service gun, and far more to
it for off-duty, Cooper is not now and
never has been a policeman. He must be
gratified, then, with the knowledge that
many badge-wearers who also have credentials in the firearms field swear by the
1911 pistol Cooper successfully staked his
reputation on.
Col. Charles Askins, who never carried
an automatic during his shootout-fraught
years on the U.S. Border Patrol, nor as a
WWII combat soldier, finally decided in
the Seventies that this gun was the way to
go. When he carries a sidearm today, he
says, it is usually a .45 auto, and probably a
Pachmayr custom conversion of the 1911
or a lightweight Star PD, loaded with hot
hollowpoints. Askins has probably killed
more armed opponents in stateside gunfights than any other living handgun
expert.
Skeeter Skelton has admitted that his
personal protective hardware tends toward the Colt. 45 automatic, even though
he is most often associated with the sixgun. He has made it clear that he doesn't
think the 1911 is a good issue sidearm, but
that for a man like himself who is into
guns, it has a lot to recommend it. While
he says he never carried one in uniform, it
is likely that a concealed .45 auto accom.
panied him now and again during his extensive career in county and Federal law
enforcement.
Massad F. Ayoob carried a Colt .45 auto
almost exclusively during his first seven
years of police work, surrendering it only
when a headquarters edict switched all
uniformed officers in his department to revolvers. He still carries a customized 1911
off duty, though, like Skelton, he does not
recommend it as an issue service weapon.
He favors 185-200 grain jacketed hollowpoints, and feels the 1911 is the optimum sidearm for the intensively-trained
officer.
George Bredsten is the head of the
American Big Game Handgun Hunters

Association, but few people know that he
is also a police officer. Though Bredsten's
columns in AMERICAN HANDGUNNER have traditionally run toward
humungous handloads for big Magnum
revolvers, his choice of a duty sidearm is
the Colt .45 automatic, with his own stiff
SWC handloads.
Evan Marshall, our "Ammo Scene" columnist, is best known as an advocate of
the Al Magnum revolver, but privately
admits that his idea of a perfect police
handgun is the Colt .45 automatic. Marshall, a Detroit police sergeant, knows
whereof he speaks.
Bill Jordan, the great champion of the

The late, great handgun writer,
George Nonte, preferred to carry
a Smith & Wesson Model 59
9mm. However, late in life, he
carried a .45 Auto. He liked the
hot Super Vel load.

revolver for police work, has said that his
.45 is perhaps the only automatic suitable
for the job. It is faint praise, but coming
from the source, praise enough; even the
most adamant foes of autoloading service
pistols admit that if you go that boute, the
1911 .45 is the course to follow. Elmer
Keith has much the same sentiments.
Keith has a law enforcement background,
and Jordan retired as a deputy chief inspector of the U.S. Border Patrol after
enough hairy gunfights to give "Starsky
and Hutch" scriptwriters perpetual nightmares. Both Jordan and Keith feel the police .45 is most effective with the SWC
handloads.
(Continued on page 52)
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WHAT THIS ISSUE IS
ALL ABOUT
The popularity of the .45 Auto is probably at its highest point since its inception.
With the possible exception of the Colt
Single Action Army or the German Luger,
the 1911 Colt has taken giant steps that led
to an overwhelming reception by knowledgeable shooters. A handful of guys like
Jeff Cooper some 20 years ago, saw the
rainbow and followed it to its present state
of sophistication. Here then is a review of
the state of the art.
... EXPLODING THE MYTHS
ABOUT THE .45 AUTO Jeff Cooper
admittedly has been a little prejudiced
when it comes to a discussion of "his baby"
but little by little and piece by piece he
dispels some of the so called myths that
have prevailed among unbelievers. How
safe is it? How accurate? And the list goes
on and on. We feel you're going to feel a
little more informed after wading through
this informative piece.
... HOAGPROVESTHATALOTCAN
BE DONE You just can't imagine what
wonderful things can be done to a Colt
Commander. Reading this marvelously
detailed piece by author Ayoob ... you're
going to walk away (we hope) a little more
informed than you were before and Hoag
isn't the only guy to put your piece into top
shape. In our Accessory Listing you'll find
other great craftsmen like Swenson, Ries,
Pachmayr, etc., that know just what to do to
that out-of-the-box plain Jane .
... NOWWHAT ABOUT ECONOMY?
Wouldn't it be nice if you didn't have to
part with an arm or a leg to make your new
Gold Cup a combat-ready piece? Well,
Bosselmann takes you by the hand, stepby-step, and proves that you can wow them
at the range with very little of your hardearned cash. Follow along with Karl. He
knows of which he speaks.
... WHAT ABOUTTHERESTOFTHE
BREED? There are about 13 other .45
autos that you can choose in lieu of a Colt.
Some are exotic, some are small, and one
you can pretend you're Dirty Harry with
and smash them wi th terrific muzzle energy
and your repeat shots will come faster
than Harry's Model 29. They're all there.
It's up to you which one is the one you
have to have.
... YOU'LL LEARN ABOUT LEATHER, ACCURACY, ETC., TOO This is
an issue to read cover to cover, including
the ads. Because, brother, if you don't find
it here, you just might not find it any place
else. For instance, we direct your attention
to the Seecamp Conversion. Now there's a
rather unique idea. We think we covered
the waterfront. We hope you do, too. ~
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
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By Massad F. Ayoob

In

the intense world of Southern California combat
shooting, Jim Hoag is a name to conjure with. He's one
of the Originals in the sport, starting back in Jeff
Cooper's embryonic days at Big Bear, and was a top
competitor for years as free-style gunfight simulation
grew to its present IPSC format. Though he no longer
shoots, his presence is felt at every California
tournament,_ because the Hoag .45 is a major favorite
among experienced gunners.
There are some features all combat-custom 1911 autos
have in common, but each maker seems to have his
trademark. Just as Armand Swenson has the
ambidextrous safety, so Hoag has the long-slide combat
.45. Jim Clark was the man who popularized that

concept in NRA shooting, but it was Hoag who
introduced it to the IPSC gunners.
Offered only as part of Hoag's deluxe Master Grade
packages, the six and eight inch guns have captured the
.
imagination of combat shooters and hunters,
respectively. While the six works plenty slick out of a
speed rig, the eight is just too cumbersome for fast
work; on the other hand, its long sight radius and slight
increase in ballistic efficiency suits it well for handgun
hunters who are bored with .44 Magnums. w
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

Oppo.lte: Long .lIde conversion.
have "ecome a trademark of
Hoag. The.e two, done a few
years ago, repre.ent the epitome
of the art. (Rlckell photo). Above:
Both thl. Super Commander and
the hard chromed Browning make
top duty gun••
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Author fired this test group from 2-flsted combat position at 50 feet with an 8" premier grade Hoag. The
low-mounted Bo-Mar sights are a Hoag trademark.

Hoag pistols are beautifully done, and
they are expensive. Whether it's worth the
price is up to you; the magazine sent me to
Jim's shop to gather one subjective viewpoint.
You can almost tell a Hoag when you
pick it up and rack the mechanism; they
are tight. While a number of combat pistolsmiths feel that out of the box accuracy
is good enough and only external work is
needed, that view doesn't go with Jim;
each gun is accurized until a 3" minimum
group at 50 yards can be assured, which is
sometimes but not always true of the Colt
automatic as it comes from the brown factory box.
Jim tightens the fit of the slide to the
frame rails, installs a BarSto stainless barrel on the higher grade guns, put in a
match-tight bushing, and (except on the
economy models) installs a full-length recoil spring guide. Sights will be either BoMar, or the K-size S&W revolver unit, and
he likes to hog out the top of the slide so
the sights can ride super-low. This is an excellent feature, improving the pistol's
pointing qualities in close, fast shooting
without sacrificing clear sight picture or
precision adjustments. The gun clears
leather quicker, too. Jim is believed to be
the first to inset the sights that deep on
combat .45s, though other smiths are now
doing the same thing.
The guns he sells most of, however, are
standard size .45 autos: about 30% steel
30

and aluminum Commanders, the rest
Government Models and Gold Cups. He
feels the blued GM is the most economical
approach. "There's no point in paying extra for a Gold Cup's features if you're going to have the gun accurized anyway," he
philosophizes, "and nickel guns cost you

because we have to strip off the plating
when we tighten the gun, and then refinish
it. For some reason, incidentally, nickel
Combat Commanders have been running
very rough, but we have no problem with
the blued ones.
(Continued on page 60)

For the price of a new ~mall car, you can get this premier grade Hoag
kit with four barrels of different lengths and matching slides.
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By Karl Bosse/man

T

he COLT Gold Cup .45 Caliber Automatic Pistol is receiving more and
more recognition as a defense weapon, especially in the I.P.S.c. leagues. While this
choice is well justified, I don't remember
any gun writers giving comprehensive suggestions for recommended special work to
be done on the pistol before this type of
shooting is undertaken. One just cannot
take a target gun out of the showcase and
have an instant combat piece out of it. No
wise man would expect such a thing.
After well over 100,000 rounds through
various 'Cups,' below follows a list of the .
work I have found necessary on these fine
weapons before a steady diet of 'Ball' or
hotter loads is used.

First-The factory-supplied ELLIA SON
rear sight is fine for paper target work,
but will NOT hold up with standard
.45 ACP or hotter loads. Substitute a
COLT ACCRa (no milling or special
fitting necessary), being certain to use a
long-shanked vertical adjustment
screw. Use a rivet pin to hold into place.
Roll pins will shear apart (if these are
used replace every two hundred
rounds), and the standard issue one
will continually work loose. The A CCRO sight arrangement, as described
above will last, requiring only the rivet
pin be replaced every two thousand
rounds or so.
Second-Despite identical part numbers,
the recoil spring of the Gold Cup is
four coils shorter than the corresponding Govt. Model part. At the least, substitute the latter for the former, but
even better, install a custom l81h lb.
spring. (The custom spring should also
be installed in the Govt. Models.)
(In pre-Series '70 [National Match]
Gold Cups, definitely use the l81h lb.
spring. For loads holter than 'Ball,' I
prefer using a recoil buffer in addition
to this spring, as the forward slide hood
is very thin on this model-slides tend
to crack about 13,4" back from the
muzzle).
Third-Dismantle the gun and remove the
sear depressor and spring, discarding
them in the nearest wastebasket. These
parts are for paper target work only.
When using 'Ball' or hotter ammunition, the spring will eventually pop out,
leaving the depressor to get in the way
and not allow the magazine to be fully
inserted in the weapon. Bad news! .
Fourth-Re-angle the rear of the front
sight so it will not drag in holsters or
catch on clothing. (Eventually the sight
will/eave the slide.)
This part should be replaced immediately upon purchase of the gun by driving out the original, milling a slot into
the slide, and silver soldering in a piece
(Continued on page 62)
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The "poor man's Gold Cup" custom iob includes: new front sight
silver soldered into channel, Colt
Acero rear sight with white outline, grip safety lengthened,
mainspring housing and backstrop checkered, magazine chute
beveled, front of trigger guard
checkered, custom recoil spring
(18112 Ibs.) installed, recoil buHer
added and custom Parkerizing.
31

A s the man said, 'ya pays your money and ya
takes your chances." The lid is off Pandora's Box
and good and not-so-good are showing up in stainless steel, double action, pocket designs and even
manually-operated models . .. yours for the choosing. The oldfaithful 1911 Colt now has a room full
of company. Finishes, sizes, triggers, barrels and
32

overall weight should jill most any shooters needs
... be it accuracy, concealability or (in one case)
hyped up muzzle velocity and smashing muzzle
energy; muzzle energy, that up until now, was reservedfor the. 44 or. 454 Magnum revolvers. Enter
now the other alternatives to the Government
Model or Gold Cup that have dominated so long.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

BROWNI'N6 BOA
A safe gun ... without a safety. Double
action for a fast, first shot. The BDA
holds 7 rounds and I in the chamber. No
tools necessary for field stripping. Just
rotate the single dismounting lever and
the slide and the entire barrel group may
be separated from the frame. A rugged
steel slide with an alloy frame for
lightness helps in carrying for daily use.
The rear sight is drift adjustable with a
white dot on the front blade. At this
writing the BDA is going for $349.95.
Write Browning, Dept. AH, Route # I,
Morgan, UT 84050.

AMI HAROBALLER

HIK P9S

This stainless steel auto has been around
awhile but for those of you who don't
have the specs, here are the facts. It
features adjustable combat sights,
extended combat safety, serrated matte
rib, long grip safety, checkered Walnut
grips, beveled magazine weld, serrated
frame and wide adjustable trigger. It
weighs 39 ounces with a length of 8W'.
They have a lot of other variations such
as the shortened Skipper, the long slide
Hardballer and a copy of the Combat
Government. At this writing it goes for
$395.00. Write: AMT, Dept. AH, 11666
McBean Drive, EI Monte, CA 91732.

Not what you would call an orthodox
design silhouette, shooters say it points
very well and with the Polygonal rifling
and the delayed roller-locked bolt
system, it's quite unique. It weighs in at
30 oz. and holds 7 in the clip and I in the
chamber. Has a lot of optional extras like
trigger stop, adjustable trigger, adjustable
rear sight etc. The barrel measures 4"
with an O.A.L. ofjust 7.6 inches. An old
and well-known name, it has the safety
feature of being a double action. When
shot automatically it has a clean 3V2 lb.
trigger pull. The Combat Model is
presently going for $384.00. Write:
Heckler & Koch, Inc., Dept. AH, Suite
218,933 No. Kenmore St., Arlington VA
22201.

SIAR MODEL PO
Only 7" long and weighing in at 25 oz.,
the Star comes in a rich, blue/black and
has checkered Walnut grips. Has heavy
duty duralaluminum frame and is famous
for its trouble-free service. It's based on
the proven Browning system and the
price is a palatable $255.00 at this writing.
Magazine release is great for the combat
competitive shooter. Write: Interarms,
Dept. AH, 10 Prince St., Alexandria, VA
22313.
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CROWN CIIY
Pictured is the copy of the Colt 1911 A-I
but Crown City is now in to modifying
the old workhorse much more
significantly and has created new models
like the Eagle, Hawk, Condor, Falcon
etc. The basic one, which incidentally is
still hovering around the $200 price
category was a natural after having
furnished parts for a long, long time.
Now the line is truly extensive. There's
the full-sized Government, the shortened
Commander and they are into light
frames too. Stainless steel is in the line
too. Their basic .45 ACP holds 7 and I up
the pipe. Write: Crown City Arms, Dept.
AH, P.O. Box 1126, Cortland, NY 13045.
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LLAMA
The large frame Llama features a highly
polished, deep blue and made of highstrength steel. The ventilated rib has
always been this gun's trademark. It
features a wide spur, checkered, target
type hammer with adjustable rear sight
and Walnut grips. It's a lot of gun for
$299.95. Evert though an import, more
and more American shooters have
learned to respect the workmanship and
good accuracy. Comes in Satin Chrome
and even Gold Damascened finishes.
Note: Stoeger announced that the new
Llama DA auto will be out in 1980 (see
foto). No price tag for the new Llama DA
auto has been announced at this date.
Write: Stoeger Industries, Dept. AH, 55
Ruta Court, S. Hackensack, NJ 07606.

DETONICS
At this writing, this compact little brute is
the smallest semi-auto made. The
Semmerling is smaller but it must be
operated manually. It measures but a
mere M~" long by 41;2" high, and it weighs
in at 29 ounces empty. An accuracy job of
sorts is included with a unique selfadjusting cone barrel. It has a beveled
magazine well for easy clip insertion. The
barrel is throated with a polished ramp.
Crisp trigger and de-fanged hammer are
nice touches too. It holds 6 in the
magazine and 1 in the chamber despite
its small size. Recoil is said to be
extremely light which is quite surprising
considering its diminutive size. At this
writing the price is $417.81. Write:
Detonics, Dept. AH, 2500 Seattle Tower
Seattle, WA 98101.

STERLING ARMS
The Model 450 features double action
firing and a new barrel bushing for an
undeviating tight fit. Rear sight has
windage and elevation adjustment.
Double side rails on front and back give
it a smooth, straight ride. Holds 7 rounds
in magazine and 1 in chamber. It has a
goodgrip angle and features a pushbutton magazine release. 71;2"x5" and
weighing in at 36 ounces, the 450 sells for
$269.95. Write: Sterling Arms, Dept. AH,
211 Grand St., Lockport, NY 14094.
34
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MOSSBERG
Much has already been writen on this
new stainless steel military-combat
model. Even at this writing,
improvements are being worked out. The
over all appearance is reminiscent of the
Colt, but it has no grip safety and the
manual safety is located on the slide
instead of the frame. The squared off
trigger guard is perfect for two-hand hold
and it even has a "hook" to keep fingers
from sliding down. The slide release is in
a perfect spot, more to the rear of the
slide for easier accessibility. The bushing
is the screw-in type for a tighter fit. It
weighs 36 ounces with an over all length
of 7W'. Sights are adjustable and there is
a 6 round magazine. Write: O. F.
Mossberg & Sons, Inc., Dept. AH, 7
Grasso Ave., North Haven, CT 06473.

WILDEY
The Wildey fires a .45 Winchester
Magnum that boasts 30% greater stuff
than the .357 Magnum or the .44
Magnum revolver. It holds 8 shots, fires
double action, and will come in 5", 6",
7",8" and 10" barrels. All stainless steel
with ventilated rib and adjustable sights.
Weight for a 6" barrel will be 51 oz.
Patented gas operation greatly reduces
recoil. It has 5 lugs and enclosed rotary
bolt. Safeties include positive hammer
block, magazine safety, and rebounding
firing pin. Wood grips standard. Outline
sights optional. At this writing the price
should be $389.95. Write: Wildey
Firearms Company, Inc., Dept. AH, P.O.
Box 284, Cold Spring, NY 10516. . . . .

VEGA

SEMMERLING

After years of development and
refinement, the stainless steel VEGA is
now available and selling well, by all
reports. An evolution of Sam Colt's
venerable Government, it is offered as a
complete pistol or as separate parts.
Almost a perfect match for the Colt in the
technical department, the weight and size
are virtually the same. It's fitted entirely
by hand and is a combination of polished
and blasted surfaces. Available with highcombat type sights or Accro-Adjustable.
Complaints on performance are
practically non-existent. The Combatsighted model goes for $349.95 at this
writing. Write: Pacific International, Dept.
AH, 2215 J St., Sacramento, CA 95816.

The incredible vest-pocket .45. That's the
way it's billed and because of it's
deviation from the norm, maybe they're
correct. Measuring only 5.2x3.7xl", it
holds 5 rounds and feeds from a
manually operated-actuation. The first
round is ready for fast use just as a typical
double action. It weighs only 24 oz. but
does not have the heavy recoil its light
weight might suggest. Actually, it is an
inch shorter than the small .32 PPK. The
smallest of the big bore backup guns, the
Semmerling LM-4 has a semi-matted
blue finish. The stroke is only 1W' and is
almost effortless. At this writing the price
is $645.00. Write: Semmerling, Dept. AH,
P.O. Box 400, Newton, MA 02160.
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T

he .45 Auto has a lot going for it, but at
the same time, it is one of the trickiest
handguns for which to select suitable accessories, especially leather.
For one thing, the .45 is often carried
Condition One or "cocked and locked."
Mechanically safe in and of itself, according to most .45 experts, this practice has
certain drawbacks: it ca!l frighten the bejabbers out of an uneducated onlooker, it
can make the wearer himself nervous, and
most important, the practice can lead to
accidental discharge, if the pistolero has
not been especially careful in selecting his
holster.
This can occur for any of several reasons. First, when the gun is carried "Mexican style" (shoved into the pants behind
the hip on the gun hand side), the safety
can "walk" off. This is due to the gun shifting as the owner moves, sometimes allowing the thumb safety to be pushed against
his side with enough pressure to slip the
flat latch into the "fire" position, thus setting the stage for an "accidental."
There have also been many premature
discharges of Condition One .45s, not a
few resulting in serious leg wounds. These
occur most often when the piece is drawn
from a holster that left the trigger guard

exposed. Without thinking, the speedseeking shooter releases the thumb latch
as soon as he takes a hold on the gun, at
the same time automatically disengaging
the grip safety. Ifhis finger touches the exposed trigger as he begins the forceful
movement that will clear the gun from the
holster, it is all too easy for enough pressure to be accidentally exerted on that
3V2-5 lb. trigger.
Top shooters agree that a holster shielding the trigger until the gun is clear and
away from the body, is essential. This will,
however, pose a danger if the .45 is
equipped with a trigger shoe. This device
is extremely dangerous because it extends
out beyond the trigger guard; thrust a gun
so fitted into a scabbard that isn't cut away
at that critical point, and it will wedge
against the leather. If the safety is released
when the holstered gun is grabbed ...
BANG! The shooter who needs a wider

trigger can have a safe Gold Cup unit installed in his Gov't model or Commander
for $35 by the Colt Custom Shop.
Another thing especially important
when carrying a loaded .45 is total security
against the gun falling out. It has long
been known that a 1911 with the hammer
down on a live round (Condition Two) can
sometimes go off when dropped on a hard
surface, and some gunsmiths theorize that
this can even happen with a cocked-andlocked pistol.
A strap retainer has particular advantages for the shooter or policeman wearing
a cocked and locked .45. That thick srab of
leather between the firing pin and the
cocked hammer has a reassuring effect not
only for onlookers, but for the shooter
himself.
Conventional strap or thumb-break? I
like the thumb release for most guns, but
I'm personally leery of it with the 1911. On
some of the designs, especially when the
rig is new, a strap snapped in position may
walk the safety off when carrying. Also,
since the .45's hammer is much closer to
the grip than a revolvers, the thumbstrap
can get caught between thumb and slide,

For Left: Author normally carries
his .45 on duty In this BuchelmerClark Pollee Auto Breakfront; gun
normally carried locked and
cocked. Above: Extemal tension
screws mark IPSe competition
holsten; this one by Milt Sparks.
Left: GI flap holsters are fine for
sporting use. This one, modified
for matches, has flap cut off (good)
and trigger area cut out (bad).
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snagging the gun in the holster. If the
safety has been wiped off with that same
movement, and the grip safety depressed
and the trigger touched, and if the shooter
tugs against the unexpected resistance ...
BANG!
I carried a cocked and locked Colt .45
on uniformed police patrol for six years
and never found a thumb-break I could
live with. Some holsters can trip off the
safety with their own thumb-safety straps.
The soft shoulder holster I have is the most
comfortable ever, and one of my favorites
for almost any gun, but a cocked and
locked .45; mine releases the safety with
its own leather, as early police thumbbreak holsters did. Other shoulder rigs,
which carry the gun butt-up between
spring-steel posts, can be just as bad; since
they appear to be designed so that the gun
is pulled out the front, many users reverse
that and put the gun in through the front,
thus running the risk of wiping the safety
into "fire" position as the pistol is inserted.
With such holsters, the gun should be inserted from the top, not the front, and are
perhaps best drawn from in the same
manner.
Whether to carry the 1911-type pistol
cocked or with the hammer down is a matter of preference and need. Holstermakers
recognize both schools of thought. Bianchi
cuts the safety straps on their sportsmen's
holsters for hammer-down position, but

the Snick is a safe and very fast IPSC competition rig. Current Rogers competition
holsters leave the front of the slide exposed; a shooter running can find his thigh
bumping the underpart of the slide, thus
levering the pistol right out through its
open front. Rogers makes a much more secure breakfront, with forward tilt instead
of forward rake.
IPSC competitors like the forward rake
because the hand comes down on the gun
without having to unlock the wrist during
the draw. However, if the gun is on the
hip, the butt is so far back it becomes awkward for routine wear. Many solve this by
shoving the gun to the front. Supposedly,
the muzzle is now angled so that an accidental shot will go into the dirt ahead of
the user's feet. Those who have shot themselves in the thigh through such holsters
take a dim view of that theory, and there is
no comment necessary for those who wear
their gun still closer to their belt buckle.
A forward rake holster has a good angle
for crossdraw, and perhaps a majority of
IPSC competitors are now wearing their
pistols in this position. Because premature
firing in the holster is a real possibility
with a cocked and locked .45, these shooters appreciate the fact that a cross-drawn
pistol at no time crosses their bodies. This
is cold comfort to the shooter on their left,

Top: a poor method of carrying
the .45. Strap over grip safety
will cause hang up on draw; it
should be over firing pin in cocked
and locked, or holding hammer
down if uncocked. Trigger guard
should not be exposed.

however, which is one reason IPSC competitors with cross draws usually stand
with their left side edged toward the target: the muzzle clears leather, comes
straight up, and is safely dead on.
In IPSC, where the course of fire can resemble track & field as much as marksmanship, the holster must hang on to the
pistol. In fact, to even qualify, most shooters will have to do a backward somersault
with full equipment to make sure everything's in tight. Since there is no time torefasten straps while racing through the
stages, virtually all have gone to screwtension holsters. Milt Sparks, G. William
Davis, Brent Sheathc:;lm, and others make
IPSC rigs that-do the job, and all can likewise furnish practical holsters for daily
wear, built on the same principle. In the
mass market, Bianchi's Pistolero and
Chapman Hi-Ride holsters do the job and
are fine dollar values.

shapes the police rigs for Condition One
carry. Safariland assumes that all its .45
auto holsters will be carrying cocked and
locked pistols, and Jackass requests that
customers specify which mode they'll be
using so the retaining strap can be shaped
accordingly. A holster designed for hammer-down wear has the strap slightly further back, which may rub on and release
the safety if the pistol is subsequently
worn cocked and locked.
Plastic breakfront holsters for the auto
have met with mixed success; all have certain shortcomings. The current version of
38

Incidentally, one popular holster feature that doesn't work well on the 1911 is
chamois or "elk" lining. Because of the
1911's flat sides, this surface can become
tacky and add more friction than is necessary when the gun is drawn.
An often-neglected piece of .45 leather
is the carrier for the spare magazine(s) that
will allow the 1911 buff to make use of the
firepower that probably influenced him to
choose that gun in the first place. The most
useful all around carrier I've found for two
mags is Bianchi's Clip-Grip with screwadjustable tension. My favorite single clip
carrier, for any purpose, is by Snick ($10):
it is superfast, conceals well, is very secure,
and never gets soaked or loses its shape.
Most other pouches are too tight when you
get them, and eventually become too loose
to rely on.
The .45 auto continues to increase in

popUlarity, and new holster designs are
continually introduced to appease the
growing sophistication of this classic pistol's fans. Safariland will soon introduce a
shoulder holster with built-in safety block
for the condition-one hammer; Bianchi's
AutoDraw, in its final prototype stages,
will be the first real attempt at a snatchresistant police holster for autoloaders. In
the meantime, there are many fine designs
available. My .45 working leather, selected after trying virtually everything on
the market, is as follows:
IPSC matches: Usher International by
G. Wm. Davis. This $115 unit consists of a
spring-tension, strapless crossdraw holster
with contoured belt and open-top double
clip case. My backup rigs include a latemodel Snick set and a Bianchi-Chapman
outfit.
Police Patrol: Bucheimer-Clark Police
Auto Breakfront. Though not snatch(Continued on page 62)
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Pistolsmithing_
J. B. WOOD

TAKEDOWN OF THE MODEL 1911 .45 AUTO
A Imost anyone who has ever served in
.L\..the U.S. Military Forces can dismantle and reassemble it while blindfolded ..For those whose memories needed
occasional help, a sizeable section of Military Technical Manual 9-1295 was devoted to takedown and reassembly, by the
numbers. The gun referred to is, of course,
the U.S . .45 Model 1911 Service Pistol.

turned more easily with a tool. On later
Mark IV Series 70 guns, with the springtype bushing, the bushing can be turned
more easily by hand if the slide is partially
retracted.
2. Move the slide toward the rear until
the semicircular clearance cut on the left
side at the lower edge of the slide aligns
with the rear tip of the slide latch. Push the

back toward the left side of the slide, until
its internal lug is free, and it can be
removed.
6. With the barrel link tipped forward,
the barrel is now pulled forward out of the
slide. This completes routine field-stripping for cleaning, and unless you already
have some knowledge of the intt:.-nal
mechanisms, it's best not to proceed

7

With slide forward and hammer
down, depress the knurled plug
below the barrel, and turn the
barrel bushing toward the right
side of the gun to free the plug
and recoil spring. CAUTION: The
spring is under tension, so beware . • • point away from your
face.
Other sources of instruction exist, in various books, and in the owner's manual supplied with new guns, but these are not
always available. Also, there is an entire
new generation of shooters who have just
recently become acquainted with the old
hand-cannon and its later variations, so
perhaps a review is in order.
The instructions that follow will apply
generally to the Model 1911, Model
1911AI, the Colt Commander, and the
Colt Mark IV Series 70 pistols. Where
small differences affect the takedown,
these will be noted. It is assumed that the·
magazine is removed and the chamber
empty, to avoid discharge.
I. With slide forward and hammer
down, depress the knurled plug below the
barrel, and turn the barrel bushing toward
the right side of the gun to free the plug
and recoil spring. CAUTION! The spring
is under tension, and the plug can cause
injury if it is allowed to get away. Ease it
out. If the barrel bushing is tight, it may be

Move slide to rear until the semicircle clearance cut on the left side
aligns with the rear tip of the
slide latch. Pull out slide to left.

From the underside of the slide,
the recoil spring guide can now be
removed from the spring and
spring and plug can be removed.
slide latch out to the left, and remove it.
3. The slide assembly can now be run
forward off the frame.
4. From the underside of the slide, the
recoil spring guide can now be removed
from the spring, and the spring and plug
pulled forward out of the slide.
5. The barrel bushing is now turned
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In reassembly, the toughest part
Is the alignment of the barrel lI:nk
with the slide latch hole In frame.
The hole Is big enough that It can
be seen and the link can be edged
into position by moving the slide
slightly until it drops into place.
Don't try to align the link with the
hole and the clearance cut for the
latch tip at the same time.
beyond this point.
During reassembly, the most difficult
operation is usually the alignment of the
barrel link with the slide latch hole in the
frame. The hole is of sufficient size that the·
proper alignment can be seen, and the link
can be edged into position by moving the
slide slightly until it drops into pl<lce.
Don't try to align the link with the hole
and the clearance cut for the latch tip at
the same time. Get the latch shaft through
the frame and link, then swing it up and
move the slide to align it with the clearance cut.
Other than this point, the classic phrase
"reassemble in reverse order" applies. The
same caution mentioned in step one above
should be remembered when pressing in
the plug and turning the bushing back into
place-keep the muzzle pointed
away from the eyes and other items
that would be difficult
~
to replace.
~
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE IIIARKETPt
~.

flCE FOR .48 AUTO ACCESSORIES
Trapper Guns Inc., 16746
Fourteen Mile Road,
Frazer, MI 48026

HAMMERS (Custom)
Silva Products, 614 So.
Gold. P.O. Drawer 270.
Deming, NM 88030

Belt Slide Inc., Box 15303,
Austin, TX 78761
Bianchi, 100 Calle Cortez,
Temecula, CA 92390

and yet will not
normally fall outduring
runniIlg or other
strenuo'ilsmovement.
Other models:hllve
forward rake otmtizzle

and anil1JjUle"t;b,e~pants

model.·
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TrapperwilUnstall an
S &W,jK'~Frame sight
with a lOW profile rib
and speed ramp fro!); ~ ..
. sight 'with white o'iltline .

~{.:.3f.~I:;~lij;_.l1
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE MARKETPLACE FOR .45 AUTO ACCESSORIES
Laka Industries, P.O. Box
837, Westbury, L. 1., NY
11590
Nu-Line Guns, Inc., 1053
Caulks Hill Road,
Harvester, MO 63301
Triple K Mfg. Co., 568 6th
Ave., San Diego, CA 92101

MOUNTS
Maynard P. Buehler, Inc.,
Orinda, CA 94563
Conetrol, Hwy. 123 So.,
Seguin, TX 78155
Whitney, P.O. Box 875,
Reseda, CA 91335

PARTS
Tom Forrest, Inc., 2785
Kurtz St., No.7, San
Diego, CA 92110
L. H. Gun Co., Rt. 21, Box
210, DeVine, TX 78016
Albert Mason, 14274
Shoredale, Farmer's
Branch, TX 72354
Nu-Line Guns, Inc., 1053
Caulks Hill Road,
Harvester, MO 63301
Numrich Arms
Corporation, West Hurley,
NY 12491
Rook Island Armory, III
E:Exchange St., Geneseo,
. 'IL61254
Pacific International,
2215 J, Sacramento, CA
. . 95818
Sarco, Inc., 323 Union St.,
S.~irfi~g, NJ 07980
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Sherwood Dist., 18714
Parthenia St., Northridge,
CA91324
SSK Industries, Rt. 21,
Della Drive,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910

Gutridge Inc., 533-214th
St., Dyer, IN 46311
(sights)

SPEED SAFETIES

Texas Armament, P.O.
Box 135, Brownwood, TX
76801

REFINISHING
Armoloy Co., 204 E.
Daggett, Fort Worth, TX
76104
Marker Machine Co., Box
426, Charleston, IL 61920
Metalife, P.O. Box 53,
MongAve., Reno, PA
16343
Shooter's Supply, 3715
University, San Diego, CA
92105

SCOPES
Bushnell, 2828 E. Foothill
Blvd., Pasadena, CA
91107
Redfield, 5800 E. Jewell
Ave., Denver, CO 80222
Tasca, 1075 N.W. 71st,
Miami, FL 33138
Thompson~Center,P.O.
Box 2405, Rochester,. ~H
03867

SIGHTS AND
INSERTS
Bo-Mar, Box 168,
Carthage, TX 75633
(sights)
Bullshooter's Supply,
9625 E. Third, Tucson, AZ ~
85710 (inserts)

Kart Sporting Arms, Rt.
22, P.O. Box 929, Broad
Ave., Riverhead, NY
11901

This is an entirely new
concept in sighting.
White line produces a
linear and visual
surface that is first
picked up by the
peripheral vision and is
guided to the sighting
line for faster sight lineup. This is a both eyes
open type of sighting,
James W. Haag, 8523
Suite "C," Canoga Ave.,
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(Sights)
Lee's Red Ramp, 34220
Chesboro, Space 19, ..
Palmdale, CA 93550
(inserts)
MMC~

210:m:PqpJ,ar,{

.~i:g~Cf:~~~;~~o.\3Q
Blvd?;

Pbd,to~

*

Hartford,
~1tW

H &. D Products, 8523
Canoga Ave., Suite "C,"
Canoga Park, CA 91304
Nu-Line Guns, Inc., 1053
Caulks Hill Road,
Harvester, MO 63301
Safari Arms, P.O. Box
28355, Tempe, AZ 85282
Armand Swenson, Box
606, Fallbrook, CA 92028

STOCKS
Herrett's, Box 741, Twin
Falls, ID 83301
Mustang, 28715 Via
Montezuma, Temecula, CA
92390
.Pachmayr, 1220 So.
Grand Ave., Los Angeles,
CA90015
Jay Scott, 150 Huyshope
Ave., Hartford, CT06102
Sherwood Dist. Inc.,
18714 Parthenia St.,
Northridge, CA 91324
Southern Gun Exchange,
. •. •. . <~311.N,.E.]]xpressway,
:Xtlant·a(Doraville), GA

::~,~arrel
'J. E. NUmbers,

Box 3178-R, Scottsdale,
AZZ85257
!W'
~,

.....
~
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POSITION
SAFETYFOI

When you know of a safety precaution
which doesn't affect the effectiveness of
your weapon, and costs little, why not use
it? Saying, "It can't happen to me," is one
way to increase the chances it will happen.
When someone says he doesn't use seat
belts because he's a good driver, it doesn't
give a very good impression of his driving
or his common sense. The most impressive
gun handler is the one who takes precautions, not the one who says he doesn't
need them.

By Richard A lien
olt automatics have a built in safety
hazard. The safety locks the slide
closed. To load, clear, or check the chamber, you have to take the safety off. A few
years ago, in an article addressing this
problem, I detailed a way of altering the
Colt safety so the slide can be worked with
the safety on. More recently, I've discovered a better solution.
Before we go into details, I'll stop for a

C

umn, MaylJune 1978). I don't know how
true this is; people are understandably reluctant to talk about such things in print. I
do know of a gun shop with an extra hole
in the floor they don't brag about ... At
best, such things are embarrassing at
worst, of course, they can be immeasurably worse.
Furthermore, the cocked-and-Iocked
Colt has become fashionable among po-

Conventional Swenson speed safety (left) and safety altered for three
positions (right). Alterations are at arrows C and D; arrows A and B
show "before." You have to look carefully to see the change at D.
digression-on why you should keep reading. When I describe my efforts to improve
the Colt safety, a frequent reaction is
"Why bother?" After all, the Colt is only
chamber-loaded-safety-off for a moment,
and no one likes to think he's klutzy
enough to set the piece off in that moment.
Trouble is, this self confidence isn't justified. The American Handgunner expressed
the opinion that anyone who handles guns
frequently sets one off accidentally sooner
or later. ("Just Keep On .. Shooting" col-

lice departments. And many. policemen
are ... ah ... not quite as well trained as
we would like. A police department administrator might order the modification
I'll be discussing for his department's
Colts. His ego isn't involved. Put like that,
the officer's ego isn't involved either. He's
not admitting he could have an accident,
he's only following regulations.
This kind of thing is damn childish
where deadly weapons are concerned, but
that's human nature. A part that kills.
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White paint on frame depicts
quirk of Swenson safety. A small
crescent of frame cut is exposed
when safety is in locked position.
Now, back to the details of the safety.
After my article on altering the Colt
safety to allow the slide to be worked
while the pistol was locked, Armand
Swenson came up with an objection. Holstering the Colt in a tight holster, Mr.
Swenson pointed out, might force the slide
back just enough to activate the disconnector and stop the gun fromjiring.
This didn't happen when I tested the new
safety, using my gun and my holsters, but
that doesn't mean it couldn't happen. The
new method involves a three position
safety: the two traditional positions, plus a
middle position, hammer locked and slide
free.
Although the alteration I originally described was simple as things people have
done to Colts go, the three position safety
is simpler still.
The three position safety is based on the
Swenson speed safety, not the Colt issue
safety. The Speed Safety is available from
Armand Swenson, Box 606, Fallbrook,
CA 92028. Either right handed or ambidextrous.
The Swenson safety is bought for its
larger blade, but there is another
difference. Take a Colt with the issue
safety. Cock and lock it. Squeeze the trigger. If all is well, the hammer won't fall.
Now start thumbing the safety, not all the
way down, but only a little way. Holding
the safety between the normal locked and
unlocked positions, squeeze the trigger
again. A little experimenting shows you
don't have to thumb the safety very far
(Continued on page 63)
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.45MODIFICATIONS
By Mike Dalton
T et us begin by saying that the Colt .45
L

auto pistol is by far the most popular
choice of gun for practical pistol competition. The age old conflict between auto
and revolver buffs need not concern us
here. We are concerned with the newcomer to the sport and will assume you
have already decided on a Colt .45 ACP.
With this in mind, let's discuss the first
major problem of a new practical pistolero. "A Competition Gun." Many new
competitors come into the sport with the
idea that a highly expensive, sophisticated
arm is essential to success. This is not true.
Trouble can become a common occurrence if you overaccurize a Colt .45 ACP.
You do not have to spend $700-$1200 for a

competition .45. The pistol that I will de- higher tolerances is not .easily slowed up
scribe in this article can be built for under from powder residue, lead fragments and
$450, including the cost of the pistol.
other foulers. The important point that we
Practical pistol competition is not a rich are looking at here is that too much accuman's·sport. Skill and reasonable equip- racy may lose you more than it might win.
ment produce the champions, not large. This is, also, a good place to mention that
amounts of money. That's what makes few shooters have ever lived who an outpractical shooting one of the fastest grow- shoot their pistols.
ing sports in the nation.
For almost all practical shooting a pistol
The most important attribute of a prac- that will group 4~6" at 50 yards is all that is
tical pistol is that it must function flaw- necessary' and this can be accomplished
lessly, everything else is secondary. A quite easily. Most "out~of-the-box" Mark
super accurized .45 may not function as re- IV's will give this accuracy, so why should
liably as a good 19H or Mark IV. The rea- you spend? dollars for it smaller grouping
son is simple. A 1911 or Mark IV has pistol when shooting tight groups isn't the
greater tolerances than its accurized coun- problem in practical shooting. The major
terparts. The action of the pistol with the
(Continued on page 54)

OR COMPETITI

·

By Mason Williams

T~e the Rolls Royce, this pistol is not for

Leveryone. It is the new Seecamp Bobcat 45 ACP pistoL This handgun is for the
man who must have reliability, stopping
power and ease of handling. Up until now,
Bobcat 45's have been plentiful but their
reliability has been questionable. Many
have been produced with new designs that

are basically untried. The Seecamp 45 uses
the time proven John M. Browning mechanism. As readers know, the Seecamp
Double Action mechanism has, for many
years, provided the automatic pistol
shooter with a completely reliable and
simple double action 45 ACP or Browning
1935 pistoL Remove the Seecamp modification and you have a standard, unaltered
Browning design that works in its original
form. The same holds true of the new Bobcat. It is the Browning proven design all
the way through but with one fundamental difference.
It's this difference that has held up production of this miniaturized Colt Combat
Commander. Larry Seecamp and his father have spent years attempting to work
out a practical small size 45. As he told me
recently, they insisted upon retaining the
Browning mechanism. The more they dug
into the problems inherent in producing a
small 45, the more both men came to the
conclusion that they should retain the
Browning recoil spring concept.
46

If any changes are made in automatic
pistols, a corresponding change must be
made somewhere else in the mechanism.
If a slide is shortened, then the space inside of which the recoil spring is located
becomes quite a bit smaller. Sure, cut the
spring an inch and stick it into the remaining space. Unfortunately, this is not the
answer. A spring is designed and wound
and created to absorb a specific amount of
pressure. Remember, no matter what is

not all the time. When the slide is brought
back, just before the breech face reaches a
point behind the magazine, the pressure
build-up of the two springs makes movement of the slide extremely heavy. The
point at which this resistance peaks may
be adjusted by cutting the springs. If all
goes well, the breech face will move to the
rear of the magazine so that on the forward movement of the slide, the breech
face will strip a cartridge out of the maga-

done to the pistol, it must continue to be
able to fire the 45 ACP factory cartridge
plus any reasonable handload. Because of
this, we cannot take away a third or possibly one half of a spring's stored energy and
then expect it to handle the same recoil
pressure that it did when uncut.
Many gunsmiths install recoil buffers
that do reduce the shock of recoil impact
within the pistol and which partially absorb slide energy. Some of these buffers
work. Some do not. In any event, they are
not a long term, practical solution to the
problem.
Some of the new bobcatted pistols use
double springs. One spring fits inside the
larger one and is wound in the opposite direction. This works most of the time but

zine, ram it forward up the feeding ramp,
into the chamber. The springs must further retain sufficient energy at this point to
force the slide and barrel all the way forward into battery and then keep them in
battery without any looseness.
If the springs are so adjusted that they
permit a basically reliable feeding cycle
and if the same ammunition is constantly
used, then the pistol may function satisfactorily. But let one cartridge fire with
slightly less pressure, or permit dirt or
grease to enter the mechanism, and the
pistol will either jam or fail to feed
correctly.
This can be corrected by reducing the
spring pressures. We now have an action
that will allow the slide to go all the way to
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the rear, pick up a cartridge out of the
magazine but which will then, far too often, fail to completely chamber the cartridge and place the slide and barrel into
battery and keep them there.
. The more the Seecamps investigated
these problems, the more they became
convinced that the solution lay in designing an entirely new type of recoil spring.
Larry told me that the new concept came
quickly once they went at the problem
without any preconceived notions. The resulting spring assembly now known and
patented as the Seecamp Spring Extender
is so simple that it is a wonder no one ever
thought about it years ago. All it is is a pair
of springs acting in tandem and joined by

II

sion. First of all, the eXlstmg handgun
looks right. It feels right. There has been
no need to beef up or cut out or weld in
any parts to strengthen areas where too
much metal has been removed. As it
stands now, it is solid, all steel and completely safe. The finish is a deep, dull blue
that is not light reflective.
As may be seen, this pistol incorporates
the classical Seecamp double action mechanism with the wide, smooth trigger and
the combat trigger guard. The grip safety
has been completely eliminated and replaced with a single, solid, one piece hammer spring housing. The gri p safety is
unnecessary with the double action mechanism that allows the pistol to be safely

not, pop off at odd times. Workmanship is
worthy of Rolls Royce and is a joy to
behold.
Ahead of the rear sight at the rear of the
barrel chamber on top of the slide is the
loaded indicator. When the front end is
up, the chamber is loaded. When the entire bar is flat with the slide top, the chamber is empty. Simple and effective.
No one would ask a Rolls Royce salesman if the car will run. With the same confidence, I took this pistol outside with a
carton full of Federal and Remington 45
ACP ammunition. Due to the hip deep
snow, I could not work on my ranges,
however, by putting up several log butts, I
could not only fire for group but could fire

III
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a coupling sleeve. Compression and
spring energy may be altered by the factory to handle many varying recoil pressures. The result is a spring assembly that
fits into a very confined space but which
provides the spring energy normally furnished by a single much longer and larger
spring. This is such a major development
in the field of autorriatic pistols that it
could easily be considered the most significant development in a hundred years
in this field. It opens up unlimited potentials for the creation of new and better
combat modifications.
Larry Seecamp sent me one of the first
production pistols to come off the line using this Spring Extender. This pistol contains most of the current improvements
that the company is furnishing, but before
I get into these, I would like to point out
that in size it relates to the factory Combat
Commander as the Combat Commander
relates to the big Government Model
Mark IV. Larry told me and I agree with
him that it is not practical or really desirable to attempt to produce a smaller verI

carried with the hammer down. The
thumb safety remains operational and
may be flicked up or down in the conventional manner.
The magazine and the pistol butt have
both been cut down so that the magazine
holds six cartridges and with one in the
chamber provides seven shots. The entrance to the magazine well has been
chamfered to aid in ramming the magazine home. The barrel bushing is a heavy
duty, stainless steel piece that is tightly fitted to the barrel and to the slide so that
when the slide and barrel are in battery,
there is no motion of the barrel muzzle.
The sights are ideal. They were designed and created for this little pistol and
are adjustable for windage and elevation.
All adjustments are in the rear sight so that
the leaf may be moved right or left by
loosening one screw and tightening the
other, thus providing minute adjustments
plus positive locking. Elevation screws are
set just forward of the leaf and also provide positive adjustments. The front sight
is locked into the slide and will not, can-
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for functioning with all the various types
of ammunition turned out by Federal and
Remington. I fired two clip fulls-twelve
rounds-of each type of ammunition.
There were no malfunctions of any kind.
I then shot about fifty rounds of each of
my 45 handloads. The first lot consisted of
5.0 grains of Unique and the Hensley and
Gibbs 210 grain wad cutter bullet. The
next lot was loaded with 3.5 grains of Bullseye and the 230 grain round nose bullet.
The final batch held the Hornady 210
grain dry lubricant bullet ahead of 3.8
grains of Bullseye. No problems of any
kind.
The amazing thing is that recoil and
handling is specifically comparable to that
of the big Government Model Mark IV
pistol. I noticed that when I pulled back
the slide to charge the pistol that the feel
of the spring assembly was smooth, clean,
powerful. During the firing, there was
none of the customary bucking or slamming that is encountered with so many of
the bobcatted pistols. Shooting this pistol
(Continued on page 65)
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.45 MYTHS
(Continued from page 26)

DEPENDABILITY
There are those who feel that any semiautomatic pistol is necessarily undependable, and there are those who feel that the
45 auto in particular is undependable. By
undependable I mean prone to malfunction-not the inability to stop fights when
working properly.
Anyone who has used the 45 at great
length has known it to malfunction. No
mechanism known to man is completely
reliable in its operation under all circumstances, and this is just as true of 45 auto as
it is of any other firearm, particularly including revolvers. However, normal dependability, in a good example, using
good ammunition, runs to abouf 999 in
1,000. The chance that your sidearm may
hang up (not on the first shot but possibly
on the second) one time out of 1,000 is a
problem you will just have to accept. I do
not consider this excessive, especially
since I intend to hit with my first shot. We
would all like perfection, but it is beyond
our reach.
Here again, a major part of the problem
is the very age of the 45 auto. Many have
been badly treated over very long periods
and are simply not in proper working order. There is also the matter of unsatisfactory ammunition. In particular, the shortnosed semi-wadcutter bullets used by target shots are very difficult for the auto pistol to digest. For some reason which I do
not understand, pistols which will feed
empties reliably often hang-up using the
short-nosed wadcutter. The answer to this
is simply to stay away from that type of
bullet. It satisfies target shots, who do not
have to maintain continuity of fire, but for
serious work it should be abandoned. For
that matter if! were to pull a Ralph Nader,
I would require the short-nosed wadcutters, both as separate bullets and as
loaded cartridges, to be withdrawn from
circulation.
In actual fact, the reliability factor of
the 45 auto is extraordinary. It will continue to function under conditions of
abuse that will eliminate most other weapons. On the Rio Balsas expedition, which
lasted for seven weeks, we were immersed
in muddy water almost every day. We also
had our share of sand and gravel to contend with. At the end of each day, I
checked out my pistol and found it to work
perfectly. On the other hand, the revolver
carried by my companion required total
stripping and cleaning almost every time
we made camp. Under other conditions of
abuse the auto pistol may indeed hang up
a little sooner than the revolver, but if it
does it may be quickly cleared, whereas a
revolver which has stuck usually requires
the attentions of a gunsmith, professional
48
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or amateur, to get back into action.
Since practical pistol competition was
instituted in 1956 we have seen a great
many handguns fired under a great many
conditions. Such experience has led us to
the conclusion that in equally well-made
and well-maintained examples the 45 auto
is slightly more reliable in action than any
revolver. The difference is very slight,
however, and should not be taken as conclusive. What may be truly concluded is
that those who believe the 45 auto to be
unreliable are just not properly acquainted with the problem.

SHOOTABILITY
There are those who feel that the 45
auto is hard -to shoot well. This is due
largely to the fact that a great many specimens are found with miserable triggers.
The World War I examples were especially
bad in this way and many of them are still
in use. We must remember that this
weapon was designed strictly as a soldier's
life-saving instrument for use at five feet,
and refined ignition was not part of its design specifications. However, the trigger of
the original Browning design is quite easy
to improve, by a competent gunsmith. Fitted with a good trigger, breaking at just on
four pounds and crisp, there is nothing difficult about a 45 auto. The issue sights are
a bit too small for comfortable use, but
that is one of the things we change on the
pistol when we get it. In trained hands and
equipped with a properly adjusted trigger
the 45 auto is as easy to shoot well as anything similarly useful. My own belief is
that the myth of its difficulty arose out of a
sense of misplaced machismo on the part
of some returning soldiers who tried to
prove their manhood by handing their
service pistol to a girl friend and letting
her make a fool of herself trying to do
something which she had not been prepared to do. I've seen this happen enough
to believe that it must have been quite
widespread upon occasion.
I have taught a fair number of small
women and young girls to shoot the 45
with a large measure of precision. Some of
them shoot in what I call the expert category. If there is something hard to shoot
about the weapon, I fear that it yet escapes
me.
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THE NEW

Model 1911
$24.95
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Model #2
"TOPBREAK"
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We manufacture these and many other
reproduction and modern holsters.
$1.00 for illustrated catalogue.
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REVOLVER SHOOTERS
REVOLUTIONARY NEW SIGHTS
Behlert's revolutionary new patented sight
replaces existing K or N frame sight with no
alteration to the frame!
* 20 clicks per revolution adjustment in
elevation, and 16 clicks windage per turn!
On D.W. and Ruger clicks are 16 and 16!
* By far the finest adjustable sight on the
market for S&W handguns!
Elevation stud is twice as long as the
standard factory, thus removing the
problem of popping the stud when adjusting
for long range shots!
A flat rear blade makes for the clearest
definition and pickup of your sight!
A must for the serious shooter, in all fields!

*

*

Price $32.00 std. or $35.00 white outlines
Please add $1.00 postage, dealer inquiries invited!
IMPORTANT
ORDER FOR MODEL AND DASH NUMBER
.SUCH AS 19-3, 29-2 etc.
Send $1.00 for our catalog on custom pistol work

CONTROLLABILITY
Controllability is largely a matter of resistance to recoil, or "kick." Those who
feel that the 45 auto kicks too hard for
good control have either not used it
enough to find out or have been using the
wrong technique. I habitually open a
teaching session by demonstrating that the
45 may be shot easily and well with just
the thumb and forefinger. This sometimes
amazes students, but I do it not as an exercise in bravado but simply to dispose of
the notion that the pistol kicks too hard.
(Continued on page 57)
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BEHLERT CUSTOM SIGHTS, INC.
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725 LEHIGH AVE, DEPT. AH-9
UNION N.J. 07083
2016873350
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HANDLOADING

CLARK" RUGeR

(Continued from page 12)

contained 2.7 grains of Bullseye, he said.
I later lost contact with the man; the
bottle of remnants, although kept in a
desk drawer for several years, eventually
became lost. But, as I have said, the mis-

"2.7 grains of Bullseye is a
very touchy subiect •••"
giving instilled in me because of the evidence I had seen and the testimony I had
listened to, lingered on to pop up now and
then as I handled 38 Special rounds I'd
charged with the customary 2.7 grains of
Bullseye.
When, in the November/December

$16 50

RETAIL

(White outline blade$350 extra)
Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
BeUer click adjustments.

.

~-----------
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pnntmg of THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Jeff Cooper, soberly and reservedly, reported on revolver blow-ups
with similar powder charges, I saw that the
yellow flag that had been waving in my
mind's eye all those years had suddenly
turned a vivid blue. It was time to seek a
substitute target charge.
Urged on by the same haste I referred to
a few moments ago, I feel that it is only
right to state that never, in the realm of
first-hand experience, have I had or, for
that matter, eye-witnessed, a bad experience with Bullseye charges. I must join
Cooper in his retreat, nonetheless.
I still feel the same confidence I have always felt when it comes to loading Unique
and my earlier praise of7.0 grains of that
powder behind a 200-grain, swaged, halfjacketed, cavity-nosed bullet stands unaltered. If, in some far-fetched event, we
were to be left on this planet with but a

----- - - - - - -

BULLET .451 -225 GRAIN SPEER jHP
Powder

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

James C.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

Rt 2 - Box 22A
Keithville, Louisiana 71047
(318) 925-0836

Energy

Grains

Top Mark
Green Dot

310

700N

320

315

231

325

HS5

350

Red Dot

)SO

HS6
630

350
360
385

Herco

Remarks
Low intensity but effective
Check against Red Dot charge
High yield In grains to velocity
Good target load In Gold Cup
Accuracy good here too
Higher yield than Green Dot
Excellent accuracy for GI ....5
Accuracy good - capacity well used
Fine load - controllable

BROWNE & PHARR MAKERS

Pistol
Belt CliP.
Replacement

BULLET .451-200 GRAIN SPEERjHP

L for your holster.

Spring steel clip holds gun securely inside waistband.
Easy to install. Fits Colt 45, Smith & Wesson 39 and
59, Smith & Wesson J frame revolvers. Blue finish,
$4.95 ea., ppd. Send cash, check or money order.
Specify gun model. Dealers please inquire,

Powder

Grains

Vel.

Energy

Remarks

HS5
HS6
Herco
Red Dot
231
Green Dot
Blue Dot

7.4
8.0
7.5
5.3
5.8
5.5
10.2

849
905
929
942
943
945
1010

320
360
385
390
390
395
450

Easy going for long plinking session
A step slower on burning rate scale
Good results - high yield
Better suited for 200 than 225
Compare to lighter charge in 225 grain
Identical to 225 charge-compare
Yield about 100 fps per grain

B·P Manufacfuring, Inc.• Dept. AH • Box 1103
Norcross, Ga. 30091 • Phone: 404/447·9285

BULLET .452·200 GRAIN SPEER SWC

HI-COMPRESSION

S9

22 CAL- PELLET FIRING

AIR PISTOL

only

This high compression air pistol slams eight
hard-hitting 22 cal. pellets into its target without
reloading. Just snap back the bolt, turn the
cylinder and you're ready for the next round. A
molded hand grip, long barrel, and ring sight
provide unusual accuracy and comlort. Only
$9.95 plus $1 for postage and handling· if COD
send $2.00 good will deposit and pay postman the
balance plus COD charges. FREE ammo and
targets included. State age when ordering. Not
sold in N .Y.C.
Elan Products Corp. Dept 527 AP89
35 Wilbur St.• Lynbrook. N.Y. 11583
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Grains

Trap 100
Red Dot
231
-

• No Permit Required
• Purchaser must be over 21
• FREE: 50 rounds of Reusable 22 Cal
Ammo and a Supply of Targets

",,-_ _ N.Y. Res. add appropriate sales tax

Powder

95

--- -

4.8
4.5
S.S

Vel.
762
798
924

Remarks

Energy
255
285
380

Performs well in my guns
Over ISSO charges per lb.
More power-accuracy good

- -

-- --

---------

BULLET .451-185 GRAIN HORNADY JACKETED
Powder
HP38
Trap 100
Unique
HSS
HS6
231

...

Grains
S.S
S.O
S.S
7.0
8.S
6.0

Vel.
830
8SS
862
893
902
921

. Energy
28S
300
30S
320
330
34S

.

Remarks
Versatile-also for .38 Special
Fast-high velocity yield
Mention in first article
Good target load
Not up to HSS
Target and light load

(See HANDLOADING-November/December, /978 issue)
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single propellant for rifle, handgun and
shotgun alike, Unique would live up to its
name.
However, the story of full-scale handloading of the .45 auto should include a
sufficient variety of propellants to match
the gun's versatility. Several of those offered by each of a half-dozen or more
makers will extend its usefulness well
beyond the comparatively meager gleanings to be had when but one or two are
used.
The same can be said-and perhaps with
greater emphasis-of the selection of bullet weight and type. The variety of missiles
available in both cast and swaged types is,
I'll wager, virtually unexplored by the average handloader, a fact that, unfortunately, seems to exist without respect to
the cartridge being loaded.
It is, of course, economically impractical to experiment with every bullet-andpowder-charge combination in each of a
number of cartridges the individual
chooses to handload. A broadening of
component types is possible, nonetheless,
and is strongly recommended. Bear in
mind that each component of the handload was manufactured with a specificity
of performance and purpose built in. Take
full advantage of the specific nature of
these products, but always within the limitations set by the manufacturers in their
handloading manuals.
I should confess that, for reasons already cited, I have not tried every load
listed or written about in my .45 autos, nor
have I elected to invent handloads of a
spectacular kind with respect to inverted
bullets and so on, as noted in my comments on the 38 Special. (See How Special
Is The 38 ?-July/ August, 1978, issue
ofTHE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER).
The design, hence, function of the .45
auto, as well as the limited capacity of its
case, are such as to render radical experimentation more or less unprofitable.
The included table of handloads is
shown in order to augment the bare minimum of data provided in our initial discussion of the .45 auto. It shows results
observed in my guns. The results you see
upon using anyone of these loads in. your
guns may be different, especially with respect to accuracy. The dominating intent
is to stimulate your interest and thereby
encourage further experiments by you.
Velocity average-5 shot sequence-air
temperature was 77 degrees-elevation
4000 feet-Remington L.P. primers.
Good hand loads, by trial and error
(within safe limits), can be exposed for the
benefit of all, but only if we, as handloaders, communicate freely. For this reason, I would be particularly interested in
hearing from readers who care to offer information and commentary on safe, effective handloads for the .45 auto, or, for that
matter, any handgun cartridge. The substance of information thus received will
be noted in future handloading . . . . . .
features.
~

HOLSTERS OF QUALITY
Dept

\..
I

AH

by belt slide, inc.

Box 15303 Austin, TX
(Send 25 ¢ for Brochure)

78761

Model 10 For
Mosl DA Revolvers
Black or Brown
Pin $11 9S Basket $13 95

Specify color.
pistol model.
and bbllenglh
Check or M.O.

Model 12
For Lg Frame Autos
Black or Brown
Pin $11.95 Baskel $13.95

p('l<;lpald

No (OD·s

pC'slpald

The Magnificent Beretta
'

MINX .22 SHORT

AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.

No extractorblow back actiononly pistol with
instant breech cleaningdouble safety features.
Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4'h",
Length ofbarreI2'h" ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety Half cock safety
Jetfire-=Cal. 25 Overall Length 4'h" Length of
barrel 2'h" ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ... Half cock safety
Distributed exclusively by

J.L. GALEF &SON INC.

85 Chambers Street. New York, N.Y. 10007
At your favorite sporting firearms dealer.
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For full details write Dept. 0-8
and inClude your dealer's name and address.
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COP TALK
(Continued from page 24)

LEARN

The New Pistolcraft
At JeR Cooper's
API Training Center.
The American Pistol Institute is now accepting
applications for training of police, military and
civilian students (with proper credentials) at the
new 170-acre training center. Basic course
teaches you to shoot carefully and quickly; to hit
single, multiple and moving targets; to move correctly; to maintain continuity of action; to respond properly to the unexpected; and much
more. Unique, proven teaching method quickly
imparts the decisive skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft.
FOR a-PAGE BROCHURE, SEND $1 to:

George Nonte, the late, great handgun
writer, favored the S&W model 59 15-shot
9mm. for poli'ce use, because he liked the
high cartridge capacity, the quick reloads,
the double action first shot, and the power
of a 9mm. Parabellum cartridge properly
loaded. Still, during the last years of his
life, he was as likely to carry a .45 auto as a
9mm. for personal protection. Though
never a cop, Nonte had solid input from
the law enforcement sector, and was influential there. Nonte liked the Super Vel
concept for .45 ammo.
Dean Grennell, the ex-cop who helps
run a rival gun magazine and authors the
"Law Enforcement Handgun Digest," is
also partial to the 1911. So is Mason Williams, the HANDGUNNER writer who
has influenced numerous officers to switch
to the .45 auto through his writings in police journals, even though he has never
worn a badge. Civilian gun experts of the
caliber of J. D. Jones, Hal Swiggett, and
others have analyzed the police handgun

TAKING AIM
(Continuedfrom page 20)

The American PistollnstlMe
Box 401- E Paulden. AZ 86334

Santy of Bow, N.H., who had also cut the

$

-;~

~~NLJ:~~~:'~\~\'

6Ijz" tube to 4" and installed a Baughman

ramp sight with red insert. The base gun
was an early, 5-screw model 25. This was

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 "BULL BARRELS
~. I
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - 51 0 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.
6" Python Barrels 552.95 prepaid

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH
Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE ;A S E
(314) 441-4500
FOR BROCHURE
(314) 447-4501

t:::::::::::::imJl NEW! ~)(==\

"WINNER 44"

For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253

Okeechobee,

Florida 33472
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my original police duty revolver. I went to
the 1911 .45 auto as soon as I got permission to do so, and stayed with it until a
departmental edict in late 1978 switched
all patrol officers to sixguns. I dug out this
old duty piece-backed now by some of
Lazzaro's full moon clips in a K-size
speedloader case from Second Six-and
carried it until the administration made
the model 66 .357 the official issue weapon
for all patrol personnel.
I still have that .45 revolver, and I'll
never sell it. I shot it in bullseye matches in
lieu of a .45 auto, and won trophies in every stage with it. Despite the 4" barrel and
the need to thumb-cock, I found that its
superb trigger-lighter and crisper than
any automatic in its caliber could safely
duplicate-gave me a deadly edge. The reduced recoil didn't hurt, either.
I can dig all these gunsmiths who are
running themselves ragged turning N,

question theoretically, and found an answer in the .45 auto; SWiggett for one has
stated that, ifhe was a cop, he'd no sooner
report for duty without a .45 automatic
th~n without his pants. SWiggett's extensive handgun hunting experience with the
.45 auto indicates that the 185-grain JHP
factory loads give optimum performance
on flesh-and-blood targets.
One comes back to Jeff Cooper, who
proved the 1911 pistol's desirability as a
gunfighting tool, and left it to the policemen themselves to determine whether or
not that was an edge they wanted in their
dangerous work. While few police departments took him up on the suggestion,
many individual officers did ... and the
other gun experts, on their own sometimes, and sometimes at Cooper's prodding, came to the same conclusion.
Other articles in this issue consider
more deeply the pros and cons of the .45
automatic as a police service handgun,
and caution the need for expertise
to precede adoption, but one thing is
clear: the Colt .45 automatic is the
choice of so many experts, it can no
longer be ignored as a law
enforcement sidearm.
frame Smith & Wessons into .45 Long
Colts. There is a sound ballistic purpose to
it. But practicality indicates that .45 ACP
is a more versatile and shootable handgun
round for everything but long-range (over
100 yd.) work.
A custom .45 ACP sixgun? Giv~ it a sec- .
ond look. With a Douglas bull barrel and
Magnaporting, it's going to kick less than a
stock .38 Special loaded with wadcutters,
yet its ballistic delivery will be more impressive than any .45 auto, thanks to the
longer barrel. (Don't worry about losing
velocity through gas leakage at the barrel!
cylinder gap. Most tests indicate that revolvers have higher velocities, perhaps because there is no slide to come open and
drain energy.)
An N-frame cylinder is designed to
handle rounds like .38, .357, and .44 Mag

or.45 Long Cold-all descendants of cartridges originally made to work with
blackpowder-and is much longer than
the short, efficient .45 ACP case requires.
A shorter cylinder, with barrel turned
back into the frame accordingly, can give
you a six-inch barrel with roughly the
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overall dimensions of a five-inch gun. This
also reduces the bullet's free-space leap
before it hits the rifling, thus further improving accuracy.
Highway Patrolman frames are available, and would make an excellent basis
for such a conversion. In fact, I've got a
Charter Bulldog .44 Special that I won in a
match, and don't have any use for in its
present form; I'm toying with the idea of
rechambering it to .45 ACP. The recoil
might or might not be less, arid the ammo
available would be expanded enormously.
The only thing the .44 Special ever had
over the .45 ACP was that it could be
handloaded hotter, and this doesn't apply

LET US SUPPLY YOUR BULLET NEEDS
~ HARD CAST BULLETS A

E3

Lubed & Sized

a

44 cal. 215gr - 25.00/1000
9mm 125gr RN - 16.00/1000
240 gr - 27.00/1000
38 cal. 141 gr WC - 16.00/1000
45 cal. 185gr - 19.00/1000
150gr SWC - 16.00/1000
200gr - 19.00/1000
168gr SWC - 16.00/1000
230gr - 27.00/1000
41 mag. 225gr SWC - 27.00/1000
DISCOUNTS
10,000 - 24,000 Less 5%
25,000 - Over Less 10%
Orders Over $350.00 Shipped Prepaid
All Other Quantities Shipped Freight Collect
SPECIAL: 38 reloads $33.50/1000 Your Brass
$68.50/1000 Our Brass
Order 5000 or more reloads deduct 10%

KEN'S RELOADING SUPPLIES
Phone 1-(216)-951-1854
1585 E. 361 st, Eastlake, Ohio 44094
Jobbers Prices Upon RequesC
AH
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Out of the box 5 & W Mode. 25
produced this superb 50 yard
group using handloads and a Ransom Rest.
to the little Charter, which the company
stresses is built for factory-load pressures
only.
All you guys who've looked yearningly
at the performance the .45 auto people
talk about, even though you just don't like
autos yourself, take heart; you can have it
all and better in a revolver. You're a .45
auto man? Here's a wheelgun you'll enjoy
playing with, and also a gun that will
cheerfully eat up that last batch of reloads
that won't cycle through your Government Model.
The .45 revolver won't replace the .45
auto. If it could have, it had enough time
that it would have. It can't be reloaded as
quick, even with the full moon clips that
make it the fastest sixgun to reload of any.
Its light recoil doesn't compensate for the
auto's advantage of a crisp, short pull for
every shot.
The U.S. Government had the 1917 revolvers made, not to replace the .45 auto,
but to supplement it. When the production bottlenecks in autopistol manufacture
ceased, so did orders for 1917 revolvers.
Hell, I love these guns and I never carried
one when I could pack the same caliber
autoloader.
For wheelgunners, .45 ACP is an unsung caliber, like .38 Super in an automatic; few have ever worked with it
enough to realize the enormous good
points it offers. And for .45 ACP fans, the
"wheelgun alternative" has a
lot to recommend it.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
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Get a Grip on Your
Thompson-Contender
Order the New Replacement Stock and Forearm Today

$19.50

each

• Designed for large calibers
• Perfect fit for two hand shooters
• Available in left or right hand. please specify
• Forearm to match stock
• Forearm can be weighted to lessen muzzle jum
• Genuine Walnut-Oil finish
• Please specify caliber when ordering forearm
• Exotic woods. available uoon reouest
Send Check or M.D.
Bankamericard or Master Charge. $1.50 postage.
Please give expo date and number on bank cards.

Box 704 - AH Twin Falls. Idaho 83301
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Contains four colors easy
to use.
Insert won't fallout withstands hot bluing.

Introducing the Bullshooters' front sight
Insert kit.
Used by professional

~~:~~~hS

around the

This convenient kit

:.:~~~ ~11~1~:s~~::J~
Goes in as a liquid
hardens in ten minutes.
Quick
color changes
simple directions.

12 Insert Four Color Kit $11.95 PPD.
300 Insert Four Color Kit $48.95 PPD.
Arizona Residents add 4% Sales Tax

Bull.hooten' Supply, Dept AH-l, P.O. Box 13446
Tucson, Art,on. 85732
602-298-6924

ZERO BULLET
ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY
We did not like what we found.
Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lubed bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.
We at ZERO are well aware of the free enter·
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.
Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like competitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO customers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.
ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bullet or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.
This new added service is simply a continuation of ZERO's basic policy of giving
Quality, Delivery & Price.
ZERO BULLET CO., INC.
205·739·1606
Cullman, Alabama 35055

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00
ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51.
Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

$21 9S
+ $1.00 shipping
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.45 MODIFICATIONS
(Continued from page 45)

point here is that G.1. or Mark IV barrels
have larger chamber dimensions than the
smaller grouping match barrels and
thusly, feed better. This is our primary desire ... flawless functioning, not an inch or
so smaller group.
Now let's get into the issue of functioning, The feed ramp must be polished and
the barrel "throated." The principle is to
smooth the usually rough ramp on the
frame to insure proper movement of the
round on its way to the barrel. The barrel
has a fairly square machined edge at the
beginning of the chamber that must be
rounded off. The barrel must be aligned
and matched to the feed ramp. These
modifications are mainly incorporated to
help cast bullets as well as semi-wadcutters feed smoothly, but even hardball
will chamber better. This is a delicate
process that must be done by a competent gunsmith.
The ejection port should be enlarged
and low·ered. The reason for this is to insure clear ejection of the spent round so
the cycle rate will not be affected by a case
squeezing out of the port and slowing
down the action. A nice dividend of this
modification is brass that is not damaged.
This, also, helps avoid "Stovepipe" cases,
a phenomenon that usually occurs from
too light a load or a standard size port. The
slang term "stovepipe" means a case that
is standing straight up out of the ejection
port like an old-fashioned stovepipe coming out of the roof of a house. Enlarging and lowering the ejection port is a must.
The next part of the pistol that is essential to perfect functioning is the slide return spring. This is the most overlooked
item in the pistol but is of major importance. I have seen many beautiful modified guns that just didn't function properly
and the cause was the slide spring. The
G.1. springs are marginal in my opinion
and do not supply the reliability we need.
The return spring that I have found that
does the job the best is from Bar-Sto Precision Machines, Burbank, California. It is
made from stainless steel and, therefore,
resists collapsing, and supplies more
breech closing pressure. The cycle speed
of the .45 is of utmost importance and
must not be too slow or too fast. A slide
spring that is too light may allow the extractor to pull right past the spent case in
the chamber, making a difficult "jam" to
clear in a hurry. Too light a spring, also,
lets the slide slam back against the frame
putting unnecessary strain on these parts.
A spring that is too heavy will cause stovepipes even with full loads. The reason here
is that the heavy spring requires too much
power to overcome its strength. The spring
as you get from Bar-Sto is suitable for G.1.
hardball but military ammo varies. You
will have to trim the spring to suit your pis-

FREE
.Color
Brochure

RanKer
LEITHER PRODUCTS

Featuring:
New Camouflage
, colors and other
unique leather
finishes for holsters,
belts and rifle slings.
• Advanced holster/belt
designs for field
revolvers and
semiautos.
• Finest custom quality
at sensible prices.
Order your free
brochure now while
supply lasts.
Call or write.
i•

Ranger
LEaTHER PRODUCTS INC,
Innovations In Leather
For Discriminating Shooters
RO. Box 1816 B
EI Oorado. Arkansas 71730 (501) 862-5692

SIGNATURE
AUTO GRIPS
Improves accuracy . absorbs
recoil
improves "Grip
Security" in any combat situa·
tion or weather condition.
Models for Colt .45. S&W 39
and 59. Browning Hi Power
and Walther PP and PPK/S
autos.
At your dealers or write us.

22 CAL.

PELLET

FIRING
SEMIAUTOMATIC
MACHINE PISTOL

10 ROUND - SIDE MOUNTED CLIP
FREE: Target & 50 Reuseable Pellets
Not Sold In New York City - No Pennlt Required
This rapid fire 22 Cal "Commando" type machine
pistol looks like the famous, hard-hitting weapon so
popular with combat attack groups. The side
mounted, detachable, ten round clip sprays pellets
into the target as fast as you can pull the trigger.
Only $3.95 plus 65d for postage and handTing
INClUDING FREE TARGET & PELLETS. Complete satisfaction guaranteed or your money
promptly refunded.
Elan Products Corp. Dept 527AU89
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563
NY State Res. add sales Tax
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tol and load. This is accomplished by
snipping one coil at a time until no stovepipes occur. Shoot at least 50 rounds each
time before changing the length of the
spring and be sure that the problem happens with different magazines. There are
many, many pistols whose only problem is
a bad slide return spring. Don't let it be
yours! ,
The other items a competition Colt .45
auto pistol needs includes a "trigger job."
The release weight on the trigger should
be around 3Y2 pounds, plus or minus a half
a pound, and should be crisp. Do not cut
the mainspring. This is the most common
practice of most gunsmiths when doing a
"trigger job" on the .45 ACP. The sear and
hammer is where a good job is done, not in
cutting the mainspring. Chuck Ries, Culver City, California and Armand Swenson, Fallbrook, California both say that
shortening the mainspring changes the
cycle rate and may not give adequate
hammer force. They are the only gunsmiths I know who don't cut it.
The standard military sights are completely inadequate for competition. You
must be able to "pick up" the sights
quickly and they must be sharp and clear.
The most common move is to install adjustable sights and the most popular are
Smith and Wesson, Bo-Mar, and Micro.
All three are welt made and proven suitable for the practical pistol. The kicker
here is that high visibility, fixed sights are
the wisest choice. The main reason is that
they are nearly indestructible. You zero
the pistol with your competition load at 50
yards, check where other loads print, and
adjust your hold when necessary. They do
not change, so rezeroing is unnecessary.
One thing I have seen and experienced is
adjustable sight breakage. This is something that can be avoided. Fixed sights are
the dependable, as well as the economical,
answer.
Some other items are checkering the
mainspring housing, the front strap of the
frame and the front of the trigger guard.
This work is necessary to insure that the
handgunner can maintain proper control
on the firearm during recoil. The pistol
must not be slippery in the hands of the
shooter. The ftont of the trigger guard is
checkered to give the forefinger of the second hand on the pistol a slip-proof hold.
Grips are a purely personal matter and
should be what you like and feel comfortable with. The reason is that the grips do
not afford much of a "grip" on the pistol.
The pistol is primarily held by contact of
the hand on the mainspring housing, grip
safety and the front strap. The only grips
I've found that help with the control of the
pistol are the Pachmayr Signatures. They
wrap around the front strap of the pistol
and eliminate the need to checker it. The
only disadvantage I find with them is that
if you make a "poor" grasp during a
speedy draw it's hard to change the grasp
because of the sticky surface. However, I
know many good shooters who do quite

1979 - THE YEAR OF THE CONDOR
Meet the CONDOR.
Crown City Arms' stainless .45 Auto. The
lowest priced stainless .45
on the market. And the most
reliable.
Crown City's line-up for 1979 also includes:
THE FALCON - Stainless 4"
THE EAGLE - Steel 5"
THE HAWK - Steel 4"
THE SWIFT - Steel 4" .38 Super or 9mm
THE HUMMINGBIRD - Steel 6" .22 L.R. Crown-Kart
Made of all-new parts - not surplus or remanufacturered. Fully
warranteed. Utterly reliable. Parts interchangeable with Colt. Test
target in the box.
Send FFL and $1 handling for 1979 Illustrated Catalog and dealer
price list. Specify if you would like our representative to call.

~
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CROWN

P.O. Box 1126
Cortland. NY 13045

CITY
ARMS

(607) 753-0194

SILHOUETTE
Fajen's TIC Contender Grips and Forearms
Qualilies IMHSA Production Class
MAGNUM GRIPMagnum swell distributes recoil comfortably
BANANA FOREARM conforms to body for positive support

REINHART FAJEN INC.
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TOP"

Write for FREE
Silhouette literature

BOll 338 AH, Warsaw, Mo. 65355

FitS~er ~e113
S&

front sight

witho~ng

TROOPER
ON PATROL

A New Concept in
Service Weaponry

By

TOP YOUR WEAPON WITH
A PATENTED WINGED
ADJUSTABLE WINDAGE &
ELEVATION SIGHT RIB

®

BO-MAR

Now offering a new service So-Mar
Custom accurizing .45's and .22's ETC. '
Write for details.

Bo-Mar rear sights now available
for XP10Q's and contenders $42.00

USES ARE FOR: Police Combat· Big Game Handgun Hunting' Everyday Carried Duty Wear' And
For Metallic Silhouette
For S & W model Heavy Barrel 10-13-58-64 and
. 65. Easy installation-Drill & Tap for two 6-40 allen
head cap screws. Price $56.00.

SEMI-FLAP STYLE
Holsters for the Modified S&W Pistols.
Covers Sight and Hammer. Plain or
Basket Weave for 2Y2" Belts. Black
only. Price $35.00.

BO-MAR~SIGHTING SYSTEMS
Department AH, Carthage, Texas 75633
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well with them. If you get a chance, try a
pistol that has them installed and see how
you like it. Except for Pachmayr's, the
grips are kind of along for the ride. This is
your chance to get something you want,
not something you've been told you need.
The mainspring housing is a real can of
worms. Some will tell you to get a flat one,
others will say keep the arched one. This is
a matter of personal choice, use whichever
one feels comfortable to you. The arched
housing fits larger hands better and the flat
one is more suitable for smaller hands.
The military pistol comes with an arched
housing and the short trigger to suit medium-sized hands. No matter which housing you settle on, checkering is desirable.
Triggers are another item that has much
to do with personal preference, described
and judged. The military trigger was designed to fit everyone and seems not to fit
anyone right. I know few successful practical shooters who use them. The most
common choice is the match style trigger.
It is longer than the standard trigger and
seems to suit a larger group of pistoleros.
Another type is the extra long flat trigger.
The idea behind this trigger is that you
would only move one joint in the "trigger
finger" to actuate instead of two joints as
with shorter triggers. The long flat triggers
are still in their formative stage, and I

would only recommend an experienced to shoot weak handed and the ability to
shooter try one. The "match" type trigger disengage the safety with the thumb of eiis definitely recommended here. It is the ther hand can mean higher scores. The
most proven system in competition.
ambidextrous safety runs about $60.00
The edges of the magazine well need to and about $15.00 for a speed safety.
be beveled to insure smooth insertion of
Do not now overlook magazines. The
the fresh magazine so time is not lost on magazines must function flawlessly, so
the reload. Time saved on reloading is im- mark each one and keep track of which
one was in the well when a malfunction
portant to achieving higher scores.
The standard hammer is especially long occurred. If the same magazine causes the
and in full cock extends the length of the same problem more than a couple of
grip safety. Many shooters get the web of times, get rid of it. Only trust magazines
their hand pinched between these parts. that never malfunction in a contest, use
The hammer can be "bobbed," i.e. any that you don't trust 100% in practice
shortening the tang as necessary until it no until they are proven.
longer "bites" the shooter. The weight reIf you build a pistol using the modificamoved from the hammer will cause no tions discussed in this article, you will have
failures of ignition. A Commander ham- one that will be limited only to your skill.
mer can also be installed which gives the Practical pistol competition requires a
needed clearance. It is easier to thumb special combination of reliability and accock and gives a nice finished look. But curacy. Each modification must be kept
this is an extra expense that may make within proper proportions to insure the
you decide to just "bob" your standard end result.
hammer.
The 1977 "A," "B," and "c" class chamA speed safety is a necessary accessory pions in the Southwest Pistol League, Calfor the competition pistol. It extends out- ifornia, were taken by shooters using guns
ward from the frame enough to insure the that were modified in this manner. To win
shooter doesn't miss it during a speedy a championship in the S.w.P.L., your gun
draw. It also acts as a thumb rest if your must function flawlessly through a heavy
style of grip desires. An ambidextrous match schedule during which thousafety is also a desirable item for com- sands of rounds test the
......
petition. Many courses require the shooter reliability.
~

Deluxe First Edition
Written For YOU!
The only thorough and imaginative, highly detailed book about the art of gun engraving.
Sweeps aside the mystery and teaches you to
appreciate and evaluate the work of others.
Clear instruction will show you how you can do
fine engraving like the masters.

THE ART OF

ENGRAVING
Authoritative
Hundreds of examples of master engravers works in 208 handsome
pages with 1378 photos, designs,
drawings and illustrations to show
specific styles, techniques and the
effects they achieve. Thorough crossreferenced index with over 600
entries makes locating tools, designs,
letters and techniques fast and easy.
Listing of books and complete names
and addresses of all tool, equipment
and precious metal suppliers.
MAil
TO:
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.45 MYTHS
(Continuedfrom page 49)

The butt shape on this weapon is particularly well designed to absorb recoil, if the
hand is placed upon it properly. It is far
better in this respect than any revolver
with unmodified stocks. When a properly
placed Weaver grip is used, the additional
stability afforded by the flexed left arm
causes the muzzle to recoil almost imperceptibly. A good man can fire a three shot
burst almost as fast as the weapon will
cycle, with so little motion at the muzzle
that the audience cannot even detect it.
The controllability of the 45 auto is thus
largely a matter of proper technique and
has almost nothing to do with the weapon.
We used to think, in the early days of
practical competition, that the man shooting the 45 was mastering the more difficult
weapon when he shot alongside the police
revolver shooters. It took the old master,
Jack Weaver, to point out to us that it was
actually the other way around, since
shooting a 45 auto in a combat match was
a distinctly easier proposition than shooting any double-action revolver. This has
been borrte out by many years of teaching
now in which I find that revolver shooters
have either to work about one-third again
as hard to achieve the same performance
as the auto shooters, or must content
themselves with about three-fourths the
efficiency of their fellow students.

• Combat
• Competition
• PPC

or just plain
shooting fun.
Send $2 for color catalog
to

Jackass Leather Co.
7383 N. Rogers Ave.,
Chicago, ILL 60626
COLT. LUGER PRESENTATION CASES

American Made Quality Walnut Presentation cases for Colts, Lugers, Mausers,
Rugers,
Muzzleloading
Revolvers and
Pistols. Also avai lable in kits for the
do-it-yourselfer. Literature $.50

SAFETY
Very little can be done with a man who
has made up his mind on the subject of
safety. Those people-especially chiefs of
police-who are convinced that the auto
pistol is "unsafe" are impossible to convince otherwise. They know what they
know and that's that. I suppose it is true
that the double-action feature on most revolvers and some auto pistols makes it
very difficult for an untrained novice to
fire a shot unintentionally, whereas the
single-action principle makes this sort of
thing more convenient. I am not sure that
this is true, but I'm willing to accept it and
fall back on the argument that I don't like
to see sidearms in untrained hands under
any circumstances.
I've seen a good many accidental discharges over the years, on various training
ranges. They are always upsetting, yet if
proper safety precautions are observed
they do no harm, since the piece is never
pointed anywhere but down-range when
the finger is on the trigger. I will admit that
the double-action revolver is at the bottom
of the list when it comes to accidental discharges, but it may surprise you to learn
that the weapon most prone to AD's is the
single-action revolver. This is followed by
the double-action auto, which is then followed by the single-action auto and finally
by the double-action revolver. Accidental

REPLICA PRODUCTS, Dept. AH
610 - 57th St., Vienna, W.Va. 26105
Dealers Inquire 1-304-295-7239

~

8uLISfYf
GUNSHOP

5091-F Buford Highway
Doraville, Georgia 30340
Phone (404) 455-4543
@

We're specialists in custombuilt combat handguns and
silhouette guns. Send us
your specifications.
@

Colt parts distributor
@

Send for photos and price list
of modifications or conversions, $2 each. Include large
self-addressed stamped envelope.
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOLS:
• Sights installed:
Smith & Wesson
Behlert
Bomar
Micro
MMC
King. etc.

• Gold Cup Triggers installed
on any Colt 45
• Speed Safeties
• Bar-Sto Barrels
• Pachmyar Stocks
• Rubber Mag Pads Installed
• Many modifications available

SILHoumE: Custom built XP-100·s. T/C·s. S& W
FINISHES: Bluing. Duramil. Parkerizing
LEATHER GOODS: Bianchi. Jackass. Safari land
Master Charge, American Express
and VISA honored.
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Brand
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STAG & IVORY
PISTOL GRIPS

Send for Color Brochure with Details
($1.00 - Refunded with first ordeLI
SOUTHERN GUN EXCHANGE, INC.
4311 N.E. Expressway
Atlanta, Georgia 30340
(404) 934-4867

STATE PISTOL LAWS

Booklet describing latest pistol regulations pertaining
to possessing, carrying, and purchasing of hand guns
for all states $2.00.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS

Booklet outlining latest federal laws concerning fire·
arms $1.00. CRIME DETECTION EQUIPMENT,
CATALOG, $1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 415 E. 52 St.,
New York Dept. 17 N.V. 10022.

COLT .45 A.C.P. EXTENDED
SLIDE STOPS AND SPEED SAFETYS
NOW AVAILABLE

.----..,

discharges are something like automobile
accidents. They can be fatal. They can also
be minor. They do happen. We do our utmost to avoid them. Training and practice
will go a long way to wipe them out completely, but it is impossible to build any
mechanism which is "fool-proof." A fool
can bring about a disaster with anything,
including his bare hands.
On one occasion, having completed a
demonstration for a sheriffs department, I
discovered that all of my arguments had
been accepted except that of safety. The
sheriff of that county simply had it in his
mind that he could not justify the use of
the auto pistol in his department because
it was inherently unsafe. Clearly there was
nothing I could say that would change his
mind, but I was most gratified when a
young man in the audience raised his hand
and wished to speak. He said that in the
three years since his department had gone
over to the automatic pistol, there had
been three accidents with firearms. With
some misgiving I asked him to elucidate.
He said the first happened with a two-inch
snubby revolver which a lady cop had
been maintaining in a desk drawer. The
second happened with a riot shotgun on
withdrawal from the rack. The third took
place with a 22 target pistol which had
been brought down to the range for instruction and practice. I had nothing to
add to that.

THE LATE FIRST SHOT

Competition Proven Oe.lgn. by Jame. W. Hoag

Blue $19.50 each

Hard Chromed $21.50 each

Browning High Power Speed Safety.

Blue $23.00
Hard Chromed $25.00
(California Residents add 6%)
Dealer Inqulrle. Invited

H & D PRODUCTS CA91304
8523 Canoga Ave. Dept. AH Unit C, Canoga Park,

STOP SPENDING HOURS
CLEANING LEADING
OUT OF BARRELS
Save With
Introductory Offer On

THE LEWIS LEAD
REMOVER

----0

During this offer, you can purchase
the Lewis Lead Remover, normally
a $7.95 value, for only $7.25. Order
extra brass cloth patches for the
Lewis Lead Remover at only $1.50
for a pack of 10 patches.
Specify if ordering
for .38/ .357..4', .44
or .45 caliber.

Also on sale, set of three 6
Second speed loaders, plus
competition holders, $24.00

Send orders to: Village Gunsmith
310 Sheperd, Port Byron, IL 61275
Include $3 for complete discount catalo
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The distinguished Ed McGivern once
wrote that the double-action revolver had
to be the quickest type of sidearm for the
first shot because nothing had to be done
to it-no hammer cocked nor safety latch
slipped-in order to make it ready to fire.
Ed could certainly shoot, but his reasoning
was at fault in this case. No· matter how
fast a man can draw, there has to be an interval between leather and line-up. During that interval the hand can do what is
necessary to make the piece ready. The
truth is that there is no difference in draw
speed between the S.A. revolver, the D.A.
revolver, and the auto. The Big Bear
Leatherslap, the senior event at which this
matter was put to a test, was won with all
three types of handgun.
It is not widely known that the 1911 auto
pistol was designed by John Browning to
be carried cocked and unlocked. The grip
safety was his answer to the War Department's design stipulation that the test
weapons had to be safe to carry and yet instantly ready for action without any manipulation apart from squeezing the
trigger. The pistol was tested and accepted
on that basis. Subsequent policy directing
that the weapon be carried in Condition
Three (half-loaded) was the work of
less qualified men than Browning and the
test board, and has' given rise to a lot of
misunderstanding.
Current doctrine emphasizes that the 45
auto should always be in Condition One

(fully loaded, cocked, and locked) when
worn upon the person. It should not be
worn in Condition Two (loaded and uncocked) to be thumb-cocked on the draw,
nor in Condition Three-regardless of
what various departments may stipulate.
In Condition One it is, if anything, quicker
than a D.A. to the first shot ("No, Ma'am,
it won't go off by itself').
They tell of a Texas Ranger, wearing a
45 auto properly in Condition One, who
was approached in some agitation by a
bystander:
"Mister, do you know that your pistol is
cocked?"
"Yep, friend, that I do."
"But, Mister, ain't that dangerous?"
"You damn betcha!"

MODIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS
In pursuing this mythology, we uncovered a rather new notion in derogation of
the 45, and that is that it takes too much
money to set it up for competition, or, for
that matter, for serious defense work. We
are a nation of equipment buffs ana it is
certainly true that at competition you may
see pistols upon which money has been expended with a lavish hand. It would be a
great mistake, however, to feel that this is
necessary to the proper function of the
weapon. Practical competition simulates
the defensive use of the weapon as much
as possible, and a pistol which is a success
in practical competition may be assumed
also to be at its best for carrying on the
person in a hazardous situation. It is just
not necessary to re-do the weapon, as
many competitors do. What the stock Colt
45 auto needs to make it a serious weapon
is a good trigger and good sights. The trigger, we have discussed. The sights must be
simply of sufficient visibility for quick
pick-up. They need not be adjustable.
Beyond that there are perhaps 45 semistandard modifications of the 45 auto
which may please some people and not
others. I emphasize that they are optional.
If you want them, fine, but don't feel that
you need them. Some very great performances have been turned in with very standard weapons, including that of the current
world champion, David Westerhout of Salisbury. When I am asked what modifications are necessary for the 45 auto, I
always point out that my own weapons are
modified to my own taste and in some
cases modified experimentally in order to
evaluate certain gunsmith specialties. My
pistols are not "stock," but that certainly
does not mean that the full measure of
utility may not be obtained from a perfectly standard 45 auto, assuming a good
trigger and good sights. The pistol may
come with a good trigger over the counter.
This is increasingly true today. But if it is
not so, it can be quickly changed. A proper
sight installation is also a fairly simple
matter. It would be nice if the Colt factory
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would put good sights on the weapon as
they issue it, but pending that policy decision on their part we can take care of the
matter ourselves without any great
expense.
So much for the negative myths of the
45. On the positive side we have the ancient and honorable legend that the 45 pistol cartridge is so powerful that it will
knock a man flat under all circumstances.
About all we can say about this is, that is
not true. Clearly there is nothing a man
can hold in his hands which will always
deck his opposition without fail. This specifically goes for a twelve gauge shotgun.
(I know of three cases now in which a
felon absorbed a full blast from a twelve
gauge riot gun and walked away.) The 45
pistol cartridge is indeed a reliable fight
stopper, about 92 percent effective. It will
not, however, "knock a man down" since
it if did it would knock down the man
shooting it-Mr. Newton's laws not yet

Detachable Shoulder Stock
Assemblies for the Colt Gov't Series
Automatic Pistols
Limited Quantities
Complete assembly including mainspring housing. These
stocks were manufactured under contract to the Lebanese Christian
Phalange Armed Forces for issue to their TIGRE commando unit.

$

These items have been determined by ATF to BE "CLASSIFIED AS
PARTS WHICH ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY CONTROLS UNDER
THE PROVISIONS OF THE GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968."

Dept. HG, P.O. Box 1452

BRYG'S INC.

50 .
~~ia'd

NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS!

Lilburn, Ga. 30247

having been "interpreted" by our courts.
You occasionally see impact results which
suggest enormous potential in this regard
but they are explainable on physiological
rather than physical grounds. What happens is that sudden, massive tissue damage, especially to nerves, may cause a
violent "flinch" target, which, coupled
with a slight push, gives the appearance of
a spectacular knock-down. The 45 has
been seen apparently to throw a man
across the room. It has also been seen-not
often, but occasionally-to have no effect
at all.
Impact ballistics are matters ofprobability-not in any sense certainties. The subject is deep, complex, and not fully understood. The 45 ACP cartridge is one of the
very best choices for personal defense, but
we need not exaggerate its performance to
the point of absurdity.
It is curious that so many of us would
rather speculate than investigate-that we
would rather talk about something than
do it. The 45 auto is there for us to use, and
we need not invest it with a mythology. It
is a straightforward, businesslike, proven
hand tool-not a magic wand. It does just
fine, and it needs no mystique. We would
do better to make up myths about gods,
kings, and movie stars, and to establish
~
our weapon lore on firmer
ground.
~
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LEE'S RED RAMPS
Announces a superior material and method for
installing Ramps, in KIT FORM. for the handgun
hobbyist or gunsmith.
No time·consum;ng fitting,
no special skills necessary
Goes in as a liquid, solidifies under any
household bulb in six to eight minutes. ready for

trimming.
Available in four colors: red, orange, yellow,
while.
Results are of a professional quality. The insert
cannot dislodge. Complete instructions
provided. This kit will do dozens of Ramps.

Send (cg~~~~fJ:1nO:aelct i';:'1:J~!CZ:X f19.95
for same day shipment to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS
DEPT. AHG

7252 East Avenue U-3, Littlerock, California 93543
Telephone: (805) 944-4487
BlnkAmeriurd or MISter en-rit Welcome

Deluxe kit available with all lour colors.
Will do approximately 225 Ramps - '69"

KING WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHTS
For Rugen, Colt. - Available at SS" Ea.
"This m.terlll is gUlranteed to perform IS advertised if

instructions Ire followed."
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Lee Baker

"I personally think the pre-1970 Government Models stand up better in continuous full-power firing," he continues. "A
lot of the IPSC shooters use heavy handloads to be sure of qualifying in major
caliber class, and the post-I970 Mark IV
seems more likely to crack under that kind
of abuse. I'm talking about a crack in the
frame near the slide stop pin on the right,
or on the slide above the slide stop cutout.
"The one place I do recommend a Gold
Cup," he adds, "is for the long slide conversions. The little rib on top of the Cup's
slide looks a lot nicer on the stretched-out
gun. Incidentally, there is no truth to the
rumor that current Gold Cups are weaker
than Government models."
For every fifty or so Colt autos, Jim does
maybe one Browning HiPower; the big
9mm.'s popularity seems to be increasing
slightly, he notes. His Browning job includes a trigger rework that leaves you
with a crisp, backlash·free, fOUf pound letoff, about as light as you can safely go on
the Browning. He also tightens the bushing and does the same sight installation,
checkering on grip straps and rear of slide
and frame, magazine well flaring, deepening of ejection port, and other modifications associated with his .45s.
In addition to the gunsmithing, Jim is in
partnership with Chris Dawn of H&D
Sales, offering such goodies as an excellent
extended slide release, an oversize thumb
safety for Colt or Browning, and other
items including a soon-to- be-released
plastic shock absorber to fit with the spring
guide for a recoil buffer effect.
Chris and I took a couple of armfuls of
spanking new Hoag conversions to the
nearby Firing Line commercial range, a
handsome little facility in Canoga Park.
The initial runthrough was disappointing
for both of us. Here's a breakdown:
Hoag Master Class 8" .45: This ultracostly gun ($980 not counting the cost of
the base pistol, which Hoag says must always be furnished by the customer) failed
to eject and/or extract after every shot.
Some 25 rounds of RNL handloads, 250gr. cast bullets over stiff charges of
Unique, and finally my own factory match
hardball failed to function the pistol.
Grouping in single shots was excellent,
however.
Combat Browning: This pistol had,
without reservation, the finest trigger I've
ever felt on a Browning Nine. Accuracy
was hard to test on Firing Line's 50-foot
range, but seemed more than adequate for
street work or IPSC competition. In the
first magazine, the hammer followed the
slide down to half cock twice during firing,
but thereafter tan through the remainder
of fifty rounds without a bobble. Leadbullet reloads were used.
Commander Special .45: This fancily-

worked and hard-chromed Combat Commander shot admirable groups (it was
equipped with a stock Colt barrel and
bushing, but had been tightened somewhat). In approximately fifty rounds, the
gun started with an alarming tendency to
fail on feeding, but we attributed this to a
combination of mild reloads with the very
tight and new slide-to-frame fit, plus the
fact that the pistol had not been fired since
being chromed.
6" Hoag Master: Another beautiful pistol, so tight that you had to put lots of
muscle onjust to open it, this gun shot fine
groups but also showed an alarming malfunction rate.
I was thoroughly baffled. I had fired
many Hoag pistols before, all without a
hitch, and knew too many experts who
swore by them to accept these test results.
Chris and I went back to the shop, and returned to the range with Jim and some
more pistols.
The Browning, Jim acknowledged, may
have been too finely tuned. He too was
unable to get the 8" Master to cycle even
once, diagnosed the problem as a faulty
-ejector, and set the gun aside for a redoing. The Commander Special, placed
now on a diet of full-power-equivalent
handloads (using both SWC and hard-tofeed 250-gr lead hollowpoints) proceeded
to function perfectly, demonstrating very
satisfactory accuracy along with controllability that allowed both Jim and I to
fire hand-size groups from 7 yards as fast
as we could pull the trigger from the
Weaver stance.
Jim handed me another 8", one belonging to a customer, and ready to ship. Except for the slide failing to stay back on the
last shot, this gun perked with 100% reliability. Holding and squeezing carefully, I
was able to put 12 rounds into one ragged
hole at 50 feet; it wasn't the same as a Ransom Rest at 50. yards, but left me convinced that the gun had all the tight
grouping ability Jim promised, along with
fine balance and superb "hang" (and a
primo trigger, which you should expect on
any $980 conversion).
A post-shooting discussion of what had
gone wrong with the original test guns
brought up two interesting points. First,
the guns that had failed for all three of us
were the very same ones that another gun
magazine had recently used for a coverstory test, in which they pronounced all
specimens to be functioning perfectly. Jim
was not amused by this; he had not fired
the guns himself until that evening.
The second surprise came when Jim advised me that he does not test fire his guns
before sending them back to the customer.
"I used to," he explained, "but they functioned perfectly 99.9% of the time, and it
seemed pointless. The guns need a breakin period anyway, of some ISO to 400
rounds. The parts are so tight that they
won't seat properly right away in every
case, though most of the guns function
perfectly the moment they leave my work-
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bench. Naturally, if the customer isn't satisfied with it after the break-in period, I'll
square it away immediately at no charge."
Jim is very much in demand these days,
and delivery time runs as much as eight or
nine months. He's doing about 300 guns a
year now, and has nearly a hundred in the
shop at any given time. (If you're after a
longslide, be cautioned: Wyatt Earp jokes
can result in cancellation of your order.)
Another Hoag specialty, for the shooter
who has everything, is a .45 kit with four
matching barrel/slide assemblies (Commander length, standard 5", plus 6" and
8"), all mated to the same frame. He does
maybe two of these a year, and each kit
costs (take a deep breath) $4,000. Admittedly, the machine-work is enormous on
such a job, and mating each slide and barrel to the single frame with uniform match
tightness is truly a painstaking task. Jim
tells you with a straight face that half of
that expense is in parts. A Hoag four-inone is a nice thing to have, but I don't
think it's going to get a "best bargain" rating anywhere. My own idea of a $4,000.45
outfit would be a $240 Commander and a
new Datsun station wagon to keep it in the
glove compartment of. Oh, well ...
A unique piece of Hoag exotica is the
II" barrel Gold Cup. There is only one,
and I believe Jim when he tells me the
shop time it consumed was ungodly. He's
not going to build another for less than
three grand.
Incidentally, this gun shot perfectly and
superbly, without a single malfunction.
Recoil was strange; you could feel the
chunk-chunk of the slide as if it was a
pump shotgun. Kick was about the same
as a stock .45. Recoil was slightly absorbed
by the weight, but in a .45, much of the
ki:.:k is from the slide's rearward momentum, and the eleven-incher's slide is so
enormous that any bump-smoothing by
virtue of weight is negated. It shot nice,
though. All that was missing was sling swivels. Believe it or not, balance and hang on
the target was excellent. Hardball plus is
needed to cycle that monster slide, but
properly fed, it delivers the goods.
While his exotic guns are out of sight
price-wise, Hoag's bread-and-butter .45s
are surprisingly competitive with the dollars less-famous customizers are getting.
The accurized, fixed-sight Police Special
at $150 is a good value, and so is the $265
class B competition grade. The Master
Grades, which start at $592 for a 5" and
run to $775 for the 6" and $980 for the 8",
are a different story. They're a trifle easier
to group with than the Class B or even the
$395 Class A, but they won't do enough
for you to warrant the price spread unless
you're going for the National Championship and know you'll need every hair'sbreadth edge.
J. Hoag Limited, and H&D Products,
are both located at 8523 Canoga Ave.,
Suite C, Canoga Park, California 91304.
Among rro shooters, Hoag .45s have an
outstandIng reputatIOn for accuracy and
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Ratchet ready for instant
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SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$7.95
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Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available
In either 38-41-44-41; cal. Brass cloth paches
(Pk. 10) 51.50. Order direct or from your
dealer. Check or Money Order.
~
~

GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

VELOCITY

TEST

YOUR

RELOADS

complete systems ~
from.
•

$79.95

WRITE
TEST

FOR FREE
REPORT:

.-~'--,~,:
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CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
Box 193-A
Toneeket, WA 98855
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lKEYSTARKS
GEORGE ORNDORFF

relia bili ty. National and world-class
shooters like Jerry Usher and Ron Lurch
swear by them. That is a powerful recommendation. If you want a super-fancy .45,
or one that is really different, or just crave
the confidence that comes with having the
same equipment as the masters, then a
consultation with Jim Hoagmay be in order. But bring money, and set aside some
ammo for that break-in period. ~

GOLD CUP
(Continuedfrom page 31)

COMBAT
.45 AUTOS

of YB" or 1/10" (your preference) bar
stock, then milling into the same approximate shape as that found on the
HARDBALLER by AMT. I've never
lost a front sight when done in this
manner.

SPORTS WEST, INC.
2200 West Alameda #8·H
Alameda Square Shopping Center
Denver, Colo. 80223
(303) 934-4466

Fifth-For serious social work, the
mainspring should be replaced with
one two coils longer than the issue
'Cup' part, which is five coils shorter
than the Government Model spring.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Some highly qualified gunsmiths prefer three additional over the Gold Cup
spring, which is a good idea for colder
climates. Use your own judgement.

TIE

• Individual
Cartridge
Pockets
• Easy QuickSnap Button
Access
• Premium Suede
Cowhide Construction
• Deep, Rich Rust Color
• Fits Belts Up To 3"
• Fits All Rifle Shells Held Individually
• Right or Left Hanped

HURTII

COMPANY

QWIK
AMMO POUCH'
NEW! The best, easiest way to
carry shells for big game
rifles. Just flip the lid and
each shell is individually
at your fingertips. But
PROTECTED! And, out in
an instant. No rattles
from loose shells
to scare game.

3 MODELS. (Prices do not include knife & shells)
DOUBLE AMMO POUCH WITH KNIFE POUCH (pictured above)
Each level holds seven shells
_
_
_.. No. 27-202-$19.50
SHELL-ID'POUCH WITH KNIFE POUCH
Same as above except holds 7 shells on top row
Bottom is 10 Pocket _
No. 27-203-$17.40
DOUBLE AMMO POUCH (NO KNIFE POUCH)
Each level holds 7 shells .. _
No. 27-204-$15.25
See Your Dealer.
Or write for free catalog showing complete line of leather shooting supplies.
THE HUNTER COMPANY, 3300 W. 71s1 Avenue-Westminster, Colorado 80030

With the exception of above #4, all
work can be done in the living room or
home workshop-they certainly don't
need the talents of a professional
gunsmith.
After the above five items are executed,
the Gold Cup becomes a superior combat
weapon, and provides a far more practical
route than purchasing a Government
Model in the first place and spending an
additional $175 and more to
.......
make a decent gun out of it.
~

.45 LEATHER
(Continued from page 38)

resistant in the sense of breakfront revolverholsters, this rig offers choice of
lightning draw through the top, or quick
draw through the front in cramped quarters. Strap can be instantly released by
thumb or forefinger, depending on drawing mode, without fear of snagging as with
conventional thumb-breaks.
Concealment: Bianchi's new Pistol
Pocket combines the best aspects of the
classic Sparks Summer Special with other
features. Worn inside the belt, stiff leather
and wraparound spring allow gun to be'
drawn smoothly and reinserted with one
hand (unlike conventional, soft waistband
holsters), and a wide double-snapped belt

loop keeps the pistol from shifting and
also makes sure the holster won't come out
with the gun, something that happens too
often with conventional in-pants scabbards. This rig is straight-draw only, with
forward tilt; when carrying crossdraw I
wear either a Roy Baker Pancake, or a
Bianchi X-IS shoulder rig.
Hunting: Anyone good enough with a
.45 to go hunting with one is probably using a custom pistol with target sights, thus
ruling out the GI holster which is otherwise very adaptable to the woods. Here
again, you want security in case you take a
spill, and you also want a snap-free, silent
draw to avoid alerting the quarry. Depending on weather and clothing, I use either my Davis or Bianchi IPSC rigs, or an
X-IS (drawing the gun through the top to
avoid the snapping sound when the
springs come back together, as happens
when drawing through the front).
With the 1911-type autoloader, perhaps
more than any other handgun, what you
carry is le~s important than how ~
you carry It.
~

THE Shooters' Equipment &x
At last, an equipment box designed to hold all of the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses, , , and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures a fu1121" x9" x 9W', Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches,
Add $ .75 to any order sent the company;to cover ha'ndling and postage,
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment B01<, see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog,

, $21.50
A BOMBINATION OF
MIRTH! The Funny,
Funny Book Abou
The Pistol
Shooters.
for Colt GO'lt Hodel. Commander,
and other Large-Frain!: Autos

3·POSITION SAFETY

\\
I

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $2•• S POSTPAID
(Calif. residenu: add 6% tax)

(Can tin uedfrom page 43)

down to unlock the gun.
The Swenson safety comes with an
oversized engagement surface, allowing
the gunsmith to fit it to an individual gun.
If you are planning a three position safety,
tell the smith to be sure to remove as little
metal as possible. (I didn't give any such
instructions for the two guns I had three
position safeties built on; the safeties were
fitted before I had the idea. But you'd best
be safe.)
When a carefully fitted Swenson safety
is thumbed down, the pistol remains
locked for longer. While the Colt issue
safety leaves the pistol unlocked until the
safety is almost all the way up, the Swenson safety leaves the pistol locked until the
safety is almost all the way down. That
part of the safety's arc where the Swenson
safety leaves the Colt locked and the Colt
safety doesn't is where you put the middle
position.
Fit the Swenson safety to the gun, following the instructions that come with the
safety. As I said, take extra care to remove
as little metal as possible.
Then, with the safety in place and the
slide assembly off, position the safety in
the middle position. The center of the
safety plunger should be just a shade below the corner of the safety. (Figure I, Arrow B) The safety will only stay in this
position while you hold it. Check that:
-The pistol is locked.
- There is enough of the upper detent
(Figure I, Arrow A) below the bottom of
the slide tracks to hold the safety plunger
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ' SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
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when the safety is all the way down (unlocked).
The first step is to make the detent that
holds the safety in the middle position.
With a scribe, mark where the plunger
contacts the safety. Once you make the detent you are committed as to where the
middle position is. Holding the safety with
the plunger against your mark, double
check the points above.
Make the detent. Flatten the edge of the
safety where the detent will go, then make
the detent with a circular file.
Put the safety back in the gun, in the
middle position. Mark with a scribe where
the safety is flush with the bottom of the
slide tracks. File the safety down to the
mark.
Put the safety in, put the slide on, and
check everything. Is the hammer locked in
the middle position? If not, the only thing
I can suggest is buy another safety and
start again. Can you put the safety in the
middle position with the slide open? Can
the slide be pulled back with the safety in
the middle position? (These two questions
may not be the same if there is any play in
the middle position.) You may have to
take a bit more metal off the top. And
hope you still have enough to hold the
plunger.
The fact is, there isn't much margin for
adjustment. Your smith had best be careful in the first place.
If the middle position is too close to un-

locked, is there danger of recoil jarring the
safety from unlocked to middle? If the
middle position is too close to locked, can
the safety be brushed or jarred too easily
to middle, and off from there? I don't
know; I haven't experimented with various middle positions. The middle position
shown in the photos doesn't have either
problem. The slide slamming closed on an
empty chamber will sometimes jar the

safety off middle, but it always goes to
locked.
Do NOT, repeat NOT,ever carry, or
even set down, the gun with the safety on
middle. The plunger is resting in a shallow
detent; it is very easy to jar or brush it off.
The middle position is intended to be used
momentarily, as being safer than unlocked while loading, clearing, or checking the chamber.
When going from the locked to middle
position, it's easy to overshoot and wind
up unlocked. I find it best to use both
thumbs, one over and one under the
blade. It's also easy to brush the safety off

while working the slide. Dry practice.
Disadvantages? I can think of two, both
of which may be more theoretical than
real.
The alteration is new. As of this writing,
I've had two guns altered, a Gov't Model
and Commander Lightweight, both .45,
and thoroughly checked out the Govt.
Model. So far, nothing has gone wrong.
When some smith has done a hundred
guns, he'll have a good idea of whether
anything can go wrong. As always, it's a
good idea to check your gun out, with your
business loads, after you've had work
done on it. If you practice getting the
safety off quickly, you're probably in the
habit of shooting with your thumb on the
safety. In this case, fire with your thumb
off the safety, to be sure it stays locked.
Armand Swenson can give quite a list of
ways the safety can be accidentally pushed
from unlocked to locked in the stress of
combat match firing. This is less likely,
Mr. Swenson explains, if the rear edge of
the safety is a bit forward of the left rear
edge of the frame when the safety is unlocked. This is incorporated in the Swenson safety. When the safety is locked, this
exposes a bit of the frame cut that takes
the safety. I don't see where that makes
any practical difference in a city gun. I
would worry about another way for dirt,
sand, and whatnot to get into a wilderness
gun. On the other hand, it's just a small
opening; on the side of the gun next to a

The way it was! is
The Virginian; the finest single action rig on the market today. It's
contoured for the proper position and fit. and both belt and holster are
fully lined with waterproofed Elk Suede. This lining protects your
gun from moisture and leather released acids. The cylinder section is
surrounded by
a steel lining. to protect the cylinder
of your gun from any contact
with the holster. It has a
rawhide hammer loop,

and comes
standard with 30
bullet loops. Without a doubt,
The Virginian. the way it was.
Complete Rig: $109.00
Holster Only: $49.50
The Virginian is made to your specifications and cannot
be returned. Please give us your waist measurement. Allow
30 to 45 days for delivery. Add S.5O per inch over 42". Left handed
holsters add S1.5O.
Sorry we cannot ship COD. Master Charge and Visa accepted.
Send us S1.OO and we will send you our all new 104 page 1979 catalog.

OFTEN IMITATED NEVER DUPLICATED

SAFARILAHD

1941 South Walker. Dept. F Monrovia. CaliL 91016
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right handed shooter's body; and, most
important, it doesn't worry Mr. Swenson,
who certainly knows much more about
such things than I do.
Cost? aturally, I can't say what your
smith will charge. I can say it's a simple
job. If you're building a combat gun,
you'll need a speed safety installed anyway. Making it a 3 position safety isn't
much more work. If you already have a
gun set up without the Swenson safety,
your main cost will be buying the Swenson
safety and having it fitted. Will the three
position safety work with another brand
speed safety? I don't know; I've only tried
the Swenson.
To sum up, we have a cheap, simple
safety precaution. While we don't have
enough experience to know nothing can
go wrong, it doesn't seem to affect the
weapon's effectiveness. If shooters were
as safety conscious as they should be,
the three position safety would --Mbe common on Colt automatics.
~

SEECAMP CUSTOM
(Continued from page 47)

is a pleasure. It is made to be shot and shot
and then shot some more. It is a rugged,
heavy duty piece that has surprising accuracy and which instills tremendous confidence in the shooter. It is like working
with a professional bird dog in excellent
bird cover. I seldom am willing to go out
on a limb and unconditionally recommend a product but I have no reservations
about this Seecamp Bobcat 45 ACP.
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NEW BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

This Rem. XP-100 was
customized by Ron Power, using a
Fagen custom stock with wrist support.
The new BUEHLER code XP-1 pistol base
will fit all 1" pistol scopes, including Leupold
4X EER. Over 15 pistol mounts available. Have
you scoped yours yet? Mount complete $41.00.
Send for free Catalog 34H

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RI N D A. CA.

.45ers:

WE'VE GOT
YOUR
NUMBER.
Taylor Mk I Pistol Drum
Revolutionary design concept allows drum to
be centered and balanced with your Colt Govt.
Model .45. Gives greater fire power' with
reduced recoil. Blued steel. holds 30
rounds. .
$3g.95 retail

EXPLODER Cartridges
Maximum energy explosive projectiles.
No corrosive components, no poisonous mercury or mercury compounds.
Detonates in soft mediums. 100% reliable ignition. Box of 12 cartridges, ,45
acp (190 gr.)
$1 0 retail

)

GI .45 acp Magazines

I

Blued finish magazine ... $7.95 retail
with KNUCK adapter .. $12.00 retail
Stainless steel magazine ... $15 retail ,
i

Like a Rolls Royce, the workmanship is
impeccable. Like a Rolls Royce, it is expensive. But the man who needs small
size, power and unquestioned reliability
should pick up this piece and then fire it.
He will be a convert from that point on.
I might add that the Seecamps have
worked out an arrangement with a local
holster maker to furnish holsters individually fitted to the specific pistols. The holster that was sent to me with the pistol
shows excellent workmanship and top
quality leather. As far as I know, holsters
will be available in shoulder rigs, belt
models and inside-the-pants styles. For
full details and prices, write: L. W. Seecamp Company, Box 255, New Haven,
IIIIIMConnecticut, 06502
(Phone 203-877-3429).
~

94563

Stag Grips
Made of the finest sambar
stag from India. Made in the
USA for your Colt Gov't.
Model.45. . .$28.50 P'A1R
retail

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

ORDERING
INSTRUCTIONS

BINGHAM LTD.
Dept. AH
1775-C Wilwat Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30093
Phone: 404/448-1440

RETAIL CUSTOMERS: Order direct from this
ad. Send check or money order plus $1 postage
and handling per order. (Exploder ammo sold to
FFL holders only.)
WHOLESALERS/DEALERS: Write or phone for
confidential price schedules.
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New Non-Slip Grips
• Mustang is now offering a new line of
Rangefield grips. Made of flexible
isopolychrome neoprene material, they
have all the custom features together with
an added dimension .. ,
SQUEEZABILITY. The hardness is
controlled with a non-slip surface that
feels molded to the hand. The price is
$14.95 a pair. Write: Mustang Firearms,
Dept. AH, 28715 Via Montezuma,
Temecula, CA 92390.

Dan Wesson's New
.22 Revolver

lor Inlorm.tion & prices

CYlINDER & SliDE SNIJ/I.INC.
fl.1J. 8IJX 931 Dlpt AN
FREMIJN7. NE8R. 6"2S
fill. • '2 121-.211

Leather Catalog $1
For gun enthusiasts. police and outdoorsmen.
We make the most diversified and competitively
priced quality products in the industry. Send for
our 48pg. Catalog today!
...

Allow 30 days for delivery

V5!~! ~~~eP~LC~~~;o, £q;IOI
Shooten Equipment

THE PISTOL REST

BoxFromMTM

(sandbags nol included)
• Ideal for accuracy testing,

• Adjustable for all handguns.
• All steel construdion.

To order send $19.95 + $2.00 shipping

10:

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. AH Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.
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• The NEW MTM Shooter's Equipment
Box is strong. It is fully warranted.
The bottom section is equipped with
removable dividing panels which can be
arranged in accordance to individual
needs. The other half of the box, formed
by the lid, is compartmentized to hold a
wide variety of miscellaneous equipment.
A see-through panel separates the two
compartments and locks securely into
place thus protecting the contents of the
upper part of the box during transport.
The MTM Shooter's Equipment Box
includes an integral %/1 cavity for a
spotting scope mounting-rod (not
included). See your dealer or write:
MTM, Dept. AH, 5680 Webster St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45414

• A new .22 double-action revolver has
just been introduced by DAN WESSON
ARMS of Monson, Massachusetts.
The new Model 22 will offer all of the
unique features made popular by the
company's current .357 magnum revolver
such as interchangeable barrel
assemblies, one piece grips and
interchangeable front sight blades. The
white outline has also been retained as a
standard feature on the rear sight.
Boasting the heft and feel of the
popular .357 Dan Wesson, the new model
is quite comparable to the larger caliber
revolver.
The Model 22 will be available as a
single gun, in a Mini-Pac (one revolver
and one interchangeable barrel assembly
in a carrying case), or in a Pistol Pac (a
revolver, three matching interchangeable
barrel assemblies, an interchangeable
grip, four front sight blades (2 yellow, 2
white), a Dan Wesson belt buckle and
patch-all in a carrying case).
See your dealer or write: Dan Wesson
Arms, Dept. AH, 293 Main Street,
Monson, MA 01057.
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New Trigger Pull
Gage
• The Hunter Spring Division of
AMETEK, Inc. has introduced an
accurate and convenient system for
testing and calibrating trigger pull force
on all types of firearms. The system
consists of a Hunter Spring Series "L"
force gage and a specially designed
trigger pull hook. It represents a
significant improvement over other test
methods utilizing inaccurate "fish-scale"
devices or cumbersome deadweights.
Series "L" force gages incorporate a
unique "hold-at-maximum-reading"
feature which will retain on the dial face
the maximum force applied during a test.
A touch of the reset button clears the
gage for the next test. Accuracy of the
gage is ± 0.5% full scale and several
capacity ranges are available (from 0-5 lb
to 0-30 lb) with either pound, kilogram or
Newton scales.
Each gage is supplied in a fitted
instrument case with a 6" extension rod
and five standard attachments. For
complete information and pricing on the
gage and trigger pull hook; contact
AMETEK, Inc., Dept. AH, Hunter
Spring Division, Hatfield, PA 19440.

~~-----

JORDAN
HOLSTER®

-

JORDAN RIVER HOLSTER AND RIVER BELT-this set Is
not only accepted by police as regulation equipment but
is also popular with sportsmen. The features incorporated
in the holster assure the wearer that the gun will be in the
right position and readily available when needed. This
combination has been tested and proven for many years
as to its efficiency and comfort going through underbrush.
shooting in combat. silting in an automobile, riding on
horseback. etc.
Like all our equipment, this set is produced by expert
craftsmen who give each item that personal touch .•

DON HUME

Mfg. Under Exclusive
Rights From Bill Jordan

CATALOG

$1.00

----_..

LEATHER GOODS INC. BOX 351, DEPT. AH, MIAMI, OK 74354

Nite Site ••• No
Batteries ••• No
Wires ••• No Bulbs
• Makers Julio Santiago and Elliel F.
Knutsen say, "You have to shoot it to
believe it." (Ed. Note: All the combat
shooters that I shoot with, agree with
this opinion). The best of all worlds. No
gadgets or extra weight and yet you can
see your sights even in low-level light ...
even at night. Write: Nite-Site Inc., P.O.
Box 0, Dept. AH, Rosemount,
Minnesota, 55068.

How About A Reel,
Yellow, Orange or
White Front Sight?
• Lee's Red Ramps now offers a kit that
.will do approximately 225 colored front
sight inserts. No skills necessary. Easy
installation. The insert cannot dislodge.
Write: Lee's Red Ramps, Dept. AH,
7252 East Avenue D-3, Littlerock, CA
93543.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

BornadJ
45cal."hard ball"
now in flat point!

Since 1911, 45 caliber ACP ammunition has always been round nose.
Now Hornady announces an innovation for the 45 caliber hard ball
ammo. Designed in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force, Hornady's new
flat point 45 caliber ACP bullet has improved the periormance characteristics of the traditional round nose design. The new flat point design:
• Feeds smoothly from the magazine-no hang ups.
• Lengthens the effective bearing sUrface-greater stability.
• Improves alignment with the barrel throat-better accuracy.
• Increases the ballistic .coefflcient.
• Means a superior bullet for the 4~ore accurate than
match-better penetration than conventional.
Combining the talents of Air Force ballistics personnel and Hornady
engineers, round nose 45 ACP ammo can now be improved with our new,
more efficient flat point shape. And whether it's the winning shot in match
competition or one shot.at a trophy, you can always rely on Hornady...
new hard ball in flat point is one more reason why.
Ammunition loaded by Frontier is also available
with our new flat point hard ball.

For more information
about Hornady bullets,
contact your dealer or write:

I~ I

or:nady
HORNADY MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept.AH-9 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68801
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You'll see how to take apart and repair almost every
well-known rifle. shotgun, pistol and automatic.
We take the mystery out of ballistics. Show you
how to smooth up actions. fit and repair stocks,
rechoke shotguns. customize handguns. Includes
bedding techniques. stock inletting. fitting dr()p and
pitch. Learn what the experts know about reloading. Special section on black powder guns. How to
buy and sell new and used guns for profits.

Everything Explained
in Easy-to-Understand
Language so Even a
Beginner Can Follow
Explanations include photos.

I decided to test my new Colt with both
factory fodder and handloads, just to see
how accurate it was, and whether that new
"collet-type" bushing actually helped all
that much. Starting out with factory loads,
I fired ammo of several different makes including FEDERAL, FRONTIER, REMINGTON, SPEER, and SUPER VEL.
Ammo used ranged from the old-fashioned "hardball" load with 230 grain
Metal Case bullet, through several makes
of "combat" loads with Jacketed Hollow
Point bullets, and culminated with a
couple of "target" loads using both metal
case and lead semi-wadcutters.
Testing was carried out at a local sandpit, firing five-shot groups at twenty-five
yards from a "braced sitting" position,
gripping the gun in a two-handed hold,

Hand crafted, f~lly
lined, leg & hammer
24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.
$49.80 p.p. Cashier's
check or money order. Please add $2.00
extra for 7Vi' bbl.

tie downs,

Specify waist
. size Gun make,
bbl. length &
caliber.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

SPECIAL TOOLS
AND EQUIPMENT
INCLUDED

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

diagrams. drawings and
charts. We send you all the
tools you need so you actu-

ally learn by doing as you

"COMBAT SHOOTERS"

follow the lessons. YOLI re-

ceive catalogs, bargain bulletins. requirements for Fed·
eral Firearms License.

Custom combat modifications & Acc.
Specializing in tuning COLT MK IV Series 70
45 ACP's for PRACTICAL PISTOL
SHOOTING.

Guns Are
Big Business
Federal gun license laws permit those who qualify to sell

arms, ammo. Order for others 00 cost-plus basis with no
investment-In inventory. Save
up to 25% and more on fine
guns, accessories, gunsmith
supplies. Send for survey
results showing employment
success of our graduates.

Modifications on your handgun or complete
combat modified handguns available.
For complete picture brochure of custom
work & acc., send 2-15<1: stamps to:

The Coil Mark IV I 'eries 70 was
worth wailing for, according 10
Iheaulhor.
my arms braced between my knees, and
my back braced against the 01' green
Chevy. This is a fairly solid hold, though
still subject to human error ... particularly
in the matter of maintaining a tight and
uniform hold on the gun. Regrettably,
though, it will have to do. I didn't have a
machine rest ...
I started using FEDERAL 230 grain
Metal Case factory load. This is a conventional round nose, full metal jacketed bullet at 850 feet per second, and is put up in a
nickel plated case. My first group with the
MK IV showed 5 shots in 2Ys", with 3 shots
in one hole. My second group put 5 in 4%
inches, while my third group was five shots
in 5Y2 inches.
Hornady's FRONTIER puts up a similar load, though in a plain brass case, and
in a twenty-round box. Three groups were
fired in the MK IV, with the first running 5
in 4Y2", with 4 in Ws inch. Second group
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WILSON'S GUN SHOP. 101-103 Public
Square. Berryville, Ark. 72616
PH 501-423-2982

PATENTED

FOR COLT 45
GOVERNMENT, WHITE
FRONT LINE, PLAIN
REAR SIGHT.
95

$64

SEND SLIDE ONLY TOGUTRIDGE INC.
533-2'14Ih ST DYER. IND. 463't1
FFl. 14260
FOR INSTALLATION $19.50
THE NEW QUICKlINE" SIGHT IS AS QUICK
AS POINTING YOUR FINGER. THE FAST
LINE-UP OF THIS REVOLUTIONARY NEW
SIGHT SYSTEM IS STARTLING'
REAR SIGHT OPTIONS
. . . . . ADD WHITE LINES $400
.~

~

ADD CRUM DOT
AND LINES S500

FUll CUSTOM SERVICE AND BlUI'JG
SEND S.A.5.E. FOR YOUR 'JEEDS
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was 5 shots in 6\12, with 4 in 3Ys". Third and
last group showed five rounds in 4%", with
4 rounds in only 2\12 inches.
The SPEER I SPECTOR factory load
uses a 200 grain Jacketed Hollow Point
(JHP) and is packed twenty-five rounds to
the box, in a reusable yellow plastic box.
This is loaded in a brass case, and the
Speer bullet possesses a huge hollow point
cavity. My first groups ran 6%" for five
shots, with four in 2W'. My second groups
showed five shots in 4", with four in 2%",
while my third group was five shots in
41's", with four in 3\12 inches.
Super Vel Cartridge Corporation of
Shelbyville, Indiana, has gone out of busi-

(I ~~~~~~~~~~~g~~~~~~
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Send $2.00 for catalog Ph. 313/779·8750

Dealers
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Home of the Mini Scorpion

Trapper Gun Inc.,

28019 Harper St., Clair Shores, MI 48081

BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
FOR TARGET SHOOTING TO HELP
IMPROVE YOUR SCORES
Kit # 1 Fits all new Dlodel Ruger Single Action revolvers
.. $6.96
Reduces trigger pull up to 46%.
Target Model reduces trigger pull up to 60% ..
. $6.96
Kit #2 Fits Colt Mark III Troopers and LawDlan revolvers .. $7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 46%.
Kit #3 Fits SDlith & Wesson Model 36.37.60 revolvers
. $7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 46%.
Kit # 4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six style revolvers
.. $ 7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 46%.
Fast Snap HamDler Spring for ThoDlpson / Center
Contender
. $1.26
Insures priDler fire on those hard priDlers
All kits are installed in Dlinutes and are fully guaranteed. At your favorite dealer or order direct from Dlanufacturer.

• ".4 .
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Makes removing dents in shotgun barrels
easy Use our one bronze expanding plug instead of several expensive solid ones Won"1
mar or jam bore. Center dia is about .020"
Jess than standard dia. 01 corresponding bore
NEW GUN·SMITH CATALOG S150
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FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.

(EsI.1936)
OeotAH9793577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

"Wrap-around" Pachmayr SIgnature Combat grips allows for a
secure hold and Is almost impervious to Impact.
ness, but SUPER VEL ammunition is
being produced by H & H CARTRIDGE
CORPORATION, Post Office Box 294,
Greensburg, Indiana 47240. The Super
Vel factory loads as provided me by H & H
seem identical to the late-production
Shelbyville ammo I had on hand, and consist of a 190 grain Jacketed Hollow Point
bullet in a nickel-plated case. The bullet
has a very blunt nose, with a large nose
cavity. My first group produced five shots
in 61"8", with four in 3W'. My second group
showed five in 61"8", with four in 4 3/4". My
third group was five in 31's", with four
shots in 2 1,4". My last group was five shots
in 7 inches, which is lousy, but four of
these were in 33,4".
The FEDERAL 185 grain Jacketed
Hollow Point factory load looks so much
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

We've Came To
Just law Tough
Yau Really Are
Southwest Metallic Si Ihouettes manufactures standard
or custom scaled si Ihouettes for your range.

~

For more information send 25, and a self-addressed

envelope to: Southwest Metall i c Si Ihouettes
P.O. Box 476 Uvalde, Texas 7BB01
or Call: (512) 27B·5454
(512) 27S-32B7

I
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THE DEFENSIVE USE OF THE
HANDGUN: For the Novice by Mason
Williams, Firearms and Ballistic Consultant, Libby, Montana. The author,
presenting fundamental guidelines for
the safe and effective defensive use of
handguns 'by private citizens, offers
basic information on purchasing,
loading and firing pistols and revolvers;
handgun cleaning and care; the evaluation of handgun condition; practicing; and regulations governing the
owning and carrying of handguns. 240
pp., 106 il., cloth-$ll.50, paper-$6.95
AMERICAN POLICE HANDGUN
TRAINING by Charles R. Skillen, Yellowstone County Sheriff'S Dept., Billings, Montana, and Mason Williams,
Firearms and Ballistic Consultant,
Libby, Montana. Offering factual, constructively critical evaluations of police
handgun training, the text explores
such issues as mental conditioning in
relation to handgun training, training
by rote, the legality of firing, private
combat training schools, and the police
officer in relation to society. 216 pp., 77
il., $11. 75

like the Super Vel load that I can only tell
which is which by looking at the headstamp. Like the Super Vel load, the FEDERAL has a nickel-plated case and a very
blunt bullet with a very large nose cavity.
My first groups with this load produced
five shots in 6 inches, with 4 in 5W', My
second was five in 6W', with 4 in 5112". My
third ran five shots in 4W', four in lYs",
while my fourth and last group was five
shots in 7W' with four in 3%", and three in
only I % inch.
The REMINGTON 185 grain Jacketed
Hollow Point load is also put up in a
nickel-plated case, but its bullet has more
taper and a smaller nose cavity. My first
group fired showed five shots in 5W', with
four in 4W', and two shots touching. My
second group was five shots in 3Ys", with
four in I Ys". My third group ran five shots
in 5 inches, with four in 2W', My last
group showed one shot off the paper, four
in 534", and was strung out vertically. This
indicates that I was probably getting tired,
and not gripping the gun uniformly,
The Hornady's FRONTIER factory

/Wmingtof/,
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COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING
by James D. Mason, Consultant, San
Diego County Sheriff'S Dept., San
Diego, California. Foreword by Bill
McMillan. A broad scope of handgunning interests is covered in this book,
including handloading ammunition,
the conditioning and maintenance of
handguns, handgun selections, and the
basic mental and bodily processes that
result in effective combat marksmanship. 272 pp. (63/4 x 93/4),594 il. (26
in color), 8 tables, $24.75
A HANDBOOK ON THE PRIMARY
IDENTIFICATION OF REVOLVERS
AND SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOLS by
John T. Millard. By using the sevenpoint system of primary identification
outlined, the reader can determine and
record a reasonable and accurate description of any firearm. 168 pp., 87 il.,
cloth-$12.25, paper-$9.25
MANUAL OF BASIC POLICE FIREARMS INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFE
HANDLING PRACTICES by Roy
Agosta, Macomb County Community
College, Warren, Michigan. Foreword
by Jack Seitzinger. This well illustrated
and indexed manual covers three distinct areas; personal rules of safety in
the home, on the range and while on
duty; the mechanics of the revolver and
its ammunition; and information on the
controversial use of the police shotgun.
116 pp. (6 3/4 x 9 3/4), 142 il., $8.00,
paper
Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

301-327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGF IELD·I LUNOIS ·62717
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PELLET
FIRING
22 CAL.
SNUB-NOSED
REVOLVER
FREE: Targets and 50 reuseable pellets
This hard hitting target pistol looks and feels
like the famous snub nosed revolver in use
by most detectives. The cylinder swings out
to take eight 22 caliber pellets and each
revolver comes with its own FREE supply of
targets a"d 50 rounds of reuseable pellets.
Only $3.95 plus 650 for postage and handling. Your money promptly refunded if
you're not completely satisfied. Not sold in
New York City.

Elen Products Corp. Dept 527DR89
35 Wilbur St., L nbroook, N.Y. 11563

HANDGUNNER II

By HUTSON
Tiny But Tough!
Only 5'12" long l /1.7X/lnternal
click adjustments/Patented unlimited
eye relief/Fits T/C rail mounts for
S&W. Ruger, Contender.

Send for FREE BROCHURE.

JPM SALES :=~.~i:,~:AT., 76063

COUNTERFEIT GUNS

FULL SIZE PRECI~ON-TOOLED METAL MODELS
DISASSEMBLE
LIKE
ORIGINALS
These preCISion tooled melal replicas 01 famous
claSSIC firearms CAN BE DISASSEMBLED like ,_
ORIGINALS-TQTALL Y SAFE' CANNOT CHAMBER
REAL AMMUNITION. They look, feel and weigh as ongmals
OVER 30 blued, hand-finished parts - DELIVERED FULLY
ASSEMBLED - Ideal for display - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, Send for FREE CATALOG.

~~~~ FOR

:~~~~NA~~T. :~~. $44.9

CATALOG
SHOWING
100'. OF
ITEMS

Five shots in 2 %" at twenty five
yards was best of the group. WW
Ball Powders # 23 1 and # 630.
The # 630 for the heavier bullets.
load with 185 grain Hollow Point bullet is
put up in a brass case and in a twentyround box. Bullet shape is very much like
that of the Remington, and feeding is very
good. Also, the load does not seem to be
quite so "hot" as some of the others, producing less recoil and, as a result, being
much more pleasant to shoot. As a result, I
obtained smaller groups. My first group,
one of the best fired in the whole test
series, showed five shots in 2%", My second was five shots in 5'/2", with four in

.357 POLICE

=~g:~~,,, $44.95

g:~~!lo~~~~~:ri:~~RSONLY)

1.800-336.4572
[ 710NJ-VIR5G4IN9-0IACA LL:
n 2

SAME SIZE
& WEIGHT AS
ORIGINAL GUNS.
DELIVERED
FULLY
ASSEMBLED

J1-====

~~~':~~~~":·... $47.95
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ALEXANDRIA,YIRGINIA •••"
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Two target loads were also tried, The
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'h a 185 grain
.
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Metal Case Wad Cutter at 775 feet per second, was put up in a brass case, and produced one five-shot group of 2%", while
the second group showed five shots in 3
inches with four of these in 2 inches.
The FRONTIER 200 grain Semi Wad
Cutter load uses a brass case and a lubricated lead bullet, and is packed twenty to
the box. My first groups showed five shots
in 5", with four in 3%". My second was
five in 2%", with four in one ragged slot.
My third group was five in 33/.1", with four
in 231.1", while my last group showed five
shots in 33/.1", with four in 2%".
The tests were then duplicated, using
handloaded ammunition. Loads were put
up on my Brown Bair III, a three-station
"H" press, using a Pacific Durachrome
three-die pistol set. Winchester-Western
Ball powders were used exclusively, with
fast-burning 231 Ball being selected for
the lighter bullets, the slower burning 630
Ball for the heavier. The Winchester Ball
Powder Loading Data booklet was used as
a guide, and powder charges were-where
possible !-thrown from a Pacific Pistol
Powder Measure which uses interchangeable brass bushings. Where a
proper bushing was not available, I used
my Bair Micro-Measure. Powder charges
were checked on a Bair Magna-Damp
powder scale.
I started out with the Hornady 230 grain
Full Metal Jacket bullet, loading 10.8
grains of 630 Ball Powder as thrown by
bushing # 14 in the Pacific Pistol Powder
Measure. According to the Winchester
Loading Data booklet, 10.9 grains of 630
will give 840 feet per second and 17,000
C.U.P. with a 230 grain F.M.C. bullet.
Close enough! As to accuracy, my first
group s.howed five in 41/.1". My second
showed five in 6 inches. My third group
was five shots in 331.1", while my fourth and
last group showed five shots in a mere
2%".
Groups with the SPEER 225 grain
J.M.H.P. ran five shots in 3W' for the first
group, while the second ran 4Ys" for five
shots with four in 4W'. The third group
showed five shots in 3\12" with three shots
touching.
For the SPEER 200 grain Jacketed Hollow Point, I elected to use the Bair MicroMeasure, setting it to throw 5.5 grains of
231 Ball, but this was probably a mistake
as ejection was not too positive, and I got a
"stovepipe" on the second group. By
jumping to 5.7 grains, it is possible to use
bushing # 10 in the Pacific Pistol Powder
Measure, which simplifies things.
My first group with the SPEER 200
grain J.H.P. put five shots in 4Y2". My second group-with the stovepipe-showed
five shots in eight inches, but with four in
531.1". My third group was five in 4%, with 3
in 2%". My fourth group ran five shots in
3-5/4". My fifth and last group showed
five shots in four inches, four shots in 21's".
Using the SIERRA 185 grain Jacketed
Hollow Cavity bullet (JHC), I loaded 5.8
grains of 231 Ball using bushing # 11 in

MONOGRlp®
WHY BUY AN IMITATION WHEN
YOU CAN GET THE REAL THING?
ONE-PIECE
REVOLVER
STOCKS

NEW! FROM
HOGUE

• anginal one-piece
MONOGRIJ>® design
hugs the frame - no side
screws or loose, shifting
panels.
• HOGUE's famed orthopedic hand shape for
the ultimate in gun handling.
• Fully relieved for all
speedloaders and positive ejection.
• Proportioned finger grooves for a
secure. stable handhold.
• Compound palm swells position the
hand uniformly and absorb recoil.
No frame modifications necessary. A
simple metal stirrup (pat. pend.) attaches MONOGRlp® for a superior
frame fit. There's nothing else like it l

One of our competitors now offers a direct
copy of Hogue's older
two-piece designs: it
goes to show that Hogue
grips are the finest available. But why buy the
plastic imitation when
the real thing is available
in improved form?
New. one-piece Nylon
MONOGRlp® design solves the
problems of obsolete. two-piece
grips.
Hogue has refined the grip
shape and MONOGRlp® is
molded from practical. serviceable Nylon - no cheap plastics.
The new COBBLESTONE'M nonslip. non-irritating friction pattern is
far better than checkering. It will not
wear out clothing.

$14 ~h~k

Only S& W square butt K frame
grips currently available

HOGU1TM

or Money Order

COMBAT GRIPS

a

Add $2.00 postage and handling.
California residents add 6% sales tax

Send $1 00 for Illustrated broch ure

P
Box 460
Morro Bay, CA
93442

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

R;';"-~~..,I
,rLiGHTwEiGHT
45 FRAMES $50

NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $14.00

Postpaid. Order your size

I ~CJ ?tllltNIH#I#I¥
I
I STAINLESS STEEL CLEANING BRUSHES $1.00 ea.
I
I Dealers [> OAKS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS I
send large
954 Floflda A,ve . ROCk,ledge FL 32955

LS~t~
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NOW. Our 224-page fully illustrated catalog only $2.00
(free with order).

W.W. #2 LId. (G) Box #%063
St. Louis, MO. 63158

J

HOGUE MONOGRIp®
!ES=.
Check or Money Order
$14.95
(For S&W K Frames)
Ruger Square Butt Dble. Actions

One Piece Combat Grip for duty
and target use. The Positive Grip
that is almost indestructible

•

Made of Black Nvlon CompoSition with staInless steel
retainer.

•

Proven Grip Design Finger
Groves, Palm Swells. Used right
or left handed. Designed for all
speed loaders. Copied, not
duplicated

Quantity Discounts To Dealers and Law Enforcement Agencies

Another FIRST Brought To You
By
POWER CUSTOM INC.

Box 1604
Independence, Missouri 64055
•
•
•

Ma9- na-port
Metalife
Combat Revolver Alternations

•
•
•

Reno Holsters
Hume PPC Holsters
PPC Revolvers

•

Hogue Grips

•

Metalic Silhouette Revolvers

•

XP 1OD's Silhouette Pistols W/Bi-Grip
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the Pacific Pistol Powder Measure. Accuracy was quite good. My first group ran
five shots in 31's", My second group
showed five in 4W', with four in 3-5/16".
My third group was five shots in 4 inches,
with four of these in 1W', while my fourth
and last group showed five shots in 3¥s".
My final efforts consisted of a target
loading using a linotype metal semi-wadcutter cast in LEE PRECISION'S bullet
mould #452-l90-SWC, and lubed and
sized with that firm's Lube & Size Kit. The
bullet waS loaded with all bands in the
case, the shoulder even with the case
mouth, atop a charge of 4.5 grains of Winchester-Western 231 Ball Powder. Tested
a't twenty-five yards from the braced sitting position, I produced five-shot groups
of (1) 31/2", (2) 2Ys", (3) 21/2", (4) 2%", and
(5) five shots in 21/2" with four in 11,4". The
home-cast bullets showed NO leading
and, thanks to the very mild recoil, I was
able to produce far tighter groups than I
-'

<

SHOO
WITH
RAY
CHAPMA
LET RAY CHAPMAN SHAR
THE TECHNIQUES THAT HAVE MADE
HIM THE FOREMOST COMPETITOR
IN THE WORLD,

Ray Chapman, former World Practical
(Combat) Pistol Champion, is providing
courses of instruction in pistol craft and
competitive techniques at his modern 37acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The facilities include indoor, outdoor, moving
target. and night shooting ranges.
Available courses include familiarization,
basic, intermediate and advanced training
in the use of the practical pistol.
The courses have been praised by shdorers from
nOVices ro AA World Class comperirors. They include rhe Safe and Effecrive Use of Handguns
USing rhe CHAPMAN METHODS. For information
wore.'

RAY CHAPMAN ACADEMY
609 E. Broadway
Columbia. Mo.. 65201

LEFT HANDERS!
Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

Here's the .45 stripped for cleanIng. Cleaning rod from Belding &
Mull. Spring steel pistol belt clip
by Browne & Pharr Manufacturing.

;";.
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could ever produce with hard-kicking,
full-charge "combat" or "hardball"
ammunition!
All in all, I am most happy with my Colt
Government Model. Stoked with "hardball," or one of the new "combat" loads, it
is a powerful and effective weapon while,
using mild, cast-bullet handloads, it has
more than adequate accuracy for plinking
or small game hunting, That I cannot
drive tacks with the full-charge loads is,
perhaps, a bit disappointing but, then, one
seldom has to use a sledgehammer to drive
tacks,
And, who knows? Maybe, with lots of
practice, I will eventually reach the point
where I can enjoy the accuracy potential
of the magnificent MK IV, I'll keep trying!
In the meantime, good luck,
--Mand good shooting!
~

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and
1911 Al gov!. models, and Vega, AMT Hardballer, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California residents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

RIGHT HANDERS!
Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319
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.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
Hammer Strut
$ 1.25
Hammer Strut Pin.
.20
Barrel Links
.75
No. 13 Barrel Links
(For Match Guns)
.85
Barrel Link Pins
.
.35
Firing Pins .
1.25
Firing Pin Stop
1.00
Plunger Thbe ..
1.95
Ejector
.
1.95
Grip Screws.
.30
Recoil Spring
.45
Magazine Catch Spring.
.30
Firing Pin Spring
.30
Main Spring.
.30
Plunger Thbe Spring.
.30
Recoil Spring Plug.
1.25
Grip Screw Bushing.
.55
Main Spring Cap.
.30
Main Spring Cap Pin.
.30
Main Spring Retainer .
.30
Slide Stop Plunger
.30
Grip Safety (Long)
5.95
Hammer Pin
.
.30
Sear Pin
.
.30
Ejector Pin
.
.20
Main Spring Housing
Retainer Pin .
.30
Main Spring Housing (Arched) .. 7.95
Main Spring Housing (Flat).
5.95
Recoil Spring Guide.
1.50
Disconnector
.
3.95
Barrel Bushing Wrench.
.60
Trigger (Long)
.
6.95
. 5.95
Trigger (Short)
'T'figger Adjustable Match
8.95
Sear Spring..
.95
Hammers (191lAl).
5.95
Barrel Bushing
.
3.95
Sears.
3.95
Magazine Catch Lock.
1.00
Magazine Catch.
4.95
Grips (G.!.)
3.95
Magazine
5.95
Slides
.
47.50
Rear Sight.
1.25
Extractor
.
3.50
Front Sight
.
1.25
Thumb Safety.
4.95
Slide Stop
.
4.95
Safety Plunger..
.30
Barrel ..
22.50
Plunger Thbe Staking TooL
8.95
Grip Screw Bushing
Staking Tool
.
9.95
Main Spring Housing
Assembly Tool.
12.95
Government Model Recoil
Buffer.
6.95
Commander Recoil Buffer
6.95
Extended Combat Thumb
Safety.
17.50
Main Spring Housing
(Gold Cup Style). . . . . . .. .. . .. 5.95
Wide Spur Hammer. . . . . . . . . . .
8.95
Stainless Steel Adj.
Match Trigger
12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine
w/Rounded Follower.
6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety.
8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135
Brownwood, TX 76801
(915) 646-5827
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THE
BlueSteel & MASTER
OF
GUN
Gun Leather LEATHER
TELlS
ALL
BianchI

Quick Draw
Bianchi's law
Concealment
Much More

$9.95
First Edition Available Now

BLUE STEEL
A GUN LEATHER
By JOHN BIANCHI
Choosing the correct holster can save you.r life or help you win in competition. John Bianchi has taken the experience of 20 years as the
world's leading holster manufacturer and created a brilliant book.
QUICK DRAW for competition' and law enforcement-CONCEALMENT, do you really think that bulge doesn't show?-SHOULDER
HOLSTERS may not be for everyone, are they for you?-the MYTH of
the CUSTOM HOLSTER as told by a master craftsman himself-Plus
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE, HANDGUN ACCIDENTS and much more.
It's all tied together by BIANCHI'S LAW. Must reading for serious
shooters.

BIANCHI TELLS IT LIKE IT IS!
._---_ ...... _------------------Please send m~ my advance copy of BLUE STEEL & GUN LEATHER
at once. Enclosed is $9.95 per book plus $1.00 post./handling.
_ _ _ _ _Books

NAME
ADDRESS
C1TY

$,

MAIL TO:

GUNS BOOKS

Enclosed

49H-9

_
_
----,,_ _STATE _ _----,,_ _ ZIP _ _

591 Camino Reina
Son Diego, CA 92108
CA residents add 6% tax.
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not every lawman
wears this emblem
of marksmanship.
Can You?

POLICE MARKSMAN
ASSOCIATION

There are a lot of associations around these days,
but only one that helps lawmen become better
Marksmen.
With the help of expert firearms instructors and National
Pistol Champions The Police Marksman has been formed for a
unique breed of lawman. Join the 15,000 Lawmen who already
benefit from our vast store of knowledge. Each of our goals
and everything we do has the same objective - to help you
improve your shooting skills and learn new training techniques.
You'll learn with step by step help from the country's top
Law Enforcement Firearms experts; trainers such as Allen'
Arrington former NRA firearms instructor; Frank May, former
N.Y.C.P.D. firearms instructor for 17 years, and Sgt. Jim
Collins, 1976-77 NRA National Police Revolver Champion. At
the same time, we are dedicated to providing you with the best
guns and gear info found anywhere.
You'll be getting more out of The Police Marksman Association because we put more into it. Take a look at these exciting
benefits you'll receive once you sign up.

•

• Special Buying Service - To assist you in finding difficult
to locate equipment and to provide you with discount member buying privileges.

Police Marksman - As the official publication of our great
group. POLICE MARKSMAN is dedicated to promoting the
growth of Police Competitive Shooting and firearms training.
Members receive a year's subscription of fact-filled articles
written by champions and experts in the field. Page after
page is filled with technical information you've been hungry
for to improve your skills. Issue after issue is jammed packed with the "secrets of winners".

PLUS GET THESE EXTRA MEMBER
BENEFITS

•

PMA Decal - You will be sent a handsome designed
Police Marksman Association Decal for your car or shooting box.

•

PMA Chapters - local chapters offer fellowship and exchange of ideas and experiences with other lawmen and
gun enthusiasts.

•

FREE Renewal Gear - Annual advance notice gives renewing members the opportunity to receive a free package
of shooters gear worth up to $50.

.....••.••.••••.••.....•.•....••....•••...••••......•••.......•................
POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION
Dept. AH-9
217 South Court Street, Montgomery, Alabama 36104

o

Sept. 28

Yes! Enroll me as a member of PMA as indicated below If I am not completely satisifed. I
will notify you and you will refund my dues.
Full-Fledged Member: 1 yr. - $15 - Eligible for all PMA Benefits (open only for recognized
law enforcement personneL)
Associate Member: 1 yr. - $10 (THE POLICE MARKSMAN Magazine only) Open to interest
shooters.
Dues Enclosed
0 New Member 0 Renewing

o
o

and you'll
receive a
Dade Screw
Speed loader
absolutely
Free ...
A $5.00 value.

Eligibility for PMA Awards - You become eligible for
PMA national recognition awards: The Joerg-Sloan Trophy.
The Police Marksman Awards and Postal Matches.

Don't wait, join your friends. Fill in the coupon below and mail
it along with your annual dues to Police Marksman, 217 S.
Court St., Montgomery, AL 36104

PMA Quarterly Newsletter - filled with shooting and
training tips that keep you abreast of what's going on between each issue of Marksman.

Join By

•

• National Marksman Matches - You become eligible to
compete in National Marksman Competitive Matches - a
new fast moving competitive shooting sport for auto's and
revolvers ... over 100 matches scheduled in 1979.

GETTHESE GREAT MEMBER BENEFITS

•

PMA Membership Card - You will receive an official personal membership card identifying you as a FUll-Fledged
Member.

o

DCharge my MC No.
Exp. date

Name

_

Street

_

DCharge my VISA No.

City

Exp date
Bank on which account is drawn.

State
Gun Make & Model

_
Zip _ _
_

......•...••..................................................................
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HANDGUN

MARKET

BOOKS

COLLECTORS

"SPORTING AIR WEAPONRY. MODESTLY PRICED.
LITERATURE, $1.00. FANTA AIR RIFLES, BOX 8122H,
LA CRESCENTA, CA 91214."

COLLECTOR HANDGUNS (primarily cartridge) approx.
six IO-page lists yearly $3.00 year U.S.A., $6.00 year foreign (sample copy 5 x 15¢ stamps). Also buying fine
pieces/entire collections. William O. Drollinger, Inc., Castroville, CA 95012. Phone: 408-633-3903.

THROWING KNIFE catalog and instruction sheets sent
free for stamped self·addressed envelope to: Tru-Balance
Knife Company, 2155 Tremont Blvd., N.W., Grand Rapids,
Mich. 49504-H.

\

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date Nov./Dec. issue (on sale Sept.) is July 14. Print carefully
and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San
Diego, California 92108.

EMBLEMS

Lg. or Sm. Specify $23.75, BUSHNELL Scopechief 3-9X
BDC With R.F $133.35, 25-8X Multi-X BDC $96.95,
1.5-4X Multi-X BDC $93.35, 4X Multi-X BDC $70.00,
Banner Series IOX40mm Multi-X $77.95, 6X32mm
Multi-X $59.95, 4X40mm Multi-X $71.25, 2.5X20mm
Multi-X $46.95, Phantom Handgun Scopes 2.5X Magnum
$45.00, 22 Scopes 723403 4X Custom With BDC $25.95,
723373 3X-7X Custom With BDC $30.95, Bushnell
Spacemaster Zoom Telescope 20X-45X $213.40, LINDSAY
DISTRIBUTORS, 141 North Central Park Ave., Hartsdale,
N.Y. 10530. Call Toll FREE 800-431-2646, New York Residents 914-428-4090. FREE CATALOG.

"THE TACTICS OF COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING"
- A Special Report that you must read if you own a pistol
for defense! Easy-reading; no frills, no garbage! By a Professional Combat-Defense Instructor! $10 cash or money
order payable to Bradley J. Steiner SURVIVAL-DEFENSE
P.O. Box 7532 Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 122, Littleton, NH 03561.

FOR SALE

ATTENTION CAST Bullet Shooters: The Model 1-450
Auto-feed will convert your Lyman 450 into a 1500 bullet
per/hour bullet factory! For details send S.S.A.E. to: Sugar
Creek Gun Co., Box 808, Hwy. 34 East, Ottumwa, IA
52501.

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER, Bill Jordan. Every aspect
of combat shooting explained. Classic Law-Enforcement
book. $6.50 + .75 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.

Royal Bengal Tiger Rug 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect
condition. Complete documentation available. Available
for showing end of Jan. $12,000.00. Call: (213) 822-5566.

Accurizing, customizing and repair of Colt, Ruger and
Smith & Wesson Handguns. W. R. Moore, P.O. Box 17252,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235.

GUNSMITH KINKS, Frank Brownell, ed. All the trade
secrets of 600 top professionals on care, service and rebuilding. $9.95 + .75 postage. American Handgunner Magazine,
Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C,
San Diego, CA 92108.
PISTOLSMITHING, Maj. George C. Nonte. Every detail of
the pistolsmithing craft covered. $14.95 + .50 postage.
American Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.
PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks.
The ultimate reference manual on the modern handgun.
$24.95 + 1.50 postage. American Handgunner Magazine,
Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C,
San Diego, CA 92108.
THE ART OF ENGRAVING, James B. Meek. Imaginative
and detailed introduction and training in the art of gun
engraving. $19.95 + .75 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.
FAMOUS AUTOMATIC PISTOLS OF EUROPE, John
Olson Compo A fully illustrated guide to 33 models. $6.95 +
1.00 postage. American Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego,
CA 92108.
GUNSMITHING, Roy F. Dunlap. A manual of Firearms
design, construction, alteration and remodeling. $14.95 +
1.00 postage. American Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego,
CA 92108.
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN FLINTLOCK-RIFLE OR
PISTOL, Georg Lauber, ed. A complete How-To book with
illustrations and drawings. $6.95 + 1.00 postage. American Handgunn,er Magazine, Book Department, 591
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN PERCUSSION-RIFLE OR
PISTOL, George Lauber, ed. A complete How-To book with
illustrations and drawings. $6.95 + postage. American
Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de
la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.
HOW TO BUILD YOUR WHEELLOCK, George Lauber,
ed. A complete How-To book will illustrations and drawings. $6.95 + 1.00 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.
STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$1.00 Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York NY 10022,
Department E.
New 1979 book Catalog just out! Profusely illustrated, BIG
176 pages. Over 1,400 titles. Everything on guns, gunsmithing, shooting, collecting, ammunition, hunting,
edged weapons, militaria. Generous book bonus plan. Send
$2 (refundable on first purchase). Fairfield Book Co., Dept.
AH, Box 289, Brookfield Center, CT 06805.
CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 128,9889
ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706.
RARE, SCARCE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS ON FIREARMS, EDGED WEAPONS, HUNTING, FISHING.
CATALOG $1.00 REFUNDED. MELVIN MARCHER, 6204
N. VERMONT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
"SURVIVAL/DEADLY COMBAT/SELF-DEFENSE/WILDERNESS LIVING/GUERRILLA WARFARE" ...
TRAINING BOOKS/MANUALS
BEST CATALOG OF
ITS KIND ANYWHERE $1.00
KEN HALE (AH-I00),
McDONALD, OHIO 44437
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BULLET CASTERS. Try Reliance bullet flux, used commercially by newspapers and printing plants. Non toxic,
contains no corrosive ammonium salts, no smoke, odors or
heartburn. $2.95 per pound 2 pounds for $5.50 post-paid.
Reliance Bullets, Box 2128H, Peabody, Mass. 01960.
Buy Guns, Tear Gas by mail: Send $2.00 (Refundable) for
catalog to: Law Enforcement Products 5200 S. Sayre,
Chicago, Ill. 60638.
BLOW 'EM AWAY THE G.I. WAY WITH $75. LAST
CHANCE SURPLUS. 32 BLUE STEEL, BONEHANDLED SEMI-AUTO. GAS PARALYZER PISTOL
WITH FREE HOLSTER AND 21 ROUNDS FOR ONLY
$25. LIMITED QUANTITY. 24 HR. MAILORDER DELIVERY TO RESPONSIBLE ADULTS. BARRETT'S, 3981
SAXON, BX., NY 10463.
BROWNING HIPOWER 9mm fully combat modified by A.
Swenson. NRA excellent, 200 rounds fired. Pancake holster, brass, ammo, dies. 31 Oslo Cove, Cordova, TN 38018
for info.
C.I.A. AGENT, RETIRED, REVEALS ALL! Surreptitious
Entry, Safe Manipulation, Alarm Systems Compromise,
Car Repossession, Computer Theft, Phone Phreaking and Technical Manuals. $1.00 (refundable) to: NEP, P.O.
Box 8741-H, Atlanta 30303. NOW WHILE YOU STILL
CAN.
COMBAT PYTHONS. 6' barrels, Elliason rear sight, famous lSadowski' action and contoured trigger. Reblued
with total matt finish. $450.00. Reserve yours with $250.00
deposit. Delivery 6 weeks. '300' Gunsmith Service, 4655
Washington St., Denver, CO 80216.
MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $10.
Excellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832
Sulz-Rothis, Austria.

GUNS & AMMUNITION
ANTIQUE & MODERN Firearms. Long list of guns, single
listing 50¢, $3.00 yearly. Will buy collections. Ed's Gun
House, Rte. 1, Minnesota City, MN 55959.

GUN EQUIPMENT
AMAZING PROFESSIONAL compound cleans, polishes
casings to brilliant luster. Vse with vibrator or rubber
lined tumbler. Clean thousands of casings for only $6.95
package. Satisfaction guaranteed.. Custom Reloading, 46
Fern Avenue, East Islip, NY 11730.
REDFIELD SCOPES L.D.W.F. 1'l4-5X 4 Plex or PCH
$104.95, 2-7X 4 Plex or PCH $118.95. 2-7X 4 Plex or PCH
$133.95, 3-9X 4 Plex or PCH $139.95. 3-9X Accu-Trac 4
Plex $156.95, 4X 4 Plex or PCH $92.95. 6X 4 Plex $102.95,
Weaver Scopes, V 4.5W $84.95, K-4 $56.95, K-6 $64.95.
K-4W $73.95, V-9W $99.95, V-7W $91.95, T-6 $113.95,
T-16 $125.95, T-I0 $120.95.C.H., Dual-X or PCH Ret.,
Leupold Scopes, M8-2X E.E.R. Duplex only $70.95.. M8-4X
E.E.R. Duplex only $79.95, M8-2.5X Compact Duplex only
$70.95, M8-4X $84.95 Vari-X II. 2-7X $114.95: 3-9X AO
$139.95, Vari-X III, 1.5-5X $124.95 2.5-8X $140.95, 3.5lOX $148.95, 3.5-IOX AO $161.95, Duplex or CPC Ret.
LINDSAY DISTRIBUTORS, 141 North Central Park Ave.,
Harsdale, N.Y. 10530. Call Toll FREE 800-431-2646, New
York Residents 914-428-4090. FREE CATALOG.
THOMPSON CENTER Hawken Cap Lock .45 or .50 Cal.
$176.95, Seneca Cap Lock .36 or .45 Cal. $180.00, Renegade Cap Lock .54 Cal. $144.95, CVA Mountain Rifle
Perc. .45 or .50 Cal. $159.95, Mountain Rifle Kit Perc. .45
or .50 Cal $111.95, Kentucky Rifle Perc. .45 Cal. $103.95,
Mountain Pistol Perc. .45 or .50 Cal. $71.95, Kentucky
Pistol Kit Perc. .45 Cal. $35.95, Tower Pistol Perc. .45 Cal.
$55.95, MEC Versamatic 700 $62.75. Die Set For 700 Jr.
$22.75, RCBS Reloader Special Set $45.75, Rock Chucker
Combo. $66.75, 10-10 Scale $37.75, Uniflo Powder Measure

LIBERTY ANTIQUE SIXGUN PARTS, P.O. BOX 385,
COS COB, CT 06807; HAS PARTS for PREWAR SMITH &
WESSON FIREARMS; 1979 CATALOG $2.00.
LIBERATOR FP-45, complete with original box, instructions, dowell, packing block, and ammo desired. Please
send complete information, condition, and price in first
letter. La Luz Primera, Box 16183, Phoenix, AZ 85011.
BULLET LUBE, Alox or Lithium base, hollow or solid,
bright red or natural color, 20 stick carton $12.00 plus
$1.25 V.P.S. We manufacture hundreds of firearms accessories for many different weapons. Send $1.00 for catalog.
Choate Tool Co., Box 218, Baldknob, ARK 72010.

GUNSMITHING
PISTOLSMITH SPECIALIZING IN S & W AND COLT
HANDGUNS REPAIR. TUNEO ACTIONS, ACCURIZlNG, REBARRELING, CUSTOMIZING ON REVOLVERS
AND AUTOMATIC PISTOLS DISTRIBUTOR FOR
DADE SPEEDLOADERS AND CASES. INQUIRE TO:
LADDIE V HOUCK - PISTOLSMITH, BOX 1071,
MONTICELLO, UTAH 84535.

INSTRUCTION
THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-l or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to
buy, no machining only minor changes done in minutes.
Cyclic rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H.
& H. P.O. Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

KNIVES & SWORDS
FREE, How To Become a Gun Dealer At Home! Instructions, Application Forms; $2.00 or FREEE with ATF New
Gun Dealers Instruction Course, 23 Chapters covering all
aspects of dealing in Firearms; $4.95, Federal Firearm
Laws; $2.00, Your State Gun Laws; $2.00, Dealers Directory 500 Wholesalers; $3.50, Dealers Firearms or Ammunition Record Books, Hold 1000 Entries; $4.95, Class 1Il
License Manuals, Application Forms; $3.00, How To Obtain Concealed Gun Permits; $2.00, How To Make Legal
Explosive Bullets; $2.00, Catalog $1.00 refundable, FREE
Brochure, Add 10% for 1st. Class Postage, VISA/Bankamericard, Mastercharge accepted, w,R. Reddick, 1923G
Abbott, San Diego, CA 92107.

MISCELLANEOUS
BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000
yards. Information on bursting projectiles included. Send
$4.00. Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St.,
Mashua, NH 03061.
PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc-
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chemical service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind.,
Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, N.H. 03061.

INTELLIGENCE LETTER - ESPIONAGE, ASSASSINATION, MERCENARiES, KARATE. SAMPLE - $1.00
OR $9/12 ISSUES. HORIZONN, BOX 67, ST. CHARLES,
MO 63301.
FIRECRACKERS, GUNS, BLASTING from common materials. Facts $2.00. Sanford, Box 4175-AH, Colesville, MD
20904.
SPORTSMANS' TREASURES - Genuine Deerskin,
Coats, Purse's, Mocassins - Authentic Alaskan Handcarved Ivory - Buckles, hundreds - Belts - Authentic
Indian Jewelry - Huge color catalog $2.00, refundable.
Dealers invited. Mari-Sene Trading, Box IOAH, Belle
Plaine, IA 52208.
Protect Our Hunting Heritage Fight Gun Control! Speak
up! With fact-filled answers to stop anti-hunters in their
tracks! Send $10.00 for each copy to: I. J. 27 Selkirk Blvd,
Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. T4N OG3.
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FIREWORKS! Send for catalog chock full of great items
from abroad and USA, FREE! Also, Cannon Fuse (3/32),
100' - $5.00, Apogee, Box 5618H Chicago, IL 60680.
SILENT "SPECIALTY WEAPONS"I Genuine GAR-
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Lightweight, concealable, DEADLY! Instructions teach
proper use, vital points, etc.! ... $8. Cash or money order

payable to Bradley J. Steiner SURVIVAL-DEFENSE P.O.
Box 7532 Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

Humidity, condensation is ruining valuable equipment.

STOP RUST, MILDEW WITH CRYSTALS
THAT "DRINK" DAMPNESS FROM THE AIR

FIREWORKS. New 1979 Catalog, $2.00. Buckeye Fireworks Mfg. Co., Inc. P.O. Box 22. Deerfield. OH 4441 I.

• No electricity required
• Reactivates indefinitely

FIREWORKS Y1AKE YOUR OW1\" ROCKETS, M80's,
FOUNTAINS, MANY MORE. EASY INSTRUCTIONS
$3.00. MICHAELS. 323A S. FRANKLIN #804, CHICAGO, IL 60606.

Once marred by corrison, no rust·
remover or chemical can restore the
value of fine guns. instruments or
other prec i sion·fj nl shed objects.

ATTENTI01\" GU1\" CLUBS, SHORTRU
CUSTOM
BUCKLES WITH YOUR LOGO Y1Y SPECIALTY. SOLID
SANDCAST SILICON BRONZE BUCKLES ALL
HAND-FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029

Now you can protect them with the
same Govt. spec. silica gel crys·
tals used on naval vessels. These
crystals create a shield of dry air
wherever they are placed. They are

"AMAZING"! Secret Compartments. low cost. defy detection, hide your valuables, many types. Catalog $1.00 (re-

fundable). Marietta Company, Dept. "HG," Box 465, Norwalk, Ohio 44857.

REACTIVATION
INDICATOR
Compact Unit: Light weight metal
cannister designed to withstand
years of use. Excellent protection for
individual qun and camera cases,
tackle boxes, silver drawers, etc.

soeflicient that a single tablespoonful presents adrying area larger than

a footbalffield!
2000 Gram Cannister:This new self-

HANDCUFFS - Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair. two $38.00,
Leg Irons $28.50 set, G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St.
Paul, Minn. 55175.

contained unit lasts a lifetime. Re-

activates indefinitely. Only 14"x6"
yet can protect 144 cubic leet of en-

REAL ESTATE
\ WESTERN Arkansas Farms, Ranches, Acreage. Homes,
Businesses. In the beautiful Ouachitas ... Clean air, pure
water. Free List: American Farms Realtors, 71 North,

Veebag: Ideal for eliminating dampunbelievable bar-

gains available in every state. Free information. Stamp
appreciated. Postmart. Owen, WI 54460.

vated in any oven. 54.95 pre-paid_
HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:

closed space. Used on naval vessels.
Trailers { Workshops I Darkrooms I
Ideal for camper·trailer, gunroom,
Sporting Equipment! Closets I Elecworkshop. Steel construction with
:ronics/Gun Chests! Display Cases!
precision-cut side breathers to silica
Tool Boxes ICamera Cases! Clot hes
gel crystals within.
Built-in indicator
I To: HYDROSORBENT CO. Dept Z
signals when unit

r----------------

Mena, Ark. 71953.
SURPLUS GOVERNMENT LAND -

Protects 3 cubic leet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"
turns pink, unit can be easily reacti·

ness and humidity in large gun
chests, display cabinets. equipment storage. etc. Contains 416
grams 01 highest quality silica gel
crystals. Can be reactivated in any
oven ... lndicating crystals tell you
when. Protects 30 cubic feet of en·

closed space. 56.95 pre-paid

should be reactivated. (Reactivates easily in any
oven.) This unit can
prevent thousands
01 dollars damage
due to rus1. damp·
ness.mildew

S35.00prepaid_

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BOX 675, RYE, NY 10580

Please Send (postage prepaid):
Veebags
S6.95each (NY ResidenlS add
Compact Unit
54_95each 5% sales lax)
2000 Gram Cannister 535.00each
Total Enclosed $
_
NAME

_

AOORESS

CITY

_

STAH-_ _ ZIP

_
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Remington brass cases with' 5% more brass for
extra strength in head section-armea1ed
neck section for longer reloading Iifeprinler pocket dimension controltQ. .<XXl5 inch to assure
fit-

WId

The new Multi-Deluxe Pistol
3-Die Set is another Lyman
innovation.
Now, with only one die set, you
can load all the popular bullet
designs for your cartridge. And
you can reload both special and
magnum length cartridges. With
one set.
No other die set offers this
advantage. In fact, if you look at
other dies, you'll find you need as
many as six to do what the new
Multi-Deluxe can do with one.
In other words, you get more for
your reloading dollar.

\

The Secret
Such versatility is possible
because of our unique die design.
By designing the seating screw so
it can be screwed directly out the
top of the die, one die can easily
do the work of many. And the
decapping system provides the

special/magnum capability. So
more versatile or better designed.
the pistol reloader gains a
Take a look for yourself.
tremendous advantage in ease
Look again-you'll find a
and versatility.
whole new Lyman in our FREE
Are these dies accurate?
1979 catalog. Send for it.
Of course.
They're made by Lyman. Tested
by Lyman. And no other dies are

Lyman testing shows ...

&REATEST

VERSATILITY.
Beginnning our second century
Lyman Products Corporation. Dept.AH709. Route 147, Middlefield. cr 06455

Precision is something Germans are famous for . .. but
Heckler & Koch makes an art of it!

H8d('s Hunter's Trilogy

P9S DOUBLE ACTION .45 cal.
• A real big game stopper!
• 8 rounds instantly ready!
• Polygon bore increases
accuracyl
• Roller-lock system retards
recoil!

HK4 DOUBLE ACTION .380

cal.! .22 LR/ .32 cal.! .25 cal.
• Four guns in one-the perfect
backup gun
• Shoots the high lethality 380
cal. (9mm short) cartridge
• Converts to low cost .22 LR
in seconds
• Lightweight 16.9 oz.-perfect
for the backpacker

HECKLER & MDCH
n
,INC.

P9S DOUBLE ACTION 9mm
• 10 rounds of 9 mm parabellum
punching power
• Accurate-Reliable-Rugged
• Features polygon bore and
delayed roller-lock system
• Weighs two pounds

933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 525-3182

Write for our 20-pg. catalog of new & exciting H&K weapons. Include $2.00 for postage & handling.
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Hot new calibers and potent new
loads from Winchester. Last yearit
was Xpediter, the super-fast new
22 Long Rifle. And this year we're

bringing you three brand new calibers and two exciting new hollowpoint loads for the 9mm and 45
ACP. Hot stuff, each and everyone.

THE STOPPERS

BRUSH BUSTER BLOCKBUSTERS

Ultra-expansion
new 9mm Luger and
45ACP loads

375 Winchester

We've just added a whole
new dimension to these
popular calibers, with the
creation of our new superexpanding SilvertipHollowpoint bullets. A
special alloy jacket allows
penetration with
.
.
maSSIve expanSIOn
of the soft lead core

for superior stopping
power. 115 gr. bullets in
the 9mm and 185 gr. in
the 45 give high velocity
and energy. Great stopping ability, minimum
weight loss and reduced
possibility of ricochet
make them highly effective for handgun hunting.

A caliber created especially

for our new Big
Bore 94 lever
action carbine.
Loaded with 200
and 250 grain
Power Point
bullets, the 375
Winchester powers
through brush
with plenty of
retained energy.
Write for your 40 page \Xfinchesrer
spnrting arms and ammunition
catalog. Send S\.OO to Winchester

Caralo,g. P.O. Box 456, Mr. Vernon,
N. y. 10551®andn'~refer to trademarks
of Olio Corporation.

~
WINCH£ST£R®
more than a gun,
an American legend:

The hot new 9mm
Winchester Mag and
potent new 45
Winchester Mag
These may very well
be the ultimate
handgu,n cartridges.
The blockbusting
new 9mm and 45
Winchester Magnums are
rimless powerhouses
designed
to deliver. smash.
.
tng Impact at maXImum
ranges. Both are loaded
with full metal jacketed
bullets for maximum energy transfer on silhouette
targets. These new calibers
should be used only in
guns specially chambered
for them. They are
not for use in
guns chambered
for 9mm Luger or
45 ACP.

